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A Note on References to Aristotle's Works
This thesis has used the following translations of Aristotle:
Aristotle on the Constitution of Athens: E. Poste
De Anima (De An.): J.A. Smith
Nicomachean Ethics (NE): W. D. Ross, Martin Ostwald
The Politics (Pol.): T.A. Sinclair, Benjamin Jowett, Ernest Barker
References to Aristotle are given in the following format:
(Work, Bekker number, Book, Chapter). Example: (Pol. 1310a15-19, V, 9)
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Chapter One: Introduction
The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change's (IPCC) recent 5th Assessment Report on the
science of climate change warns us that not only is a two degrees global atmospheric temperature
rise entirely likely—barring a highly aggressive and rapid carbon emissions mitigation pathway—
but also points out that truly catastrophic temperature rises are possible within this century.1 A world
with anything over a four degrees atmospheric average temperature increase (since 1861-1880) by
2100 will be a different and hostile place for civilisation to exist. The underlying message of the
IPCC's report is that we either mitigate ourselves into a low-carbon and different type of society, or
we continue on our current course and have climate change alter our societies for us.
This thesis is about Aristotle's philosophy of society. By looking back at Aristotle, we can gauge
what the future could look like in terms of the economic structure of a very different society, a polis
in the 22nd century. We may need such as society given the ever-quickening ecological decay that
threatens a global catastrophe of unprecedented proportions. The philosopher John Leslie has used
pollution, climate change, resource depletion, loss of biodiversity, and population increases as some
of the several possible scenarios that could cause the extinction of the human species.2 This alone
gives political philosophy enough of a reason to examine ecologically-minded alternative societies.
The marine biologist Jeremy Jackson warns us that the solutions to our global ecological crisis are
not scientific but rather political and economic. What we require are new forms of political and
economics structures that move us away from the ethics of, as Jackson puts it, “...apathy, ignorance,
corruption and greed....”3 Aristotle is of particular interest in terms of the interplay between ethical,
political and economics systems: for Aristotle, these three systems are sub-systems of a larger
system that he calls (NE 1181b15, X, 9), “the philosophy of human affairs.” Given the crisis we
face, it is worth looking again at Aristotle's philosophy of human affairs (or philosophy of society)
to see if it contains the economic, political and ethical directions to the good life that we need.
Aristotle's philosophy of human affairs is formulated in the Nicomachean Ethics and The Politics.
1

2

3

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, Working Group I Contribution to the IPCC, Fifth Assessment Report
Climate Change 2013: The Physical Science Basis, Summary for Policymakers, pg. 22 & 36,
http://www.climatechange2013.org/images/uploads/WGIAR5-SPM_Approved27Sep2013.pdf (accessed September
2013)
John Leslie, The End of the World: the Science and Ethics of Human Extinction (London: Routledge, 1996), pg.
43-76 [ebook]
Jeremy B. C. Jackson, "The future of the oceans past", Phil. Trans. R. Soc. B 365 (2010), pg. 3773
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Robert C. Roberts and W. Jay Woods have encapsulated what Aristotle was seeking in the
Nicomachean Ethics and in the process give a succinct version of Aristotle's definiton of a dignified
flourishing life (eudaimonia):
If Nicomachean Ethics is a book of practical wisdom—a book designed to help people aim
more precisely at what they already aim at—it is such largely by offering a conception of
eudaimonia, which for Aristotle is the life of virtue lived in a well constituted city-state.4
The phrase “a well constituted city-state” embeds a large part of Aristotle's philosophy of human
affairs. This form of social organisation is where Aristotle brings together politics and economics,
and he considers his ethical theories a part of his politics. It is this combining of different topics into
a single philosophy of society that gives a special kind of appeal to Aristotle, and this combination
is evident right at the start of his investigations. When describing the aims of the Nicomachaen
Ethics at the beginning of that book, he states (NE 1094b11, I, 3), “These [the good of man and of
the polis], then, are the ends at which our inquiry aims, since it is political science, in one sense of
the term.”
Since G. E. M. Anscombe's pivotal paper in 19585, there has been a revival of Aristotelianism with
two major contemporary scholars emerging, Alasdair MacIntyre and Martha Nussbaum. Both
Nussbaum and MacIntyre are unable to come grips with the full extent of Aristotle's philosophy of
society: Nussbaum's Aristotelian economics is not synthesized with Aristotle's politics, while
MacIntyre's Aristotelianism and Thomism is unable to provide a compelling or detailed account of
how society should be ordered to ensure the practical reasoning necessary for eudaimonia. The
challenge is to articulate a complete version of Aristotle's philosophy of society that would be
relevant for our deteriorating context.
In “Alasdair MacIntyre on Aristotle and the Polis”, Edward Clayton points out that MacIntyre
doesn't argue that we can or should port the ancient Greek polis into the 22nd century.6 Instead,
4
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6

Robert C. Roberts and W. Jay Woods, Intellectual Virtues: An Essay in Regulative Epistemology (Oxford:
Clarendon Press, 2007), pg. 308. Bold added. We can use the term virtue (in the definition of what Aristotle see
eudaimonia as) generally to cover three types of necessary but not sufficient conditions for eudaimonia: the social
infrastructure (discussed later in this chapter), moral virtues and intellectual virtues. This may be slightly different
to what Roberts and Woods view virtue to be, which is (pg. 68), “...virtues to be traits that make a person excellent
as a human being...” and (pg. 59), “...a virtue is an acquired base of excellent functioning in some generically
human sphere of activity that is challenging and important.”
G. E. M. Anscombe, "Modern Moral Philosophy", Philosophy 33, No. 124 (January 1958)
Edward Clayton, “Alasdair MacIntyre on Aristotle and the Polis”, The New England Journal of Political Science
Vol. II No. 2 (2005), pg. 4,
http://nepsanet.org/wp-content/uploads/2012/07/Alasdair_MacIntyre_on_Aristotle_and_the_Polis1.pdf (accessed
September 2013)
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MacIntyre redefines the polis as a practice orientated community, in which a practice “...involves
standards of excellence and obedience to rules as well as the achievement of goods.”7 In effect,
through the right kind of participation in a particular practice (such as football or chess) we gain
Aristotelian virtue.
Yet, despite MacIntrye's famous examples of chess and football as types of practice, he is quite
clear that Aristotelianism is more than just engaging in individual practices, it requires societal
intervention.8 MacIntyre also quite rightly points out that Aristotle's ethics are an account of virtue
in the ancient polis. He states, “Aristotle's account of the virtues presupposes the
now-long-vanished context of the social relationships of the ancient city-state.”9
This leads to a curious situation in MacIntyre's philosophy: MacIntyre explains the problems of
contemporary society and moral philosophy, he sets up Aristotle and Aquinas as alternatives, and
then stops. He tells us that our ethics have devolved to emotions, that context is vital to living well,
and that we are ruled by barbarians who are hurling us into the new Dark Ages.10 Fair enough, but
what then? There is no guide as to what a polis-like community would look like, yet some sort of
polis-like political community engaged in the common good seems necessary for MacIntyre.11 Such
a guide would, presumably, entail some instructions on how Aristotle (or Aquinas for that matter)
would be applicable either today or in the future in terms of the form of social organisation we
should have.
In MacIntyre's Dependent Rational Animals, this curious situation becomes even starker. MacIntrye
clearly indicates that the nation-state is an inappropriate form of social organisation to achieve the
common good and is unable to provide the opportunity for individuals to engage in political
reasoning.12 He suggests that some form of local, small-scale community is required to obtain the
common good and for people to engage in political reasoning.13 However, MacIntyre seems unable
to provide a credible vision of a society without the nation-state and especially in terms of the
nation-state's productive capabilities. In other words, not only does he accept the de facto existence
of the nation-state, but that local communities will have to rest upon the broader economic activities
of the nation-state.14
7
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Alasdair MacIntyre, After Virtue (Notre Dame: University of Notre Dame Press, Third Edition, 2007), pg. 190
Alasdair MacIntyre, After Virtue (Notre Dame: University of Notre Dame Press, Third Edition, 2007), pg. 194-195
Alasdair MacIntyre, After Virtue (Notre Dame: University of Notre Dame Press, Third Edition, 2007), pg. 163
Alasdair MacIntyre, After Virtue (Notre Dame: University of Notre Dame Press, Third Edition, 2007), pg. 263
Alasdair MacIntyre, Whose Justice? Which Rationality? (London: Gerald Duckworth & Co. Ltd., 1988), pg.
391-392
Alasdair MacIntyre, Dependent Rational Animals (Chicago: Open Court, 1999), pg. 131-133
Alasdair MacIntyre, Dependent Rational Animals (Chicago: Open Court, 1999), pg. 141-143
Alasdair MacIntyre, Dependent Rational Animals (Chicago: Open Court, 1999), pg. 133 & 142
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And herein lies the bind in MacIntyre's philosophy. On one hand, he clearly recognises that the
contemporary world is incompatible with Aristotelian virtue. On the other hand, he seems unable to
move away from the contemporary world to an alternative vision of a new kind of society. We get
hints of this future, but no detail. He tells us that we should achieve the freedom of Aristotelian
virtue but is unable to break the economic chains that enslave us to the contemporary world: a
world antithetical to virtue. The result is that MacIntyre's philosophy is half of an argument. He tells
us why Aristotelian virtues are important and why we should adopt them, but does not provide the
necessary social context for those virtues.
What MacIntyre has done should not be diminished because of the criticism above. MacIntyre has
correctly identified the link between ethics and context, between justice and a particular type of
social organisation, and he tried to look at micro-level examples (football and chess) as methods of
achieving the correct kind of praxis in the inhospitable context of capitalism and nation-states. We
owe a debt of gratitude for MacIntyre for highlighting the combined nature of politics and ethics in
Aristotle and keeping the potential it offers and Aristotle's intentions alive in contemporary
philosophy. The best way to repay that debt is go beyond the micro-level examples and provide a
complete picture of what that necessary social context would look like, in our rapidly changing
world of ecological decay. We can update the approach that MacIntyre took, and with greater
knowledge of natural world, our impacts on it, and its impacts on us than MacIntyre had available
to him.
And, Aristotle's approach to ethics and politics in the Nicomachean Ethics and The Politics gives a
more or less complete path to eudaimonia for his readers to follow. In Bk. X, Ch. 9 of the
Nicomachean Ethics, Aristotle implores his readers to read both books together as part of one
overall argument. According to this thesis's close reading of the Nicomachean Ethics and The
Politics, Aristotle requires a particular kind of participatory democracy, specific duties of
citizenship, and a strong element of societal habituation and coercion (positive liberty). This leads
to the necessity of a polis-like community in order for Aristotle's conception of eudaimonia to be
actualised either in the present or some relatively near future. Furthermore, the actualisation of a
polis-like society requires the prior theorizing of what such a society would entail.
The explicit purpose of this thesis is to theorize such a society with an emphasis on its economic
system. This is a political project that seeks to embed Aristotle's economic thought in a polis-like
community marked by his political and ethical thought: participatory democracy, specific duties of
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citizenship, and a strong element of societal habituation and coercion. This polis-like community
will be called the Future Polis15.
But why give such prominence to reinterpreting and developing Aristotle's economic ideas? What is
so special about economic theory? Part of Aristotle's genius is his wide-range of philosophical
investigations—at odds with the sometimes narrow focus of contemporary philosophy—and he
indicates the importance of economic activity in regards to the moral and intellectual virtues that are
required for eudaimonia. In Chapter Three, this thesis will investigate Aristotle's classification of
virtues as being either moral or intellectual. This investigation will show that, in addition, we should
add an additional class of things necessary but not sufficient for eudaimonia. This additional class
of things belongs with the moral and intellectual virtues as necessary conditions for eudaimonia but
are not usually considered virtues. This class of things has a strong focus on the economic
requirements of eudaimonia: for example, autarky, wealth and economic justice. What these things
are is the social infrastructure (Aristotle calls some of them external goods) for eudaimonia:
therefore, we will call them just that, social infrastructure and located them adjacent to the virtues.
The components of social infrastructure are closely related to the moral and intellectual virtues as
these components are necessary but not sufficient conditions for eudaimonia, in the same manner
that Aristotle thinks that courage is a necessary but not sufficient condition for eudaimonia.
Moreover, Aristotle's ethics and politics make the claim that in order to achieve eudaimonia we
need to live in a participatory democracy that has an economy geared towards the end of achieving
the social infrastructure. This social infrastructure is a first order step towards realising Aristotle's
ethics and politics: obtaining the social infrastructure is necessary but not sufficient for the
obtainment of eudaimonia.
Put another way, the realisation of an economic system that promotes and enables the social
infrastructure is the foundation upon which the rest of Aristole's ethics and politics is built. It starts
with the economy, as illustrated in even the structure of The Politics, the opening part of which is
concerned with economic matters. In Chapters Three and Five of this thesis, the concept of
Aristotle's economic thought as the starting point of his ethics and politics will be highlighted.
At this juncture, it is worth considering if the economics of the Aristotelian good life has already
been achieved theoretically with Martha Nussbaum's Capabilities Approach. The Capabilities
Approach basically states that in a correct political ordering government should enable that people
15

The term “Future Polis” is nowhere to be found in any of Aristotle's works, it is this thesis's invention.
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have the following ten central capabilities in order for them to have a dignified minimally
flourishing life: 1) life, 2) bodily health, 3) bodily integrity, 4) senses, imagination, and thought, 5)
emotions, 6) practical reason16, 7) affiliation, 8) respect for other species, 9) play, and 10) control
over one's environment.17
The Aristotelian element of Nussbaum's theory is to use the idea that in order to have a flourishing
life, an individual requires certain conditions like health, longevity, and wealth. In effect, she has
condensed and altered some of Aristotle's external goods, moral virtues and intellectual virtues and
then split them from Aristotle's concept of the best life. For Aristotle, the virtues are necessary but
not sufficient conditions of eudaimonia, which additionally demands living in a polis with the right
kind of political, social and economic constitution. Nussbaum's virtues (capabilities) are now
necessary and sufficient conditions for flourishing as they provide, at least, the minimal account of
the good life.18 Nussbaum also states that, “...we should not grant that the society is just unless the
capabilities have been effectively achieved.”19 Such a just society (in Nussbaum's terms) looks
compatible with modern, wealthy, liberal representative democracies such as Sweden. Yet, there are
two problems with this compatibility. The first is that, as MacIntyre points out, such societies do not
provide the level of practical reasoning Aristotle thinks is necessary. The second, as will be
discussed in Chapter Seven, is that if the developing world adopted the developed world's economic
system, the impact on the environment would be unbearable.
In effect, Nussbaum is splitting a part of Aristotle's ethics from not only his politics but also his
concept of a human being20 and his economic theory. In her thought, there is no requirement for
individuals to live in a polis in order to flourish. What is necessary is that people have achieved the
capabilities, but in the process of adopting her capabilities approach we lose the politics of Aristotle
16

17
18

19

20

Nussbaum defines this as, “Being able to form a conception of the good and to engage in critical reflection about
the planning of one’s life. (This entails protection for the liberty of conscience and religious observance.)” Martha
Nussbaum, “Capabilities as Fundamental Entitlements: Sen and Social Justice”, Feminist Economics 9 (2003), pg.
41. This is not the same as Aristotle's conception of the political life (the nature of which will be addressed in
Chapter Three), see NE 1094b1-11, I, 2. NE 1178a8-17, X, 8. NE 1275a23-24, III, 1. Also see David Ross, Aristotle
(London: University Paperbacks, 1964), pg. 247
Martha Nussbaum, Creating Capabilities (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2011), pg. 33-34
There is some evidence that Nussbaum would agree with this interpretation. She states, “What we want here is a
reason why the person who is going to describe the best government should look at the best life. On my reading, we
have a good answer to this question: because a necessary (perhaps a sufficient?) condition of bestness is the
securing to citizens of the best life that their circumstances make possible...the same arrangement might have
different degrees of success in different material circumstances. And it would still be counted best, provided that it
secured to the people involved a good life up to the maximum permitted by circumstances.” Martha Nussbaum,
“Nature, Function and Capability: Aristotle on Political Distribution”, Wider Working Papers (December 1987), pg.
4-5
Martha Nussbaum, “Capabilities as Fundamental Entitlements: Sen and Social Justice”, Feminist Economics 9
(2003), pg. 37
Nussbaum seems to side with the Stoics on this point. Martha Nussbaum, “Constitutions and Capabilities:
'Perception' Against Lofty Formalism”, Harvard Law Review Vol. 121:4 (2007), pg. 37
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and close off the requirement of political action as a necessary requirement of flourishing. This is
not what Aristotle intended, for he saw eudaimonia as living in accordance with both virtue and
political praxis in a polis with the correct kind of constitution. For example, he states that (Pol.
1332b23-32, VII, 13), “...it follows that, for a variety of causes, all alike must share in the business
of ruling and being ruled by turns.” Aristotle also points out that (Pol. 1324a5-7, VII, 1), “It remains
to ask whether or not we are to say that happiness is the same for the individual human being and
for the city. The answer again is obvious: all would argue that it is the same.”
This thesis will argue that if we go beyond both Nussbaum and MacIntyre and examine Aristotle's
philosophy of society in the light of a Future Polis, we can incorporate Aristotle's intentions as
outlined above. We don't have to settle for either MacIntyre's bind (current society is incompatible
with eudaimonia) or Nussbaum's capabilities sans a political reordering. We can examine the full
potential of Aristotle's thought as he intended and thus avoid foreclosing opportunities in terms of
our political lives. John Wallach points out that contemporary Aristotelianism inadequately
addresses the political aspect of Aristotle's thought to the detriment of the human condition:
Contemporary Aristotelianism...posits a theoretical perspective on the political realm that
forecloses the possibility of democratic practice constituting political virtue. Only by
understanding this other side, the underside, of Aristotle, can we make use of his wisdom in
a way that could improve, rather than delimit, the prospects of democracy in our time.21
What will be attempted in this thesis is an act of radical political philosophy22 to show how a
reinterpreted Aristotelian economy can be embedded within Aristotle's ethics and politics and in
light of serious ecological concerns that define our current and future contexts. This thesis will
conclude that a reinterpreted Aristotelian economy and the associated Future Polis is not only
possible but also that it will provide the economic adaptation necessary to deal with climate change
and ecological decay. The first sub-argument is concerned with what constitutes Aristotle's
philosophy of society. This sub-argument starts in Chapter Two with a forward defense as to why
viewing the Nicomachean Ethics and The Politics as whole (in effect, they should be read as one
book instead of two) is a philosophically acceptable course of action. In other words, Chapter Two
will show why viewing Aristotle's politics, ethics and economics as an indivisible whole—an
integrated philosophy of human affairs, public and private—is a reasonable approach.

21
22

John R. Wallach, “Contemporary Aristotelianism”, Political Theory Vol. 20 No. 4 (November 1992), pg. 634
In a context of a world filled with only one form of social organisation, the state, a polis-like society would be a
radical act of politics and societal structuring.
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The essential parts of Aristotle's philosophy of society are investigated in Chapter Three. This
chapter will conclude that there are eleven essential elements to his philosophy of society that
would be relevant to a Future Polis: they incorporate the core of Aristotle's philosophy of human
affairs and provide the personal and social framework for the attainment of eudaimonia.
After this first sub-argument (what is Aristotle's ethical and political thought) is addressed, the
second sub-argument will deal with the economic system of Aristotle's ideal polis and that of
ancient Athens. In order to understand these economic systems, we need to step outside of
philosophy and into archeology and use a modified version of Joseph Tainter's theory on why
societies collapse (Chapter Four). As Tainter specifically looks at the meta-economic structures of
ancient societies, this will help us to understand the ancient Greek economy (Chapter Five). Land
and energy are at the heart of this model, and when we view economic systems in this manner, the
following purpose of an economy emerges: all economic systems have a fundamental aim of
acquiring energy sources and extracting surplus value from them. This is simply not a matter of
wealth generation, but rather that an economy is about meeting the continual and increasing need
for energy sources to maintain the very fabric of society.23 Given that energy usage since the
Industrial Revolution is the immediate source of significant anthropogenic greenhouse gas
emissions—i.e. the burning of coal, oil and natural gas—a focus on energy in terms of a
reinterpreted Aristotelian economic system for the near future is necessary.
The aim in using Tainter's theory is not to port some kind of post-industrial economy onto the
Athenian economy or Aristotle, but rather to use the universal concepts of land and energy to clarify
a hard problem in terms of Aristotle's philosophy, namely that the good life for some requires a
systematic and harsh exploitation of others.24 As the ancients had to run their societies without fossil
fuels, they had only two sources of energy from which to extract the level of wealth required for
Aristotle's citizens to engage in the political life of the polis: human and animal energy (human
labour is a form of energy). Both Aristotle and the Athenians chose slave labour to provide the
energy basis for their economic systems, and we can use a modified version of Tainter's theory to
provide the basis for a reexamination of Aristotle's defense of slavery in The Politics.25 When we
use energy as prism to view Aristotle's defense of slavery, what we find is a callous and hard
23

24

25

Joseph A. Tainter, “Complexity, Problem Solving, and Sustainable Societies” (1996),
http://www.harbornet.com/folks/theedrich/hive/Tainter/SocietalCollapse.htm, (accessed February 2011)
To a limited degree, Scott Meikle in Aristotle's Economic Theory, uses a similar approach to understanding
Aristotle's thought. He uses Marxism to understand Aristotle's economic thought and, in particular, Aristotle's
treatment of use and exchange value in NE Bk. V, Ch. V. This thesis uses Tainter's energy economics approach
instead, and applies it across NE and Pol. What is similar to both approaches is to use a particular theory of
economics to examine Aristotle's works.
As will be indicated in Chapter Five, slave labour wasn't the only way the elite of Athens sought to garner surplus
value, they also engaged in an empire with its associated booty and tribute.
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decision on the part of Aristotle: faced with the necessity of energy to support his polis and his
conception of the good life, he had no option but to argue weakly for slavery, a concept that was
contested philosophically26 within Ancient Greece.
In light of the explanation above, Aristotle's problem is that his philosophy of society rests upon the
highly exploitive and inhuman economic paradigm of slavery. This exploitation devalues Aristotle's
philosophy for it comes close to the philosophies of master races needing sub-human labour to
ensuring living space. For Aristotle's philosophy of society to be relevant or even humane, the
problem of Aristotle's politics and ethics requiring citizens to be the beneficiaries of the economic
system of slavery needs to be solved.
The core of Aristotle's problem of slavery remains with us today: If we generalise Aristotle's
problem, it seems that in order for an individual to gain the amount of leisure (freedom from toil)
necessary to engage in the political and/or contemplative life an underclass must work to provide
the social infrastructure. Someone has to build roads, remove rubbish, mine metals, work in
chemical factories, grow food, etc. Yet, there seems to be no philosophically valid reason as to why
such an underclass should even exist, let alone be effectively barred from eudaimonia.
Any future (or current) society organised on Aristotelian principles has to solve this basic problem,
which can be reformulated as: not only does the time required for political action on the level
envisaged by Aristotle seem to require a toiling underclass, the exploitation of that underclass as a
captive energy source for the production of surplus value allocated to the elite class is also
necessary. This appears to be a significant problem and the same issues seem to be applicable to the
present capitalist world. Contemporary academics require a vast underclass to make their
computers, build universities, process trees into books, etc. The problem of eudaimonia seeming to
require an exploited underclass will be resolved in terms of the economics of the Future Polis in
Chapter Six.
The two sub-arguments discussed above—the nature of Aristotle's politics & ethics and what his
economic thought is—provide enough of a background to then apply them to the Future Polis,
which is the task of Chapter Six. We will find five values, derived from Aristotle's work, that can
govern the Future Polis's economy. These values are: Value One, surplus value is to be produced to
meet the demands of autarky but no more than that. Value Two, it is immoral to increase one's
26

Aristotle. The Politics. Translated by T. A. Sinclair (Harmondsworth: Penguin Books Ltd., 1962), Introduction, pg.
17
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consumption beyond the limits of autarky. Value Three, economic transactions should promote
equality and fairness in exchange. Value Four, claims to private property are limited to the needs of
individuals. Value Five, information and knowledge are in a public domain and are publicly
accessible. These five values govern the production, distribution and consumption of goods and
services within the Future Polis, thus providing the material basis for the social infrastructure
necessary (but not sufficient) for eudaimonia.
Apart from discussing the ethical values of the Aristotelian economy—as listed above—Chapter Six
will also discuss the notion of economic allocation, examining both free market and centrally
planned systems of allocation.27 The allocation system of Participatory Economics (Parecon) is
debated and rejected, before an Aristotelian allocation system is sketched. Chapter Six then shows
how the themes of land, energy and ecology play out in the economy of the Future Polis, and points
to the need to approach technology differently.
Chapters Two through Six provide a demonstration of how a society based on Aristotle's philosophy
of society could be constructed in the near future. These chapters provide a theoretical basis for a
strand of Aristotelianism different from either Nussbaum or MacIntyre's approach, and a strand of
Aristotelianism in tune with the harsh demands of a warming world.
Yet, there is a major objection to everything that has been said up to this point. The position of this
thesis is that Aristotle's politics and ethics are inextricably interwoven and that these can only be
realised in a polis-like community, and, therefore, the charge of anachronism can be applied to this
whole thesis. Oxford Dictionaries defines anachronism as, “[T]he action of attributing something to
a period to which it does not belong.”28 Therefore, the criticism is that Aristotle's philosophy of
society belongs to the fourth century BC and not the contemporary world, that it is the philosophy
of city-states lost in the murky depths of time. In other words, Aristotle's philosophy of society is
bound to a particular epoch and it is not appropriate to use it in the current age, and this represents a
fundamental objection at the very basis of this thesis's argument: i.e. that Aristotle's philosophy of
society can be transported out of Ancient Greece and into the near future.
The strongest formulation of this problem (we will call it the Problem of Anachronism) can be
summarised as: Aristotle's ethics are part and parcel of a particular type of politics in a specific kind
27

28

The issue of allocation deserves special mention as the practical details of who gets what in any society have caused
economic systems to fail, no matter their original, noble goals. The Soviet Union, as discussed in Chapter Six, is an
example of an allocation system defeating the original aims of the political and ethical system of communism.
Oxford Online Dictionary: https://oxforddictionaries.com/definition/english/anachronism (accessed October 2013)
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of social context. In order to obtain eudaimonia, individuals are required to belong to a polis-like
community in which they have substantial political power in a participatory democracy. As this
socio-political structure has not existed for hundreds, if not thousands, of years and is very different
from current social contexts and democratic practices, any project that seeks to reintroduce
Aristotle's ethics and politics in the form of a philosophy of society is bound to be anachronistic.
Crucially, the small-scale participatory democracies that seem to be required for Aristotle (as
indicated in the previous discussion of MacIntyre) are remarkably absent in today's world of large,
centralised states, regardless of whether those states endorse liberal representative democracy or
not.
The Problem of Anachronism is an established problem and has to be taken seriously. For example,
Bertrand Russell states, “I do not think that there is much in it [The Politics] that could be of any
practical use to statesman of the present day....The whole discussion is concerned with City States,
and there is no prevision for their obsolescence.” On Russell's view, Aristotle's politics were an
anachronism even during Aristotle's life for Philip of Macedon was busy obliterating the ancient
polis, and, therefore, Aristotle was describing a political form of organisation that was applicable
only to his past and not his present. Alexander the Great carried on his father's work and
transformed the collection of Greek poleis into a rather large empire.29
However, Russell's objection seems to miss a vital point: Aristotle was undoubtedly aware of
empire as a possible option for social organisation, it would have been impossible for him not to
have known and thought about the Persian Empire or the growing Macedonian enterprise. Aristotle
examined 158 different constitutions of city-states and classified them according to their
democratic, aristocratic, tyrannical or oligarchical nature.30 And what was the result of all his
investigations into different political systems? Aristotle chose a modified version of Athens's
Golden Age. He looked into his recent past and found what he considered the ideal form of social
organisation in terms of obtaining eudaimonia. Aristotle did not choose the polis out of ignorance or
lack of choice, he choose the polis despite other alternatives being readily available.
To point out that Aristotle deliberately choose the polis is not enough to refute the Problem of
Anachronism. Francis Fukuyama's statement that we are at “...the end point of mankind's
ideological evolution and the universalization of Western liberal democracy as the final form of
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human government”31 gives the Problem greater force and depth. Fukuyama's articulation of the
problem points to a strong belief amongst people that liberal democracies operating under
capitalism are here to stay, as witnessed through large investments in stock market based pension
funds. People across the globe are literally betting the quality of their old age on the continued
health and existence of the global financial system.
If Fukuyama is correct, then the world's political structure we have currently is the one we will have
in the future. The evolution of political philosophy and meta-economic theory ends with our world
of financial globalisation, nation-states constituted in the mode of a Western liberal representative
democracy, and the supra-national organisations (such as the European Union and the United
Nations). Societies not constituted accordingly at the moment are either moving or will move
towards this endpoint of History. There is, in this vision of the world, no place for a polis-like
community, which is a form of societal organisation destined to remain a historical fact and not a
future possibility, hence an anachronism. Moreover and on this thesis's reading of Aristotle, this
means that Aristotle's philosophy of society is also an anachronism.
Deirdre McCloskey provides a similar argument to Fukuyama's: that capitalism and an associated
set of seven values are not only the reason for the current wealth of the world but that they will, if
left alone by government, bring about wealth and destroy poverty across the globe. We just need to
hold our current course.32
Chapter Seven will argue that the Problem of Anachronism no longer applies in a world of
ecological decay, and that Fukuyama and McCloskey have misinterpreted the effects and causes of
environmental decay and the intersection between energy and economics. When Chapter Seven
examines the relationship between economic structures, the environment, energy and land, it
removes the idea that our contemporary political, social and economic realities are graven in stone,
thus defeating the Problem of Anachronism. Rather, the future is highly uncertain, changes to
civilisation itself are conceivable, and our ecosystems are set to collapse if current trends remain
static or intensify.
The future impacts of global climate change and ecological decay not only provide cause for this
study but also highlight that the possibility may exist for the actualisation of eudaimonia in the
terms Aristotle originally intended.
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Chapter Two: Aristotle's Philosophy of Society
This thesis is about Aristotle's philosophy of human affairs (his politics, ethics and economics)33,
and argues for a future society in which Aristotle's conception of human affairs—in other words, his
philosophy of society—can be realised. Fundamentally, this thesis holds not only to the notion that
the Nicomachean Ethics and The Politics provide a unified approach to Aristotle's ethics, politics
and economics, but also that Aristotle's intention was for his readers to view the two books as one
argument for his philosophy of society. Put another way, this thesis attempts to read Aristotle in the
manner he intended.
In William Ellis's 1912 translation of The Politics, A.D. Lindsay presents Aristotle's view and the
relationship between ethics and politics with admirable simplicity.34 Lindsay states, “The Politics of
Aristotle is the second part of a treatise of which the Ethics is the first part. It looks back to the
Ethics as the Ethics looks forward to the Politics.”35
What this chapter doesn't have to do is to argue that this vision of the Nicomachean Ethics and The
Politics as unified philosophy of society is superior to other approaches—such as Martha
Nussbaum's approach to Aristotle's thought as briefly outlined in the previous chapter—or that other
views on Aristotle's ethical, political and economic thought are invalid. Nor does this chapter have
to defend this vision against other interpretations. These are arguments to be had elsewhere. What
this chapter has to do is show that viewing the Nicomachean Ethics and The Politics as a single
book outlining a unified philosophy of human affairs is a reasonable course of philosophical
investigation, and the purpose of this brief chapter is to show the reasonableness of reading Aristotle
in this manner. In other words, this chapter needs to answer the question, is there enough
philosophical evidence to reasonably suppose that Aristotle meant for his ethics, politics and
economics to be combined into a single philosophy of human affairs?36
To answer this question, we have two areas of philosophical thought to drawn upon. The first area is
33
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the text of Nicomachean Ethics and The Politics. The second area is commentaries on Aristotle. The
place to start with is the key concept of eudaimonia, which is usually translated to 'happiness'.
Happiness is often inadequate as T.A. Sinclair points out in his translation of The Politics:
The phrases…about happiness of an individual or a city are impossible to translate
effectively; the argument largely depends on verbal similarities, not to say ambiguities.
‘When Aristotle sought to show…that the chief ingredient in happiness is virtue, his work
was half done for him by the ordinary use of the Greek language.’ But let the reader also
ponder such English expressions as ‘doing well, well-doing, faring well, doing good’.37
What the correct translation from the Attic Greek into English (terms such as flourishing and the
good life are also used) is of lesser importance than what Aristotle thought eudaimonia entailed. In
the previous chapter of this thesis, Roberts and Woods were quoted on what Aristotle considered
eudaimonia to be and it is worth re-quoting them here, “...eudaimonia...is the life of virtue lived in a
well constituted city-state.”38
MacIntyre makes a similar point to Roberts and Woods when he states:
Since it is only the institutionalised forms of the polis which, not only on Aristotle’s view
but on that common to educated Greeks, provided such an integrated form of life, Aristotle’s
account of the good and the best cannot but be an account of the good and the best as it is
embodied in a polis.39
The necessary link between the individual and society is clear from the quotes above, for
eudaimonia consists not of virtue alone but also virtue in the right context. In Aristotle’s ethics
eudaimonia is the end of point of activity: it is the goal (telos) of life for human beings, a life of
virtuous action in accordance with the best of human nature. Furthermore, eudaimonia applies to
not just an individual but also to the community (polis) that the individual is part of. Each
individual is linked to the other in the attainment of eudaimonia. Aristotle states (NE 1094b7-11, I,
2):
For even if the end is the same for a single man and for a state, that of the state seems at all
37
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events something greater and more complete whether to attain or preserve; though it is
worth while to attain the end merely for one man, it is finer and more godlike to attain it for
a nation or for city-states.40
Aristotle reiterates this point in The Politics, stating (Pol. 1324a5-7, VII, 1):
It remains to ask whether or not we are to say that happiness is the same for the individual
human being and for the city. The answer again is obvious: all would argue that it is the
same.
Later on in Book VII of The Politics Aristotle makes an even stronger claim (Pol. 1325b30-33, VII,
3):
It is therefore clear that the same life which is best for the individual must also be best for
the state as a whole and for all its members.
We can already see a clear link between ethics and politics in Aristotle's thought: the end of human
activity is the same for both an individual and for the polis, Nicomachean Ethics is focused on that
end in relation to the individual while The Politics is focused on the same end but for the polis.
Furthermore, Aristotle thinks that the full potential of a human being can be realised only in a polis
(Pol. 1253a2-18, I, 2):
...man is by nature a political animal [zoon politikon], it is in his nature to live in a state
[polis]. He who by his nature and not simply by ill-luck has no city, no state, is either too
bad or too good, either sub-human or super-human—sub-human like the war-mad
condemned in Homer's words, 'having no family, no morals, no home'; for such a person is
by his nature mad on war, he is a non-cooperator like an isolated piece in a game of
draughts...
Martin Ostwald reaffirms this view in the introduction to his translation of Nicomachean Ethics (pg.
xxiv):
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It is of course true that for Aristotle man is zoon politikon, a social and political being, who
realizes his nature fully only in the city-state... For the Greeks society and the state were
identical. There was no society apart from the city-state and, interestingly enough, the Greek
language does not even have a word other than polis to express what we mean by
“society.”41
Ernest Barker points out that in Book III, Chapter 6 of the The Politics Aristotle asks what is the
purpose or end of the polis, and gives two answers: The first answer is that humans have a natural
impulse to live in a polis, and this is consistent with Aristotle's view of what a human being is, a
zoon politikon. The second answer is that humans have a common interest and that common interest
is the good life as expressed in a polis. Therefore, the attainment of the good life for its citizens is
the primary end of the polis, and a worthy polis is one that achieves this.42
When analysing The Politics, Barker makes it clear that both Plato and Aristotle believe that the end
of individual moral perfection (eudaimonia) can only be obtained in the polis, and this end is so
great that it is sovereign.43 Barker also indicates that:
The state (they [Plato and Aristotle] believe) exists for the moral development and perfection
of its individual members: the fulfillment and perfection of the individual means—and is the
only thing which means—the perfection of the state....44
At this juncture, it would be reasonable to hold the view that Aristotle thinks that it is necessary for
a human being to live in a polis to achieve eudaimonia. In other words, living in a polis is a
necessary but not sufficient condition for eudaimonia. Additional conditions for eudaimonia involve
living in accordance with virtue and for that polis to be properly constituted: the polis needs to have
the right kind of constitution. Without getting into what virtue and the correct political ordering are
for Aristotle—this is the subject of the next chapter—it is worth considering his remark (NE
1103b3-7, I, 13) that the correct kind of political ordering is one that makes the members virtuous
through laws (habituation):
...for legislators make the citizens good by forming habits in them, and this is the wish of
every legislator, and those who do not effect it miss their mark, and it is in this that a good
41
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constitution differs from a bad one.
In the passage above, Aristotle points to three key areas that illustrate the interconnected nature of
his politics and ethics. The first is that a criteria for a polis that has met the end of eudaimonia—in
other words, a correctly ordered political body—is one in which the citizens of that polis have
reached the end of eudaimonia themselves. The second is that individuals are made virtuous
through the laws and education (NE 1179b31-36, X, 9) of the polis. The third is that a good citizen,
when functioning as a legislator, has as part of his own individual progress towards eudaimonia the
legislation of laws that bring other citizens closer to eudaimonia.
As something of an aside, it seems at first glance to be a circular kind of argument on Aristotle’s
behalf here: If one can only achieve eudaimonia in the right kind of polis, which is itself dependent
on the right kind of citizens (for example, citizens who pass laws that promote virtue or who
educate those with no virtue), then how will either citizens or the polis obtain it for at least one
party seems to require this exalted state of being as a prerequisite? This seems to be something of an
impossible equation for an individual or a polis: neither can achieve eudaimonia without the other
achieving it first. This conundrum only holds if one views eudaimonia as an all or nothing
phenomenon, achieved in a single instance. In The Politics Aristotle moves between the ideal state
and actual states, and it seems his goal was to move the actual states of his time towards the ideal.
The Nicomachean Ethics can rightly be seen as a description of the good and what virtues are
required to achieve it, while The Politics is the manual on how to legislate accordingly. Aristotle’s
advice to someone seeking eudaimonia in a less than adequate polis would be to go forth and
politick amongst your people, build the institutions required, contemplate and educate. The polis
and the individual will work together, through practical action, towards eudaimonia. In all
likelihood, this would be done in an incremental manner.
The interconnectedness between the individual and the polis is at the heart of Aristotle's philosophy
of human affairs, and two critical passages in this regard are found at the end of Bk. X of NE and
the beginning of Bk. I of NE. These passages indicate not only did Aristotle view the Nicomachean
Ethics and The Politics as parts of the same philosophy of human affairs but that his ethical
discussions are part of his political discussions. He states (NE 1181b13-15, X, 9):
Accordingly, since previous writers have left the subject of legislation unexamined, it is
perhaps best if we ourselves investigate it and the general problem of the constitution of a
state, in order to complete as best we can our philosophy of human affairs.
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This quote echoes the passage at the beginning of Nicomachean Ethics, where, when talking about
eudaimonia as the end of human activity, he states (NE 1094a26-b7, b12, I, 2):
This good, one should think, belongs to the most sovereign and the most comprehensive
master science, and politics clearly fits this description. For it determines which sciences
ought to exist in states, what kind of sciences each group of must learn, and what degree of
proficiency each must attain. We observe further that the most honored capacities, such as
strategy, household management, and oratory, are contained in politics.... In short, these are
the aims of our investigation, which is in a sense an investigation of social and political
matters.45
From the two passages above, it seems reasonable enough to suppose that Aristotle considered his
work to be a philosophy of human affairs, that this philosophy of human affairs can be found in
Nicomachean Ethics and The Politics, and that this philosophy of human affairs consists of both his
ethical and political thought. Furthermore, it is also entirely reasonable to consider that a correctly
ordered polis is a necessary condition of eudaimonia.
It is also reasonable to assign a place for Aristotle's philosophy of society within his wider thought.
According to David Ross, Aristotle's philosophy of society belongs to the arena of practical wisdom
(knowledge of the contingent), which is distinct from theoretical wisdom (knowledge of the
necessary) and which is concerned with intuitive reason and science. Together, theoretical and
practical wisdom form the study of knowledge.46
Practical wisdom consists of practical wisdom for the individual (i.e. the individual must look at
their own specific circumstances and have the wisdom derived from his specific experiences),
economics for the household, and politics for the polis. Politics can be further divided into
architectonic or legislative wisdom and subordinate wisdom, which deals with the deliberative and
judicial realms.47
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In Ancient Athens, the popular assembly dealt with deliberative politics while the law-courts dealt
with judicial politics.48 Ross tells us that Aristotle thinks that politics narrowed to the executive
function only (the politics of one) is wrong, and politics has to include a legislative function (the
politics of the many). Ross also points out that eudaimonia cannot be achieved by individual alone,
it requires living with others in a political union. This political union is supported by an economy.49
Ross states:
'Practical wisdom,' Aristotle tells us, has tended to be narrowed down to that part of it which
is concerned with the good of the individual, under the belief that he will attain his own
welfare best if he attends to it alone; but this tendency is wrong, for in an imperfect state the
best individual life cannot be lived.50
While theoretical wisdom is given a superior status, Aristotle is unambiguous that practical wisdom
is more than a necessary and important part of the good, it is the means to the good. The reason to
obtain practical wisdom is to obtain eudaimonia. He states (NE 1145a4-6, VI, 13):
But it is also clear that no choice will be right without practical wisdom and virtue. For
virtue determines the end, and practical wisdom makes us do what is conducive to the end.
Adjacent to the notions of theoretical and practical wisdom is the notion of the correct kind of life to
live in accordance the virtue and in the appropriate type of polis. While what constitutes the correct
kind of life—Aristotle discusses two options, the contemplative and the political life—will be
addressed in the next chapter, the discussion above on practical wisdom provides further evidence
that the three concepts of politics, economics and ethics are part of a single philosophy of human
affairs and that it would be reasonable to contend that this was Aristotle's position.
At the beginning of this chapter, the following definition of eudaimonia was given,
“...eudaimonia...is the life of virtue lived in a well constituted city-state.”51 It is towards this end that
Aristotle directs his philosophy of society. A reasonable interpretation of Aristotle and his intentions
is that ethics, politics and economics are a complete package (the philosophy of human affairs) that
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must be obtained as a whole in order to achieve eudaimonia for both the individual and society.
Therefore, in order to adopt the right kind of moral life we must adopt the right kind of politics and
economics. Put another way, if our contemporary economics and politics are inappropriate for
Aristotelian virtue as MacIntyre indicates52, then achieving a moral life (as Aristotle defines it) is
impossible in the contemporary context. A contemporary proponent of Aristotle is left with two
options: either reform Aristotle's thought or change the contemporary political and economic
context.
Many contemporary Aristotelian philosophers have chosen to reform Aristotle and adopt two broad
and not mutually exclusive strategies in this regard. The first of these strategies is exemplified in the
work of Martha Nussbaum, Irene van Staveren53 and Deidre McCloskey54, and consists of using
virtues in economic theory. In effect, they attempt to remove Aristotle's ethics from his politics of
the polis. The second is to redefine Aristotle's requirement to live in a good polis to something along
the lines of living in a good community. For example, Pedro Tabensky thinks that we may be able to
achieve individual eudaimonia as part of the global community.55 Ricardo Crepso follows a broadly
similar approach, stating, “Ontologically the Aristotelian polis is an order – a quality – of
relationships composed by actions of people, an ordered relation (a prós ti).”56
We are taking a different direction, that of devising a political ordering in line with the core
elements of the polis. As stated in the Introduction, Aristotle chose the polis over Macedonian or
Persian empire or any other system considered at the time. He was a close friend of Antipater—
Alexander the Great's governor in Greece—but didn't seek to examine a unified political structure
for all Greeks. Aristotle could have sought to engage with the concept of 'Hellas' (common bonds
amongst Greeks in blood, speech, religious shrines, and social habits) that was around at his time,
he could have run with Isocrates notion of pan-Hellenic unity, and, in fact, in Bk. VII, Ch. 7 of The
Politics Aristotle shies away from doing so. He could have followed Plato on international law. But
he didn't.57
The question is why? The discussions in Chapters Three and Five will show that Aristotle
considered the polis, as a form of social organisation, to have the potential to achieve his conception
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of philosophy of human affairs, and one that is unlikely to be captured in other forms of social
organisation.
Before turning to what constitutes Aristotle's ethics, politics and economics (Chapters Three and
Five) and how his philosophy of society can be incorporated in a 22nd century Future Polis
(Chapter Six), it is worth noting this thesis's methodology of approaching the composition of
Aristotle's philosophy of society. When confronted with an area of Aristotle that seems to have no
strong philosophical grounding, such as his defense of slavery, we can legitimately ask, 'If we
remove or modified this part of Aristotle does it alter, detract or contradict what is essential about
his philosophy of human affairs?' If it doesn't, then removal or modification is a valid philosophical
move.
We must, however, be aware of any consequences of removing anything from Aristotle. For
example and as mentioned in the Introduction, if we abandon slavery (as we should) then who will
the dangerous and unpleasant jobs necessary for the existence of society and which Aristotle had
reserved for slaves? The removal of slavery poses an economic problem that will have to be solved
if what is essential about Aristotle's philosophy of society is to be actualised.
An example of this methodology is MacIntyre's treatment of Aristotle's views on slavery, foreigners
and women and their exclusion from the citizen body of a polis, MacIntyre thinks that these can be
extracted from Aristotle's philosophy with no detrimental effect. He states that:
What is likely to affront us—and rightly—is Aristotle's writing off of non-Greeks,
barbarians, and slaves, as merely not possessing political relationships, but as incapable of
them.... Thus a whole range of questions cannot arise for him including those which concern
the ways in which men might pass from being slaves or barbarians to being citizens of a
polis. Some men just are slaves 'by nature', on Aristotle's view. Yet it remains true that these
limitations in Aristotle's account of the virtues do not necessarily injure his general scheme
for understanding the place of virtues in human life, let alone deform his multitude of more
particular insights.58
Basically, MacIntyre's position is that Aristotle has made an error, which is that Aristotle sees those
excluded from citizenship as being permanently incapable of citizenship instead of having the
potential for citizenship, practical and theoretical wisdom, and praxis but cannot achieve such due
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to unfavourable circumstances. Barbarians, for example, are incapable because they do not live in a
polis, rather than somehow being inherently deficient. Once identified, according to MacIntyre, this
error can be fixed without harming (in fact, improving on) Aristotle's philosophy of society.
MacIntyre's approach works as it is hard to see how applying the concepts of equal citizenship and
full humanity to the members of a particular society decreases the logical coherence or validity of
Aristotle's philosophy of human affairs.
In conclusion, it is reasonable to suppose the following: Aristotle considers his thought in
Nicomachean Ethics and The Politics to be a philosophy of human affairs (a philosophy of society).
Aristotle's philosophy of society consists of ethical, economic and political thought under the rubric
of practical wisdom. The end of Aristotle's philosophy of society is eudaimonia, which is a life of
virtue in a properly constituted polis.
The previous paragraph's interpretation of Aristotle is the overall approach of this thesis to
Aristotle's thought. What remains is identify the core elements of Aristotle's ethical, political and
economic though. We need to answer the following questions: What are the essential elements of
Aristotle's virtues (Chapter Three)? What is the essential political form of the polis (Chapter
Three)? And, what was Aristotle's economic thought (Chapter Five)?
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Chapter Three: The Ethics and Politics of Aristotle's
Philosophy of Society
The central aim of this chapter is to extract ancient prejudice and non-critical components from the
political and ethical portions of Aristotle's philosophy of society while retaining the core of his
philosophy of society. Not only will this assist in the analysis of the ancient economy, it will also
give direction to the Future Polis's economy. This chapter will look at the usual classification of
virtues—consisting of two categories of virtues, moral and intellectual—and add a third category of
necessary but not sufficient conditions for eudaimonia, social infrastructure. The components of
social infrastructure are not new, but are populated from Aristotle's moral virtues and external
goods. The new category of social infrastructure helps to highlight how the attainment of some of
Aristotle's virtues are directly linked to economic questions.
After discussing Aristotle's ethics, this chapter will address his politics and, in particular, what is
central to the polis as a form of social organisation. This discussion will have to make reference to
ancient Athens and the Athenian democracy, topics which Aristotle could assume that his Athenian
readers were aware of. Understanding the ancient Athenian polis is a necessary step to
understanding what is essential about a polis. The discussion of Aristotle's politics will broach the
related topics of positive liberty and democracy, and then the chapter will end with summation of
the core of Aristotle's ethics and politics and a brief comparison with representative democracies.

Aristotle's Ethics
The central concept of Aristotle’s philosophy of society is eudaimonia, which was defined in the
previous two chapters as a life of virtue in a correctly ordered polis. The discussion on Aristotle's
ethics will focus on three parts of this concept of eudaimonia, namely his virtues, who is eligible for
eudaimonia and what constitutes the best life.
The usual classification of Aristotelian virtues only uses the labels of moral and intellectual virtues.
Aristotle classifies the virtues as being either moral or intellectual (NE 1103a14-15, I, 11). A
particular objective of the discussion below is to highlight those conditions for eudaimonia that
have a distinct economic basis and which are often referred to as external goods in Nicomachean
Ethics; we will call these conditions social infrastructure. The economy of a correctly ordered polis
will have to ensure that the social infrastructure can be obtained, for social infrastructure is a
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first-order step towards the moral and intellectual virtues. Aristotle states (NE 1099a31-1099b7, I,
8):
Yet evidently, as we said, it [the good life] needs the external goods as well; for it is
impossible, or not easy, to do noble acts without the proper equipment. In many actions we
use friends and riches and political power as instruments; and there are some things the lack
of which takes the lustre from happiness—good birth, goodly children, beauty; for the man
who is very ugly in appearance or ill-born or solitary and childless is not very likely to be
happy, and perhaps a man would be still less likely if he had thoroughly bad children or
friends or had lost good children or friends by death.
A. E. Taylor sums up Aristotle's view on external goods and eudaimonia when he states:
We cannot lead such a life if we are prevented from exercising our capacities by lack of
means or friends or health, and even the mischances which occur in the course of events
may be so crushing as to hinder a man from putting forth his full powers. These “external
goods” are not constituents of happiness, but they are necessary conditions of that exercise
of our own capacities which is the happy life.59
If we look through the Nicomachean Ethics and The Politics, we find the following components of
social infrastructure (all necessary but not sufficient conditions for eudaimonia): health, wealth,
leisure (freedom from toil), friendship (philia), education (paideia), longevity, self-reliance
(autarky), economic justice, and luck. These components of social infrastructure all have a strong
focus on matters mostly external to an individual's character, as opposed to moral virtues which
have a strong focus on the mostly internal state of character. Social infrastructure has more of a
relationship with the material basis of life, while moral virtues are more concerned with one's
psychological state and one's actions. The moral and intellectual virtues and the components of
social infrastructure are all listed in the table below:
Table: List of Conditions Necessary for Eudaimonia
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Social infrastructure60 →

Moral Virtues61 →

Intellectual Virtues62

Wealth
Leisure (freedom from toil)
Health
Friendship (philia)
Education (paideia)
Longevity
Self-reliance (autarky)
Economic Justice
Luck

Courage
Temperance
Liberality
Munificence
High-mindedness
Right Ambition
Good Temper
Friendly Civility
Sincerity
Wittiness
Modesty
Just Resentment
Moral Justice

Rational Ability
Political Life
Contemplative Life

The table above shows how virtue and the correct life to live work together, and how these are
integrated with his politics, as discussed in the previous chapter. If a person aims for eudaimonia,
the table above indicates the steps towards achieving it—the first step is the social infrastructure,
the second is the moral virtues and the third is the intellectual life—and what Aristotle though virtue
consisted of. Social infrastructure is the initial starting point of a person's path to eudaimonia. In the
table above the right hand column indicates the end goal of human perfection or human life in its
fullest expression of flourishing. The middle and left columns indicate virtues and social
infrastructure that, while having value in their own right, are necessary conditions for the
intellectual virtues. In order to live the contemplative life, one has to achieve the set of social
infrastructure and then a series of moral virtues. Eudaimonia is a life lived in accordance with all
these virtues and social infrastructure through action, not a state of mind. Virtue is expressed
through action (NE 1179a34-1179b5, X, 8).
Adopting the above tripartite classification highlights the importance of the social infrastructure in
Aristotle’s ethics and philosophy. This thesis will not be examining the moral virtues as it is the
social infrastructure that are predominately involved with economic thought, as will be shown
below.
Eudaimonia seems to require a degree of leisure63, and this requires freedom from toil. Aristotle
states (Pol. 1329a1, VII, 9), “....leisure is a necessity, both for growth and in goodness and for the
60
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pursuit of political activities.” Working sixteen hours a day in a sweatshop leaves little time for
either political or intellectual activity. Freedom from toil requires a degree of wealth: One has to be
able to provide the basic goods of life (food, housing, etc.) and this requires resources. If one does
not have adequate resources, then one spends one’s existence in a perpetual scramble at the coal
face and is, due to a lack of time, ineligible for eudaimonia.
The amount of wealth required for eudaimonia is limited, according to Aristotle, to the level
necessary to achieve the social infrastructure. Wealth beyond this level should not be sought, as
seeking more wealth than is required for the attainment of social infrastructure—related to wealth
are the concepts of economic justice and autarky which are discussed below—is a confusion
between the means and the end, and is thus contrary to eudaimonia (Pol. 1257b34-1258a17, I, 9).
Health is another straightforward requirement for eudaimonia. Being twisted and in continual pain
from some accursed degenerative disease—wasted, withered and coughing blood—hardly seems
like a state of being best suited to achieving human perfection. Good health facilitates
contemplation and political activity. The related practical value of longevity is also fairly
self-evident64. Related to longevity is Aristotle's point that it is the entirety of a person's life is what
counts, not a mere day or week. He states (NE 1098a17-19, I, 7):
But we must add 'in a complete life'. For one swallow does not make a spring, nor does one
sunny day, similarly one day or a short time doesn't make a man blessed and happy.
Friendship (philia) is somewhat more complex. Philia is best thought of as interdependence and
friends are more than the casual acquaintances of the modern era, something that seems to go astray
in translation. Aristotelian friends, as Murray Bookchin states, are more akin to a tightly knit
community based not on bloodlines but on common cause and aims:
Underlying these various ‘means’ is Aristotle’s emphasis on human solidarity or philia,
which includes friendship (the common English translation for the Greek term) but which is
a word more far-reaching in its connotation of civic commonality. The intimacies of
friendship may be reserved for a limited few, but philia implies an expansive degree of
sociality that is a civic attribute of the polis and the political life involved in its
administration. Man is “by his nature” a political animal or zoon politikon, which is to say
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that he is destined not only to live in a community but also to communize.65
In terms of economics, philia is the formal ethics of economics as translated by the actions of
participants in economic transactions. In many ways, it is that unwritten code that determines the
nature of economic transaction and cannot be equated to economic law, although that may be a
manifestation of philia. For instance, we currently find it morally abhorrent to sell an item that is
broken to someone whilst giving the appearance that this item is in full-working order. People who
do this (and people do misrepresent the real status of items sold, the used car market is notorious for
such practices) often face moral condemnation for such action. Your friends will no longer remain
your friends if you scam them precisely because of the moral pressure of the community to be
honest in business transactions. This is social coercion and a representation of philia: by treating the
dishonest trader as a social leper we seek to 'enforce' our view on what an appropriate economic and
ethical transaction is on others.
Yet, philia is more than moral codes in particular economic transactions and societal enforcement
thereof, it is also the societal-level acceptance of economic practises in general. A medieval
example of economic philia is exemplified in a quote from Henry of Hesse (1483) below. In this
quote, Henry of Hesse condemns the individual who violates economic ethics and thus economic
philia, and he suggests that such a person is to be damned, which was a very real threat in the
context of strong Christian beliefs in the afterlife:

Whoever has enough for these things but still works incessantly to gain riches or a higher
social status, or so that later he may live without working, or so that his sons may be rich
and great—all such are driven by damnable avarice, physical pleasure and pride.66
When a community adopts an ethical view point like Henry of Hesse's on economic transactions
and then backs that up with enforcement (whether it be legal, social coercion, or excommunication),
they are using philia as method of organising an economy. Philia in economics is more than simple
coercion, it is also that, in terms of a spirit of a community, individuals care for and respect each
other. The coercive side of philia may keep members of community in line, but love, care and
respect will bind the community together. Care and respect are what build a community and
communities are built upon their economies. Aristotle points this out when he states (NE 1133b15,
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V, 5):
Therefore, the price of all goods should be fixed [in accordance with the principle of
justice], for in that way there will always be exchange, and if there is exchange there is
community.
The point seems to be that justice in economic transactions both builds and reinforces the spirit of
community that philia represents. Irene van Staveren makes this same point when she says:
Moreover, the voluntary interactions between actors in the economy rely on actors'
capabilities to relate to each other. Voluntary interaction will only occur when actors succeed
in persuading others to relate to them. In other words: economic actors need to care.67
In addition to philia, the political and contemplative lives require education and that moral virtues
require a degree of education and habituation. This is fairly straightforward and provides for
Aristotle’s political recommendation on education, which is about teaching the youth to be part of
the correct kind of community, to adopt the right kind of philia. He states (Pol. 1310a18-22, V, 9):
Now by education for a constitution I do not mean simply teaching the young to do the
things that oligarchically-minded or democratically-minded people enjoy doing, but that
their teaching should enable them to live as an oligarch in an oligarchy, as a democrat in a
democracy.68
The final two components of social infrastructure speak directly to the subject matter of this work.
Autarky (self-reliance) and economic justice are directly related to any examination of an economic
system that is in alignment with Aristotelian ethics and politics. Ancient Athenians considered it to
be not only wise but the expression of a full life if they were self-reliant—that is, if they were able
to feed, clothe, house, educate, etc., themselves—and this equated to actual freedom.69 This meant
that the self-sufficient farmer was almost idealised, and, to this end, many Athenians owned rural
holdings in Attica that provided not only food but also a source of revenue that enabled them to
support their city lifestyles. This concept of freedom is far wider than some of today's notions.
Wage slavery was the antithesis of freedom for the Ancient Greeks as Robert Flacelière states:
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To a Greek, obsessed as he was with the idea of freedom, to be dependent on some other
person for one's daily bread seemed an intolerable condition of servitude. A truly free man
should be altogether his own master; and how could he be that if he was drawing a salary
from someone else?70
Aristotle was no different from his contemporaries. He has a horror of wages and working for
another. This subservient position is contrary to the life of a citizen playing an active role in the
political activities of the polis. He states (Pol. 1278a8-10, III, 5):
If even the worker is to be a citizen, then what we have called the goodness of a citizen
cannot be ascribed to everyone or to free men alone, but simply to those who are in fact
relieved of all menial tasks.71
Autarky is a virtue because it is the condition of having enough independent resources, resources
not dependent on the whims and/or fate of a provider, for one to be able to engage in the good life.
Aristotle’s point is that eudaimonia requires a person to avoid an economically subservient
relationship as this is a variation of political subservience and thus is contrary to the socio-political
equality of citizens. Instead one should be self-reliant and hence Aristotle’s rather lengthy
discussion on household economics as the citizen’s vehicle for autarky in the first book of The
Politics.
There is another version of self-sufficiency that is important to note in terms of Aristotle's ethics.
Self-sufficiency is also tied to the notion of philia. The thrust of this argument is that a
self-sufficient life (a complete life) is wrapped up in relations with others (philia) and that one's
potential cannot be maximised without the mirror of friendship. Pedro Tabensky sums up this
version of self-sufficiency as follows:
...given that we are by nature social creatures—given that an aspect of our telos is the
manner in which we relate to others—the ideal of self-sufficiency cannot be understood
independently of an understanding of the manner in which we ideally relate to each other.72
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Tabensky points to the Magna Moralia as proof. While he is aware of the controversy surrounding
the authorship of the Magna Moralia, he is convinced that it is in the “spirit” of the Nicomachean
Ethics.73 Be that as it may and for the purposes of this thesis, it is enough to note this alternative
usage of self-sufficiency and state that this work will be concerned with economic self-sufficiency
and all future discussion will refer to economic autarky.74
Economic justice is a trickier topic and some elaboration is required as to its inclusion in the list of
social infrastructure: it is an unorthodox addition in an unorthodox classification of virtues. Further,
it is not something that readily jumps out of the pages of either The Politics or the Nicomachean
Ethics. It is somewhat derived out of Aristotle’s works.
The most famous passage in this regard occurs in Bk. V, Ch. 5 of the Nicomachean Ethics, where
Aristotle puts forth a theory of a just price from which medieval philosophers derived a theory of a
just wage. Aristotle states (NE 1133a10-14, V, 4):
If, then, first there is a proportionate equality of goods, and then reciprocal action takes
place, the result we mention will be effected. If not, the bargain is not equal, and does not
hold; for there is nothing to prevent the work for one being better than that of the other; they
must therefore be equated.
This is the application of an ethical principle (corrective justice) on an economic transaction; i.e. the
price of a thing is to conform to a principle of justice (equity). This is achieved for Aristotle via two
conduits: barter and the use of money as a medium.
Using Marx's terminology to translate the discussion in the Nicomachean Ethics, Aristotle thinks
that commodity to commodity transaction (C-C) is ethical as this is straight swap or barter for
things that one requires for life. Money (M) is then used as an intermediary, C-M-C. The end of
money is to bring about exchange in terms of a need and a specific use value.75 The aim is not to get
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monetary wealth but rather a commodity that one needs. The transactions of M-C-M and M-M are
aimed at the wrong end, the acquisition of more money rather than acquisition of commodities vital
for eudaimonia.76
The value of money is determined by society; i.e. it has no value independent of society. Aristotle
makes this point again in The Politics, and in the following quote the echoes of the universal fear in
the ancient world of debasement of coin can be heard.77 Aristotle states (Pol. 1257b10-15, I, 9):
Sometimes on the other hand coinage, along with other usages conventionally established, is
regarded as so much artificial trumpery having no root in nature; since, if those who employ
currency system choose to alter it, the coins cease to have value and can no longer be used
to procure the necessities of life. And it will often happen that a man with plenty of money
will not have enough to eat; and what a ridiculous kind of wealth is that which even in
abundance will not save you from dying with hunger!
Aristotle seems to think that, as the value of money is determined by society, so should prices (NE
1133b15, V, 5). The aim of the just price was, as Diana Wood states “…to establish an equal
relationship between two individuals, and was therefore the foundation for contracts of exchange, of
buying and selling, of lending, borrowing, and hiring.”78 Moreover, economic transactions are
something that is of importance to the polis as a whole. Aristotle states (NE 1132b32-35, V, 4):
But in associations for exchange this sort of justice does hold men together—reciprocity in
accordance with a proportion and not on the basis of precisely equal return. For it is by
proportionate requital that the city holds together.
This is a crucial point. Not only does it have a direct importance to the context, it also means that
economic transactions should be of the kind that promotes the equality between individuals. In
other words, economic transactions are constrained by the principles of justice, and the price of a
thing must conform to this. If it does not, then it is unjust.
This implies then that the economic system conforms to the principles of corrective justice, that is it
promotes equality between individuals; i.e. economic justice. Economic justice is a relationship
external to a particular person as it is a transaction between two people, similar to how friendship is
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between people, and not a specific quality like courage.
The opposite of economic justice would be inequality in economic transactions. As this has obvious
effects on one's standard of living, especially if one is on the losing end, and it would breed
inequality in society. As odd as it may seem at this early juncture, economic inequality is distinctly
contrary to the Aristotelian political project: a society of interconnected equals jointly administering
that society for the promotion of individual eudaimonia and as part of and for the common good.
As a final illustration of how Aristotle sees the components of social infrastructure as being
necessary but not sufficient, the case of luck is worth considering. Aristotle states (NE 1153b17-24,
VII, 13):
This is why a happy man also needs the goods of the body, external goods, and the goods of
fortune, in order to be obstructed by their absence. But those who assert that a man is happy
even on the rack and when great misfortunes befall him, provided that he is good, are talking
nonsense, whether they know it or not. Since happiness also needs fortune, some people
regard good fortune as identical with happiness. But that is not true, for even good fortune, if
excessive, can be an obstruction; perhaps we are, in that case, no longer justified in calling it
“good fortune,” for its definition is determined by its relation to happiness.
Aristotle is quite correct to identify luck as a necessary but not sufficient condition of eudaimonia:
For example, an individual could gain wealth and self-reliance though a profitable farm, yet bad
luck could intervene through a freakish run of bad weather that destroys the productivity of the
farm, thus sending the individual in question into poverty and economic dependence. The
individual's capital investment could disappear and, without capital, the individual is unable to
make the necessary investments needed to return the farm to a productive state. We need luck to
achieve eudaimonia but it could hardly be considered sufficient in and of itself, living the right kind
of life takes application, conscious decisions, education and habituation.
The distribution of goods and services runs through social infrastructure like blood through the
human body. One's attainment of the practical virtue depends to a large degree on the economic
system of one’s society. How does one get enough food to eat? The economic system. Medical
attention? The economic system. Leisure? The economic system, and an economic system of a
particular type. Economic transactions are the red blood cells of the body politic. This does not
mean that all Aristotelian thinking should focus on economic systems alone, for, if economic
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systems are red blood cells, the moral and intellectual virtues are the body and mind. Each part
needs the other for a fully functioning person.
The best economy is one in which the possibilities of eudaimonia are maximised. Aristotle was
aware of this, and provided his own economic solution on how to obtain social infrastructure—for it
has to be obtained in order to achieve eudaimonia. The good life is simply not possible without
social infrastructure. For those interested in the actualisation of Aristotelian ethics and politics,
economics is a first-order question.79
If eudaimonia requires social infrastructure, then the absence of social infrastructure indicates the
impossibility of eudaimonia. There is a harsh and ruthless undertone to Aristotle's conception of the
virtues and social infrastructure, those in poverty, ill-favoured by fortune, crippled in pain, or
solitary and atomised from the rest of society are ineligible for the end of human existence, the good
then exists like heaven for mortals, unobtainable in this life. If a person does not have the mental
capacity for the intellectual virtues, tough luck, eudaimonia is not for him. Furthermore, as
eudaimonia is the overriding end of human existence it justifies the means to obtaining it. As Barker
states, “The end justifies: the end condemns: the end is sovereign.”80
Put another way, given that eudaimonia is the ultimate end and no good is greater than it, this would
seem to give rise to a cold kind of political logic. If society and/or legislators know what the good is
and since nothing is higher than this good, they have a powerful reason to trample over an
individual if that individual is acting contrary to the good. As Aristotle had no conception of human
rights as we know it, there is little to prevent a kind of totalitarianism developing within the polis,
and the danger of totalitarianism will be addressed in this chapter's later discussion on Aristotle's
politics. However, we still have to discuss Aristotle's vision of what a human being is and what
constitutes the appropriate kind of life for a human being before his politics and democracy can be
addressed.
What the conditions for human eudaimonia are is based on a certain conception of what a human
being is. The definition of a human being is of obvious importance for Aristotle's perfectionism. His
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ethics make no sense without this definition and the claims on the essential characteristics of
personhood are fairly strong. However, as shown below and illustrated later in the section on
Aristotle's economics (Chapter Five), the prejudices of Ancient Greece blinded Aristotle somewhat
in this manner. The quick retort to Aristotle goes something like, 'He believed in slaves and that
women were chattel...therefore he is so obviously misguided on what a person is that we need to
move on a couple of thousand years.'
However, the substance of Aristotle's ethics can be extricated from this ancient prejudice with no
alteration to them. Showing how this can be done starts with Aristotle's concept of a human being,
which is intimately tied to his conception of citizenship. Aristotle states (NE 1097b9-12, I, 7):
Now by self-sufficient we do not mean that which is sufficient for a man by himself, for one
who lives a solitary life, but also for parents, children, wife, and in general for his friends
and fellow citizens, since man is born for citizenship.
Aristotle's phrase, “man is born for citizenship”, seems to be a poetic way of stating that the purpose
of a human being is to be a citizen, and the phrase also seems to imply that men also are born into
the duties of citizenship: Aristotle seems quite clear on the idea that no man is an island and that a
man's ethical and political successes require him to interact with others. Aristotle is defining a full
human being as a full citizen of a polis who actively participates in the political life of that polis
(NE 1275a23-24, III, 1). Further, the quote above makes the claim that Aristotle's concept of
personhood is embedded in the social context (the polis). The isolated hermit cannot be a full
human being under Aristotle’s conception as Aristotle states (NE 1169b17-19, IX, 8, bold added):
Surely it is strange, too, to make the supremely happy man a solitary; for no one would
choose the whole world on condition of being alone, since man is a political creature and
one whose nature is to live with others.
Aristotle's conception of a human being is that a person's identity is defined precisely by one's
relations with other people (philia), of which politics and economics plays a large role. Philia is part
of what Aristotle means by a common view—a generalised and agreed world view of a particular
polis's place in the world on the part of its citizens. A polis torn between competing fundamental
views of what the polis should do would probably not have the kind of common view necessary for
philia.81 For example, if one half of the polis seeks capitalism whilst the other half aims for
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communism and cannot resolve this tension through contemplation and the political process, the
lack of philia would probably tear the polis apart, primarily because the citizens are divided on what
the exact nature of the best life is and cannot resolve this.82 This may be one of Aristotle's points in
relation to oligarchy being unstable from the necessity of having to enforce its will. He states (Pol.
1329a22-24, VII, 9):
...being happy must occur in conjunction with virtue, and in pronouncing a city happy we
must have regard not to part of it but to all its citizens.
Individuals that are outside of social relations lose their identity as human beings and are cast into a
class of sub-human entities. Ian Johnston sums up how Aristotle saw humans engaging in a
collective manner with admirable simplicity:
To introduce an analogy to which I shall return from time to time, one might say that
Aristotle sees the individual as inevitably part of a team—a large and complex but clearly
identifiable group of team members of all sorts of capabilities, an environment which shapes
the purposes and value of that individual life in relation to other members of the team
community and to the team as an overall unity. And just as a team player, in a sense, has no
identity or purpose without a team in which he or she can participate as a fully integrated
member, so the human being has no complete identity or purpose without the polis to
which he or she belongs.83
The obvious question is who is on the team? Aristotle is quite happy to exclude many from
citizenship, and hence the possibility from achieving eudaimonia, whom we would think should be
citizens. When Aristotle excludes someone from citizenship, he is excluding that person from the
political activity that is required for eudaimonia. Aristotle states (Pol. 1278a2-4, III, 5):
And we do not for a moment accept the notion that we must give the name citizen to all
persons whose presence is necessary for the existence of the state.
The others who are necessary for existence of the polis, yet who should be excluded from the
citizenry, are women, children—male children being qualified citizens as they have the potential of
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becoming citizens with the appropriate education and birth—and free men not born to citizens. To
be a citizen of Athens, both the citizen's mother and father had to be third-generation citizens. Also
excluded were foreigners (i.e. Greeks from outside the polis), those engaged in menial labour,
barbarians, slaves, and, presumably, mentally handicapped persons, who allegedly have no capacity
for practical or theoretical wisdom. Aristotle's point seems to be that all these people do not have
the kind of intellect necessary for practical and theoretical wisdom: this was often based on some
faulty premises such as biological inferiority.84
As was shown in Chapter Two, Aristotle's restrictions on citizenship can be removed from his
theory without altering his central claim that people are social and political creatures whose
potential is best realised in a particular kind of polis. There is, however, an important caveat to the
removal of Aristotle's restrictions. The removal of the restrictions is based upon false and/or
unreasonable notions embedded in the restrictions, not the concept of restrictions to citizenship
itself or the associated concept of stripping an individual of citizenship. For example, restricting
women from citizenship is an unreasonable political act because the notions of gender
discrimination and the biological inferiority of women are false notions. It is reasonable not to grant
citizenship to a passing trader in town this week, away the next.
No political society could hope to exist in any kind of orderly manner if citizenship was granted to
anyone who wished it with no defining criteria. This thesis will not lay out criteria for reasonable
restrictions as such a task could consume this thesis. However, a Future Polis would have to face
this task early in its development, for it would have to define what constitutes a member—and
therefore who has the potential for citizenship—of the Future Polis. For example, it may be
reasonable for a Future Polis to demand proof of community service (military or civil) as a
condition of citizenship for those who shirk from servicing the common good are not going to have
the appropriate philia for the correct functioning of the Future Polis. At the very least such a kind of
restriction would have to be examined in the light of reason and, if found unreasonable (like racial
discrimination), rejected as a candidate for a criterion for restriction.
On the subject of what is a human being, we can conclude that Aristotle's view is that a full human
being is a citizen of a polis: citizenship in a polis is another necessary but not sufficient condition of
eudaimonia and Aristotle basis this view on the fundamental nature of human beings, the complete
identity of a person includes the polis to which she belongs.
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We can now move on to the intellectual virtues and the obvious question 'What is the best life, the
contemplative or the political life?' There may not be an 'either or' answer despite Aristotle stating
that the contemplative life is the best (NE 1178a5-7, X, 7. NE 1179a29-33, X, 8). Even if the
contemplative life is to be preferred, it is still comprised partly of political action. Aristotle's
conception of human nature, the duties of citizenship, and the practical virtue of friendship all point
to the same thing: human beings must be able to participate in the politics of society in a deep and
meaningful manner. This ethical imperative, then, should be stressed in any form of social
organisation (NE 1094b1-11, I, 2. NE 1178a8-17, X, 8). Not to do so can lead to a erroneous but
commonplace view of Aristotle, namely that we should all be philosophers thinking deep thoughts
and separated from society as a whole. For example, the conception of the contemplative life as
being the sole ideal leads Amiya Bagchi in the wrong direction. Bagchi states:
The values that Aristotle outlined in the Ethica Nicomachaea were set out for the instruction
of wealthy Athenians in his lyceum. Only a man of leisure with land, slaves, and women
dependants in the Athenian society of Aristotle's day could think of leading the purely
contemplative life of a philosopher (Finley 1973/1985, 1980; Hutchinson 1995). These
values were extensively quoted in later ages. Even in societies without slaves a purely
contemplative life was possible—but only for people who did not have to work for their
living or for people who were paid by society to lead a philosopher's life.85
Aristotle's argument for the superiority of the contemplative life over the political life has some
significant weaknesses within it, in particular his reference to the divine—the gods live a
contemplative life and we should emulate them (NE 1179a23-34, X, 8). Given the lack of evidence
for the existence of gods, this argument should be abandoned.86 Even if we do suppose that gods
exist, or imagine a world where they did, the nature of gods would be different from that of human
nature.
Nor is the contemplative life as complete—contemplation is self-sufficient—as Aristotle likes to
think it is (see below for John Cooper's interpretation on this). The knowledge produced by
contemplation has to be used in human activity for it to have increased value and that use is the
domain of political action: The Aristotelian conception of the good is located not only in the
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individual but also amongst friends and society at large. Aristotle would have been horrified at the
suggestion that philosophers should not teach, debate, influence and attempt to persuade individuals
and public opinion. After all, that is what he did during his life. One should not be focused only on
the good of oneself but also of one's neighbour, and that involves political activity, even the
encouragement of others to contemplate is a political activity. While contemplation has value in and
of itself, political activity brings added value to contemplation.
Even amongst the ancients, Aristotle's love for the contemplative life does not seem to have
withstood philosophical examination. Marcus Tullius Cicero regards this exact question
(contemplative versus political life) in On the Commonwealth and comes down heavily on the side
of the political life. Cicero is best read as an accumulator of ancient philosophical theories,
especially that of Plato, Aristotle and the Stoics, having studied philosophy in Greece and not as a
unique philosopher in his own right. Given the extremely fragmentary philosophical record after the
Macedonian invasion of Greece, Cicero gives us a feeling of what developments might have
occurred during this period. Cicero states in Book I, Section II of On the Commonwealth:
But merely to possess virtue as you would an art is not enough, unless you apply it. For an
art, even if it is unused, can be still retained in the form of theoretical knowledge, but virtue
depends entirely upon its use. And its highest use is the government of a state and the actual
performance, not the mere discussion, of those deeds which your philosophers rehearse in
their secluded retreats. For, even when philosophers express just and sincere sentiments
about these matters, they merely state in words what has been actually realized and put into
effect by those statesmen who have given states their laws.87
George Sabine and Stanley Smith sum up Cicero's position as:
The theory of the state which Cicero presents derives its origin and much of its force from
the presupposition that political life is the highest expression of human achievement, and
that a political career is the most honorable of all professions. Of all the men the statesman
naturally merits most praise, since his devotion to the public weal has benefited society more
even than the teachings of philosophers.88
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The problem may not be with Aristotle per se but rather with the common interpretation of NE Bk.
X, Ch. 6-8, which is where Aristotle outlines the contemplative as the highest form of the good life.
This is John Cooper's position in Reason and Human Good in Aristotle. Cooper looked beyond
Nicomachean Ethics to Eudemian Ethics and De Anima (De An.). In the Eudemian Ethics Aristotle
seems to advocate for a mixed life89 as the best life, and in parts of the Nicomachean Ethics (such as
NE 1094b2-10, I, 2) politics seems to be the highest end. Aristotle also endorses the political life as
a flourishing one (NE 1178a8-14, X, 7). The interpretation that Cooper gives is that NE Bk. X is
following on from discussions in De Anima, in particular Aristotle's statement that (De An.
413b24-29, II, 2):
We have no evidence as yet about mind or the power to think; it seems to be a widely
different kind of soul, differing as what is eternal from what is perishable; it alone is capable
of existence in isolation from all other psychic powers. All other parts of soul, it is evident
from what we have said, are, in spite of certain statements to the contrary, incapable of
separate existence though, of course, distinguishable by definition.
If Aristotle believes that reason can be separated from emotion in terms of souls, as the quote above
suggests, then Cooper's position is that Aristotle is following the logical consequences of this in NE,
Bk. X. Cooper then concludes that:
The upshot is that although in the tenth book Aristotle does adopt an intellectualist ideal, he
does so with important reservations. First, this ideal is explicitly associated with a quite
particular conception of human identity. But this conception, which is made possible for
Aristotle by the conclusions to which he is led in treating human intelligence in the De
Anima, will hardly recommend itself to everyone, even though for Aristotle it is the most
preferred conception because [it is] most in accord with his technical psychological theory.
Hence, secondly, he does not reject out of hand as false and misguided the more ordinary
conception of human nature as at once both emotional and intellectual. The mixed life to
which this conception leads remains a flourishing one.... Thirdly, Aristotle makes it
reasonably clear that it is the second ideal [political life], and not the first, which the morally
good person aims at realizing.90
Since Cooper's argument seems to have weight, there does not seem to be reason to follow Aristotle
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on the contemplative life if one does not endorse his conception of human identity in De Anima or
the concept of souls. Lastly, even if Aristotle is correct on the contemplative life being preferred to
the political life, the focus of this work on the political life is still justified.91 The political life seems
to mean that a citizen engages himself, as much as is possible and within the doctrine of the mean,
in the political life of the polis. One gets the feeling from reading Aristotle that this is no bad thing,
and it is required for others to live the contemplative life. If one cannot live the contemplative life,
then there is no shame or dishonour in living the political life, which is in accordance with virtue
and the use of rationality.92 Aristotle makes the point that the wishes of a citizen engaged in the
political process is to make citizens good through the formation of good habits, and what separates
a good polis from a bad one is whether or not this is achieved (NE 1103b3-7, I, 13). As David Ross
states:
The part assigned to the moral life then by Aristotle seems to be twofold. (1) It constitutes a
secondary form of well-being, one which we are driven to fall back upon by the fact that we
are not all reason and cannot live always on the level of contemplative life. And (2) it helps
to bring into being the higher kind.93
Ross's position on the point of what is the best life to lead for Aristotle seems to be the safest, if for
no other reason than it falls in between the mean of Bagchi and Cooper: the political life serves as
the minimum standard for the correct kind of life to live in accordance with eudaimonia.94
Furthermore, in terms of Aristotle's philosophy of society (see the previous chapter), a life spent on
political matters is in line with his overall thought as illustrated in both the previous chapter and this
current chapter.
From the discussions in this chapter, we can answer one of the three questions posed at the end of
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Chapter Two: namely, what are the essential elements of Aristotle's virtues? The first essential
element is that to Aristotle's moral and intellectual virtues an additional category of necessary but
not sufficient conditions for eudaimonia should be added, social infrastructure. The second essential
element is the virtue for an individual cannot be divorced from the collective eudaimonia of his/her
community (the polis). The third essential element is that the ethics of an individual is embedded in
the context of the polis precisely because it is the polis that gives identity to the individual. It is
impossible for an individual to maximise her ethical potential outside of the polis. The fourth
essential element is that all members of the polis should be considered for citizenship of the polis.
While Aristotle excludes many people from citizenship to the polis, i.e. the set of full human beings
is limited to Greek men of means, there is no reason to accept this limitation. The fifth and final
essential element is that individuals, as the minimum standard for the correct kind of life in
accordance with eudaimonia, should be actively engaged in the political life.
Having answered the first of the three questions asked at the end of Chapter Two, we can now move
on to the second question, what is the essential political form of the polis? This requires looking at
the next part of Aristotle's philosophy of society, his politics.

Aristotle's Politics
In order to make sense of Aristotle's politics, we need a prior understanding of the context (Athens)
to which Aristotle was referring. This is especially vital as Aristotle sought to reform the Athenian
democracy and not to institute widespread changes. The ancient Greek polis was something of a
rarity in human history. Not only was it an anomaly at the time with peasant societies, kingdoms
and empires filling the ancient world, variants of the polis only appeared in parts of Medieval
Europe and, perhaps, early nineteenth-century New England and some Renaissance cities.
Further, a polis of the Athenian variety (namely a participatory democratic polis) was not
universally accepted in Ancient Greece or even by Athenian philosophers: Plato had little good to
say about it, preferring Sparta. The execution of Socrates was a reaction against his condemnations
of the Athenian democracy and the active role that his upper class followers played in attempting to
undermine that democracy, such as the oligarchic coup of 411BC and the regime of the Thirty
Tyrants. The eminent Greek historian, M. I. Finley, states:
The fear reflected in the law of Diopeithes and the consequent trials must be identified at
face value: fear that the moral and religious fibre of the community was being undermined,
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through the corruption of the young, and particularly, of the young among the social elite.95
The polis has not been a form of social organisation that has been repeatedly experimented with or
has gained widespread usage, to state the obvious. Yet, this is the form of social organisation that
Aristotle considered to be necessary for eudaimonia. What then is essential about the polis? To
answer this central question, we need to first gain the context of the ancient Athenian polis as this
was part of Aristotle and his Athenian audiences frame of reference. To do this, it is helpful to
understand what a city is as opposed to today's urban settlements. While this may seem to be
unnecessary for a description of ancient Athens and appears to skirt around the issue, defining a city
is an important point for not only the discussion on Aristotle's politics but also in what the Future
Polis is. On the issue of a city, we will use Max Weber's definition and note that Weber likely saw
Athens as the ideal form of the city.
After defining the city, the discussion will move to description of the Athenian polis and contrast it
to the contemporary nation-state. Then, Aristotle's views of polity (his ideal polis) will be described.
This chapter will then address two more complicated issues: the first is positive liberty and the
second is the notion that Aristotle's thought is in favour of democracy. This chapter aims to show
that it is possible to reduce the threat of totalitarianism from positive liberty and that Aristotle
should be considered a democrat. Finally, this chapter will conclude with a summation of what the
essential parts of a properly constituted polis are.
Max Weber has formulated a set of criteria for a settlement to be a full urban community (i.e. a
city). These essential conditions are: 1) Fortification, 2) A market, 3) At least partial autonomy of
law and the judicial system, 4) A related form of association (political mechanism), and 5) At least
partial autonomy and autocephaly.96
Weber is an 'ideal' type of sociologist—Weber's general method seems to be to describe the ideal of
a social organisation in terms of function and then compare actual examples to the ideal, rating how
close to or far from the ideal the actual is—and it appears that Weber is describing the functions of
an ideal city.
An ideal city would have to be able to defend itself, engage in trade via an internal marketplace97,
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have its own judicial code and system (for example, laws and courts), governing mechanisms and
not beholden to an external power. On the last point, Weber seems to be thinking of cities in
northern and western Europe.98 Autocephaly is a situation similar to Eastern Orthodox Churches,
where each church is a completely independent body within the overall church, sharing name and
belief alone. Metropolitan Theodosius of the Russian Orthodox Church in America states:
“'Autocephaly' literally means self-headed or self-governing.”99
If we compare today's cities with this ideal, we find that the modern city is radically different from
Weber's ideal city and Aristotle's polis: Today's cities are noted for their lack of walls. This is partly
due to the utter futility of a wall in terms of modern warfare, but also, and more importantly,
because the external defence of a city is not in the hands of the city but in those of the state.
Johannesburg has no militia, ready to defend the city from foreign forces—that function belongs to
the South African state. For the city of Johannesburg to raise a military force independent of the
state would be an act of treason, and, further, it is doubtful that the inhabitants of Johannesburg
would even consider the idea.
While Johannesburg may have a plethora of markets selling goods and services produced internally
and externally, it has no real power over the economic system. The economic system is determined
at a national level (or even these days at a transnational level). Simply having economic zones is not
enough: there must be substantive power over them. As Weber states "...the regulation (urban
economic policy) of the exchange and production conditions in the city represent the counterpart to
the organisation (traditional and feudal-contractual) of activities united in the economy of the oikos
[household]."100
Johannesburg does not have an autonomous or independent judicial system. Although by-laws,
municipal courts and a local police force do exist, they are not autonomous of the state. No laws
passed in the city can contradict a national law or the South African Constitution: police actions are
determined by a national criminal code, and all judicial actions in the city can be reviewed at a
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national level. In fact, contemporaneous to local judicial actions and systems are national systems.
For example, the Johannesburg Metropolitan Police Department works alongside the South African
Police Service and other law enforcement agencies such as the Hawks and the National Intelligence
Agency and does so in a subservient manner. Local government has a similar type of relationship:
local government is designed to enforce national policy, not to make and implement its own.
From all the above, it should be clear that Johannesburg has neither the partial autonomy (let alone
full autonomy) or the autocephaly required to be called a city in Weber's sense of the term.
Johannesburg, in this regard, is no different from any other city on the planet.101 Remnants of these
functions remain in some of today's cities, but they are only empty form and not true function. In
many cases, they are historical hangovers.
The decay of Weber's city has been continuing for so long that calling Johannesburg a true city is a
fallacy according to Weber's definition. Lewis Mumford provides an alternative phrase to describe
today's urban formations, megalopolis, and says the following about today's 'city':
The loss of form, the loss of autonomy, the constant frustration and harassment of daily
activities, to say nothing of gigantic breakdowns and stoppages—all these become normal
attributes of the metropolitan regime. There is a special name for power when it is
concentrated on such a scale: it is called impotence.102
If our modern cities are cities in name only, gutted of Weberian function, what of the ancient polis
and, in particular, the Athenian polis?103
The first thing to note about the Athenian polis, before even looking at Weber's criteria, is its size.
While accounts of the size of the Athenian citizenry vary, the range seems to be between 30,000 to
60,000 individuals.104 Of course, these figures are incomplete as they account for only citizens
(male Athenians, with citizenship bestowed by generational descent) and not the slaves, resident
aliens (metics), women and children. The total population seems to have been somewhere around
310,000 and occupying a total area of about 2,600km2 at Athens's peak.105
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On the size of an ideal polis, Aristotle says (Pol. 1326b23-25, VII, 4), "Here then we have ready to
hand the best definition of a city: it must have a population large enough to cater for all the needs of
a self-sufficient existence, but not so large that it can be easily supervised."106 We can guess that the
ideal polis, then, would be somewhere around the size of the Athenian polis but not necessarily so.
The Athenian polis was more than an urban collection of buildings, as it included a hinterland
around Athens itself, essentially farmland plus the port of Piraeus.107 Wealthy Athenians had estates
in this hinterland, which they used to finance their town lives, while some poorer Athenians lived on
the land alone: these middle-class landowners—small plots, handful of slaves—formed the bulk of
the population and the hoplite backbone of the Athenian armies. The main point here is that the
Athenian polis was a sort of fusion between town and country, which allowed the whole to be
somewhat sufficient in terms of food and raw materials. Not only was this production of food and
raw materials for internal consumption but was also for export (oil and wine), with cereals being the
main import.108
The Ancient Greeks defined a polis in terms of population rather than physical structures; for
example, official Athenian documents never refer to 'Athens' but to terms like 'Athenians' and 'the
people'.109 This is a point well worth remembering, as it signifies a distinct difference between
modern states and the Athenian polis: the polis and the citizenry were one in both function but also
in the Gestalt of the time, the identity of either could not be divorced, in definition or psychology,
from the other.
With modern states, the relationship between nation-state and its citizens is a hierarchical one with
distinct identities of both parties. In fact, citizens are not even required for a nation-state as it
requires only a population (subjects in an absolute monarchy). There are sharp conceptual
differences between a state and a citizen that did not exist within the Athenian polis.
Athens itself was protected with fortification (a city wall), which was effectively extended, through
the Long Walls, five miles to the port of Piraeus.110 So, it is safe to say the Athenian polis met
Weber's fortification criterion. What of a market? The centre of Athenian life was not the Acropolis
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but the agora, the central marketplace, which also served as an open common area and, most
importantly, the site of the Athenian Assembly. Goods were brought in from the hinterland and from
outside of Attica to the agora, where they were bought and sold. This satisfies Weber's main
economic requirement.
While the next chapter discusses the nature of the Athenian economy, it should be noted that
economic policy was not dictated to Athenians from outside the polis. The Athenian polis had direct
control over the economy. It dictated what different social groups such as metics could do, put in
place price controls, set levels of subsidy111, and how to use natural resources for the good of the
entire community.
Even though the Athenian polis, as described so far, has no real contemporary, the substantive and
important points behind Weber's definition of a city are beginning to emerge. Athens was more than
autonomous in its political, social and economic structures but was completely independent.
Politically speaking, the Athenian polis was a participatory, face-to-face democracy. Each citizen
had an equal say in the running of the polis. Also, political power and responsibility was spread out
horizontally throughout the citizenry. If the exclusions from the citizenry are ignored (both in
Aristotle's and the Athenian polis), it represents the high point in democratic practice.
In comparison, our political actions, voting once every so often in a representative democracy,
seems rather shallow from a democratic perspective.112
The Athenian political process worked primarily through the Assembly, which met at the agora.
The Assembly was free to all citizens and met on a pretty much constant basis. Any citizen was free
to propose and debate any decision of the Assembly, which made the decisions of Athens by
majority vote. The Assembly was the highest decision-making authority and none had the right to
overturn, circumvent or ignore its decisions, which encompassed all spheres of Athenian life,
including the economic, social, military and foreign spheres.113
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Nowhere in this brief outline of the Athenian polis is there a subservience to an external power. The
Athenian polis was a politically and judicially constrained entity with control over its economic life.
Citizens of the polis played a substantial and equal role in making political decisions; they were the
only vehicle to make political decisions, and took on the responsibility of running the polis. The
force and the depth of direct democracy based upon equality was noted by the Ancient Greek
historian Herodotus in The Histories (Bk. V, 78):
Thus Athens went from strength to strength, and proved, if proof were needed, how noble a
thing equality before the law is, not in one respect only, but in all; for while they were
oppressed under tyrants, they had no better success in war than any of their neighbours, yet,
once the yoke was flung off, they proved the finest fighters in the world. This clearly shows
that as long as they were held down by authority, they deliberately shirked their duty in the
field, as slaves shirk working for their masters; but when freedom was won, then every man
amongst them was interested in his own cause.114
What Herodotus might have added is that the cause of the individual, under conditions of political
equality, is roughly equivalent to that of the common good. Athenians did not fight for themselves
alone, but for the entire community; i.e. when equality allowed the communitarian dimension of
human nature to flourish. Furthermore, the equality of one is necessarily tied to the equality of
others; it is paradoxical to propose that one is equal to others when the others are in positions of
inequality, as equality is defined precisely through relationship between an individual and other
individuals. Equality is not an absolute quality determined outside of society but a relative quality
determined through communal relations within society.
Lewis Mumford reiterates the point that the community and citizen are combined through the
dynamic of face-to-face interaction on all matters, including substantive issues that would be today
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decided by experts and politicians. For example, ordinary Athenians decided upon issues akin to the
finer details of South Africa's trade negotiations on Chinese imports. Those kind of detailed political
decisions are made by a relatively small, elite group in current societies. Mumford states:
Thus the public life of the Athenian citizen demanded his constant attention and
participation, and these activities, so far from confining him to an office or a limited quarter,
took him from the temple to the Pynx, from the agora to the theater, from the gymnasium to
the harbour of the Pireaus, where matters that concerned trade or the navy would be settled
on the spot. Not merely by cold reflection and contemplation, as the philosophers
erroneously counselled, by action and participation, spurred by strong emotions, but by
close observation and direct face-to-face intercourse, did these Athenians conduct their
lives.... For a while city and citizen were one, and no part of life seemed to lie outside their
formative, self-molding activities. This education of the whole man, 'Paideia,' as Jaeger has
called it, to delimit it from narrower pedagogy, has never been equalled in another
community so large.115
From all of the above, it seems not only does the Athenian polis meet Weber's criteria for being a
city, but it is, perhaps, Weber's idealised city. Weber sums up the political and economic strength of
the polis and its citizens as:
The citizenry dealt as it chose with the individual...any relation which could endanger
military and civic discipline or which could bring the disfavor of the gods was sternly
punished.... Economically, too, the Hellenic polis had unconditional power of disposition
over individual wealth....
The burgher remained primarily a soldier. Besides water wells, the market, office buildings,
according to Pausanias, a gymnasium belongs to the city. It was nowhere lacking. Most of
the citizen's time was spent in the market or gymnasium. His personal requisition by the
ecclesia to jury service, service in the council, administrative service in rotation and, above
all, to military campaigns for decades, summer after summer, were in Athens in classical
times a formation hardly historically paralleled in any other culture before or after.116
Once again, in the two quotes above, we are reminded of the specialness of the Athenian polis and
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we haven't even discussed the scientific, mathematical, philosophical and artistic achievements of
the Athenian polis. So what did Aristotle think of the Golden Age of Athens as the ideal political
arrangement for the promotion of eudaimonia, especially as Aristotle was writing just after the end
of this era?
Aristotle thought that the Athenian polis was the right kind of social structure for the promotion of
eudaimonia, but that it needed a few reforms. The first of Aristotle's noteworthy reforms is in
education. Aristotle was unhappy that education was an essentially private affair, that it was
conducted in the same realm as that of the activities of the household. He suggested that it be
transferred to the realm of the polis, that the education of the youth become a common affair.
Aristotle states (Pol. 1337a21-23, VIII, 1):
But since there is but one aim for the entire city, it follows that education must be one and
the same for all and that the oversight of education must be a public concern, not the private
affair which it now is....
Perhaps the biggest difference between Aristotle's vision and that of the Athenian polis was that
Aristotle thought that if men of perfect and absolute virtue could be found (godlike even), then we
should allow them to rule. However, he does realise that such men are extremely difficult to find
and that in their absence, a form of democracy (middle constitution) should be adopted (Pol.
1289b1-4, IV, 2. Also Pol. IV, 12).
The middle constitution essentially sets out to reform the quality of citizens: they should neither be
too rich as to use wealth as a lever of domination nor too poor to be unable to have the time
(leisure) to engage in the polis. Aristotle saw it vitally necessary for the majority of the citizens to
have enhanced access to social infrastructure. This would enable the citizenry to engage in the polis
and begin the road to eudaimonia. Without this access, it would be hard for individuals to have the
time, health and wealth to engage in the functions of citizenship (Pol. 1295a25-40, IV, 11).
In some ways, The Politics, when taken as a whole, is a more difficult book that Nicomachean
Ethics. Apart from Aristotle's references to societies that we have no current analog of—they are
outside of our collective experiential reference—Aristotle seems to have twin objectives that
intertwine with each other. On one hand, he aims to provide a description of what is an ideally
constituted polis for eudaimonia. On the other hand, he was providing advice to legislators and
citizens of actual states.
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Books IV and V provide much of interest to oligarchies, democracies, tyrannies and aristocracies all
wishing to maintain or expand their power. While interesting and show Aristotle's practical
approach to philosophy—unlike Plato, Aristotle sought to deal with the world as it is, not in an
idealised form—these pieces of advice can sometimes distract us from the the best form of the polis
for the eudaimonia of its members.
In Aristotle's ideal state the citizenry would form a somewhat smaller group than historical Athens,
due to his exclusions from citizenry. But, as argued before, there is no reason to accept these
exclusions, and this leads, on Aristotle's own political scale to participatory democracy. If we do not
accept Aristotle's exclusion but if we accept his maxim that citizens should be ruled and rule (see
below), that they should legislate towards the goods of their fellow citizens (a form of philia), and if
we accept that the political life is acceptable for eudaimonia,117 then it follows that a kind of
participatory democracy has to be the political ordering of the correct kind of polis for eudaimonia.
It is the end of eudaimonia, in this interpretation of Aristotle, that forces a radical form of
democracy. The end of eudaimonia, we should add, forces that a correctly-ordered polis has an
economic system that enables the citizens to the wealth, leisure, education and economic justice
necessary for those citizens to engage in the political life of the polis. The economic system of the
polis must support participatory democracy.
Aristotle highlights that democracy is the only acceptable constitution for the polis when he states
that (Pol. 1332b23, VII, 13):
...it follows that, for a variety of causes, all alike must share in the business of ruling and
being ruled by turns.
David Ross reminds us of the difference between Aristotle's citizen and today's citizen:
Aristotle's conception of a citizen is widely different from the modern conception, because it
is not representative but primary government [participatory democracy] that he has in view.
His citizen is not content to have a say in the choosing of his rulers; every citizen is actually
to rule in turn, and not merely in the sense of being a member of the executive, but in the
sense, a more important one for Aristotle, of helping to make the laws of his state....118
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A form of social organisation like this—a direct, participatory democracy—is the correct expression
of the political life. When Aristotle tells us that, in order to obtain eudaimonia, we must engage in
the political life, he is referring to the life of a citizen in a participatory democracy. This kind of
political life also necessarily demands equality amongst citizens for institutional inequality119 would
prevent equal participation in and before the law.
Aristotle's thought in terms of citizenship was influential during the Middle Ages. Aquinas revived
Aristotle's concept of a human being as a political animal with his prescription that man is a
political and social animal. This leads naturally to the Aristotelian concept of a citizen, which is
distinct to that of a subject (of a monarchy, for example). Under this conception the role of the
individual was no longer to merely obey but to participate in politics, giving rise to political science.
Walter Ullmann highlights how Aristotle's concept of a citizen differs from that of a subject:
It was Aristotle's definition of a citizen as one who partook in government which supplied
the solvent and which made possible the release of the (inferior) subject from (superior)
authority. For, we recall, sharing in government was precisely what was denied to the
subject, nor had he any share in the making of the law which was given to him. The
important point here is that Thomas, by absorbing Aristotle's ideas, effected in the public
sphere not so much a metamorphosis of the subject as the re-birth of the citizen who since
classical times had been hibernating.120
Moreover, Aristotle's commitment to democracy comes out in Book III of The Politics. At the very
least, Book III should, as Barker puts it, prove that Aristotle isn't an anti-democrat.121 Probably one
of the most important passages on the nature of citizenship and the relationship of citizens to a
properly constituted polis is in the first chapter of Book III (Pol. 1275a6-b21). Aristotle's key
position on what a citizen is starts with his preliminary conclusion that, “...citizens are those who
share in the holding of office....” This preliminary conclusion is then refined in the same section to
an intermediate conclusion:
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We may thus conclude that the citizen of our definition is particularly and especially the
citizen of a democracy.
Aristotle, right at the end of that section (Pol. 1275a6-b21, III, 1), gives his final definition of a
citizen:
The nature of citizenship in general emerges clearly...and our final definitions will
accordingly be: (1) 'he who enjoys the right of sharing in deliberative or judicial office
attains thereby the status of a a citizen of his state', and (2) 'a state, in its simplest terms, is a
body of such persons adequate in number for achieving a self-sufficient existence'.
Aristotle's definition of a citizen in the quotes above has a distinct functional overtone—those who
function in accordance with the political life are citizens—when compared to strictly formal
definitions, such as one is a citizen of a polis if one is born in that polis to parents who are
themselves third-generation citizens of that polis. The real problems that Aristotle faces with his
concepts of citizenship, the political life and the ideal polis are economic in nature. The equality
that seems to be inherent in a participatory democracy is undermined when the rich are few and the
many are poor122, and this seems to breed class warfare and disharmony in the polis. The solution
then has to be economic, and, as will be illustrated in Chapter Five, Aristotle choose slavery and
exclusions from the citizenry as method to ensure that the citizenry had adequate wealth to engage
in the political life and that the majority of the citizenry were neither rich nor poor. Needless to say,
this is a pretty poor economic solution to the problem of providing the social infrastructure and
enabling the political life of citizens. Put another way, where Aristotle fails in The Politics and
Nicomachean Ethics is not with his ethics or politics, but in providing an economic system for any
citizen body wider in composition than property-owning males. Chapters Four to Six will pick up
on the themes of economic systems, what Aristotle's economic thought was, and how an economy
should be constructed for eudaimonia in a Future Polis.
The discussion on Aristotle's politics up to this point in the chapter lead to another important factor
in Aristotle's thought, that of freedom. While autarky is a necessary condition for freedom—not
beholden to others for one's daily bread—freedom also comes from creating the laws under which
you live and are made good by. Aristotle's view is that virtues have to be habituated through law in
order for people to be made into better human beings. Aquinas's commentary on the Nicomachean
Ethics is quite clear on this point, which leads to an associated point on the composition of the best
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life (2152, 2153, 2156):
It is this way because the virtuous man, who adjusts his life to the good, heeds the mere
counsel by which good is proposed to him. But the evil man who seeks pleasure ought to be
punished by pain or sorrow like a beast of burden—the ass is driven by lashes. Hence, they
say, those pains should be inflicted that are directly contrary to cherished pleasures, for
example, a drunkard should be forced to drink only water.
Then, as we have stated, he [Aristotle] shows that law is necessary to make men good, for
two reasons. The first is that the man who is going to become virtuous must have careful
rearing and good customs; and afterwards he should live by a moral code so that he refrains
from evil either by his own will or even by coercion contrary to his will.
But men commonly neglect this duty [public supervision] because it is plain they show no
public concern for it. Hence it seems fitting that each private person do something to help
his children and friends to become virtuous; or if he cannot, at least he should select the
means to make this possible. Apparently it can best be done, according to the preceding
statements, if a man becomes a legislator, i.e., if he acquires the skill to be able to make
good laws. So, to be a legislator pertains principally to a public person, secondarily however
also to a private person.123
When people are to be lashed like beasts of burden so that they become good, this points to a
different conception of the role of government than what it generally considered to be acceptable
today. Martha Nussbaum points this out when she states:
Finally, Aristotle lacks an essential element of a good modern political approach: a robust
conception of protected areas of liberty, of activities with which it is wrong for the state to
interfere. Modern political thought is by no means united on the questioning of what liberty
is, and what forms of it are the most central to a well-governed state. Nonetheless, any
modern reader of Aristotle's Politics, no matter from what part of the world, will surely
judge that there is something missing when citizens are commanded in such personal matters
as how much exercise to take every day, without any acknowledgement that this is a morally
controversial role for the state to be playing.124
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Unless we somehow combine a version of negative liberty (freedom from: Berlin's definition is
“Political liberty in this sense is simply the area within which a man can act unobstructed by
others.”125) into an altered account of what a flourishing life is—as Nussbuam does, as illustrated in
Chapter One—Aristotle's thoughts on education and habituation seem to lead to a version of
positive liberty (freedom to, Berlin's definition is “The 'positive' sense of the word 'liberty' derives
from the wish on the part of the individual to be his own master.”126). When we know what the best
end of human activity is (eudaimonia), it seems that this best end justifies us in doing what is
necessary to achieve this. There is nothing greater than the end of eudaimonia, and quoting Barker
again on this point, “The end justifies: the end condemns: the end is sovereign.”127
Once we adopted the logic of the end is sovereign and that it justifies both our individual and
collective actions, we run the risk of falling into Isaiah Berlin's paradox of liberty. The real force of
Berlin's paradox is that while positive liberty aims to brings us towards what is best in human
nature, to give us freedom to become a part of the higher ideal of both an individual and society, it
leads to a terrible, ruthless logic that takes us far from the ideal and towards totalitarianism and
worse. If we know what is the best for humans to be, then we should legislate and bring people
towards that. But what if people resist this legislation? What if they are deluded in thinking that
some other life is better for them? In effect, people who refuse the best or are deluded as to its real
nature, are sick, ignorant or just plain bad. The logic illustrated by Aquinas comes in at this point,
we are justified in bringing them towards what we know as the best life, even if that means reaching
for the whip, as the end does justify the means. Berlin describes this logic as:
Once I take this view, I am in a position to ignore the actual wishes of men or societies, to
bully, oppress, torture them in the name, and on behalf, of their 'real' selves, in the secure
knowledge that whatever is the true goal of man (happiness, performance of duty, wisdom, a
just society, self-fulfilment) must be identical with his freedom - the free choice of his 'true',
albeit often submerged and inarticulate, self.128
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In effect, we can justify bombing people into freedom. The real force of Berlin's argument is that
the 20th century's horror show of revolutions descending into bloodshed and genocide backs up his
paradox, that the highest form of freedom (the positive liberty that aims to free us to reach our full
potential) has lead to the gulag and Year Zero. Any Future Polis must seek to avoid this paradox,
and it is a difficult one.
However, in the view that eudaimonia consists of the political life in a properly constituted polis (a
participatory democracy where citizens rule and are ruled) there exists a concept of liberty that is
somewhat beyond Berlin's positive/negative dichotomy. Aristotle's citizens are free because they
create the laws that they obey. They are free to do what they want (negative liberty) but only within
the bounds of the laws that they themselves force upon themselves in order to create a better society
and individuals (positive liberty). This is achieved precisely because there is no nation-state129 to
intervene and force subjects to do what it thinks is best (positive liberty) or to allow the freeing of
wants and desires (negative liberty). In a participatory democracy, citizens make and enforce the
rules as a collective. In a representative democracy, citizens transfer the political powers to a
temporary oligarchy that then can legislate in the name of what it thinks is best for all the citizens.
Support for Aristotle's approach (as defined above) is found, albeit by a slender thread in two
passages, in Isaiah Berlin's essay “The Two Concepts of Liberty”. Berlin first states that:
In the ideal case, liberty coincides with law: autonomy and authority. A law which forbids
me to do what I could not, as a sane being, conceivably wish to do is not a restraint of my
freedom. In the ideal society, composed of wholly responsible beings, rules, because I
should scarcely be conscious of them, would gradually wither away. Only one social
movement was bold enough to render this assumption quite explicit and accept its
consequences—that of the Anarchists. But all forms of liberalism founded on a rationalist
metaphysics are less or more watered-down versions of this creed.130
And then:
Men who have fought for freedom have commonly fought for the right to be governed by
themselves or their representatives—sternly governed, if need be, like the Spartans, with
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little individual liberty, but in a manner which allowed them to participate, or at any rate to
believe that they were participating, in the legislation and administration of their collective
lives.131
From these two passages, we can get the idea that participatory democracy walks the line between
positive and negative liberty. The objection that a citizen, on the losing end of a vote of the polis, is
then forced to be free (positive liberty) against her wishes (negative liberty) through obeying the
outcome of the vote is an objection against democracy and the beginnings of an argument for the
will to power.
In Aristotle's participatory democracy, we can make ourselves free, become better human beings
and reach the end of eudaimonia; we can write and enforce laws that habituate ourselves. In a
participatory democracy, we decide what is best for us, through the political mechanism of
participatory democracy and not through revolutionary leaders who have decided what the masses
need or wise senators who know our best interests better than we do, Berlin's paradox is avoided.
What is important here in regards to Berlin's paradox is the process of decision-making in a
participatory democracy, not the intent of the decision-makers or the reasons behind their decisions.
When we make decisions about our lives—rather than someone else making a decision about our
lives—we can't fall into the key part about Berlin's paradox, which is that we know what is best for
others and will make decisions for them in the name of the higher ideal of freedom, for we are
making decisions about ourselves, not about others. We don't need to know why we make decisions
about ourselves, we just need to follow the process of making decisions about ourselves (and
without some other authority making decisions about and for us) in order to avoid Berlin's paradox.
Furthermore, it is unlikely that we will make the kind of totalitarian and violent decisions about our
lives that Berlin is worried about: it seems very unlikely that we would send ourselves to the
gulag.132
To sum up, the social context of a polis is a necessary but not sufficient condition for eudaimonia.
On this understanding of Aristotelian ethics something like the polis is indispensable for virtue and
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human flourishing. Given that eudaimonia requires a specific context, which Aristotle considered to
be possible with reforms on a relatively contemporaneous form of social organisation (the Athenian
polis from 450BC to 350BC), the aim here is to reduce Aristotle's polis down to a set of structural
principles or essential conditions for a Future Polis.
The reconstruction of a social context favourable for the attainment of eudaimonia will require a
society organised as a polis of some description: the Future Polis. While a Future Polis will be
different from the historical polis, there are some elements that not only define it as a polis but are
the critical components of the good life as realised through societal organisation. The following key
elements of a Future Polis are derived from Aristotle's ethics and politics: The first element is that
the Future Polis is governed through a participatory democracy. The second element is that while
citizenship in the Future Polis not only gives the right to engage in this participatory democracy, the
political life (and hence eudaimona) but also demands that individual citizens do so.
These first two elements are similar to Weber's points on political and judicial administration. In
effect, a Future Polis requires a government of a particular type for eudaimonia, a strong
participatory democracy. The Aristotelian approach would be to claim this as the end or ideal
political association of humankind and then work towards that.
Without such a democratic mechanism, it is hard to see how Aristotle's political life can be engaged
in at the requisite level. The political life demands that citizens have the power to alter, implement
and share in the duties of a Future Polis, propose and reject any function and law of the society in
which they live. The best that a citizen can do in a contemporary state is to vote once every couple
of years for a political party or individual politician, and, in the process of voting, the citizen
effectively gives away her political control; at best it is abdicated involuntarily, at worst she never
had it to begin with.133 Pericles, in his famous funeral oration, highlighted the case for citizens'
involvement in the politics and affairs of the polis:
An Athenian citizen does not neglect the state because he takes care of his own household;
and even those of us engaged in business have a very fair idea of politics. We alone regard a
man who takes no interest in public affairs, not as harmless, but as a useless character; and if
few of us are originators, we are all sound judges of policy.134
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The quote above also points to a point about philia. Pericles is pointing to the widely-held idea that
all Athenian citizens must play a role in the running of the polis. Those who do not are unworthy of
citizenship. This coercive application of philia is a form of social control, using the perception of
one's peers as a corrective measure against free-riding. The spirit of community helps to delineate
the acceptable forms of action for the members of the community. This leads to the third essential
element of Aristotle's politics, which is that there is a spirit of community and philia within the
Future Polis.
Philia is the least tangible quality of the polis and the hardest to point to. At the moment it suffices
to say that philia is the common recognition amongst citizens of a shared identity with and in the
polis and the resulting common aims—the aim of the individual is the aim of the whole. Philia also
has a coercive aspect backed up through law and habituation. If the majority Gestalt of the polis is
for the active promotion of democracy (as was the case in the Athenian polis), there would be
tremendous social pressure placed upon an individual to participate in that democracy. This
coercion is the glue—along with love, care and respect—that holds the social fabric together,
especially in a situation of political equality.
The fourth essential element is that the physical size of the Future Polis is in accordance with an
autonomous or autocephalous participatory democracy. If the governance and administrative
principles of the polis are realised through a participatory democracy, this suggests that the Future
Polis is of a limited size, in line with Aristotle's axiom that it must be big enough to be
self-sufficient but small enough to be politically manageable. Participatory democracy requires
smallish populations as it appears to be impossible in large populations. How on earth could one
cram hundreds of thousands, let alone millions, of people into a general assembly?135
Given that the Athenian citizenry didn't seem to peak over 60,000 (with a total population of
300,000 or so), it seems likely that we are looking at a small city with an adjacent countryside as the
rule of thumb on the physical size of the Future Polis. Further, in order for citizens to make
substantive political decisions, the Future Polis requires political independence or, at least, a form
of autocephaly. It needs to be able to make its own decisions. Just as an individual can only be said
to have independence of action if she can make her own choices, the Future Polis can only make its
own course of action if, and only if, it can make its own decisions. Therefore, the Future Polis has
135
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to be politically bound only to itself.
The fifth essential element is that the Future Polis is engaged in the education and habituation of
moral virtues. 'Education' is the usual translation for the Greek term 'paideia.' Paideia encompasses
more than mere schooling. It is a lifelong process of character development, growth, absorption of
culture and training in skills and knowledge.136 Aristotle's point is that education is tied intimately to
the concept of citizenship. It would be asking a great deal of a person to assume the duties of
citizenship without a thorough education in those duties. Aristotelian ethics seem to require that
individuals receive this type of complete education.137
Habituation can be seen as a fail-safe mechanism: those individuals for whom education has not
produced ethical behaviour (Aristotle points to the young) are confronted with the laws of the polis,
which seek to habituate ethical behaviour. Aristotle states (NE 1179b31-36, X, 9):
To obtain the right training for virtue from youth up is difficult, unless one has been brought
up under the right laws. To live a life of self-control and tenacity is not pleasant for most
people, especially for the young. Therefore, their upbringing and pursuits must be regulated
by laws; for once they have become familiar, they will no longer be painful.
The sixth and final essential element of a Future Polis, as derived from Aristotle's politics, is that
the economic system of the Future Polis promotes the social infrastructure. As stated towards the
beginning of this chapter, the attainment of key components of social infrastructure—autarky,
freedom from toil, health, and wealth—are economic questions.
From all of the above, it should be clear that a Future Polis would be radically different from the
current mode of social organisation, the state. This is not surprising as the ancient polis was unique
in many aspects. Nor should this be a philosophical barrier to ethical discussion. One of the reasons
behind philosophical enquiry is to obtain the truth, no matter how different from current convention,
and then ensure that this truth displaces those false conventions. Similarly, if the logic of
Aristotelian ethics demands a political arrangement not currently in existence, then that doesn't
mean that the ethics are wrong, but that the current political arrangements are.
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Further comparison between the Athenian political form and modern democratic forms helps to
illustrate this critical difference. Henry Mayo has examined modern democratic forms to arrive at a
common set of principles and a method of determining which systems are more democratic than
others. Mayo's definition of a democracy is:
…a democratic political system is one in which public policies are made, on a majority
basis, by representatives subject to popular control at periodic elections which are conducted
on the principle of political equality and under conditions of political freedom.138
If this definition is acceptable—it does conform to commonly-held ideas of democracy as currently
practised—then it would seem that the Athenian political form does not qualify as a democracy due
to lack of political equality139 and the lack of representatives. Leaving aside the first point for the
moment, the second point seems to differentiate Athens from modern states not only because of the
actual lack of representatives but also because rule was achieved directly by the citizens.
This direct rule, as Mayo points out, does not exist in modern democracies except in cases of what
he calls "direct democratic devices” like referendums.140 However, people's direct rule has to equate
to popular control over the decision-making processes by definition141, and how democratic a
system is depends upon the degree to which it is subject to popular control over decision-makers
and/or policy-makers.
Mayo's ideas on how popular control is used as the criterion for determining how democratic a
society is can be summarised as, the more anxious the regime of that society is about retaining
control in an election the more democratic that society is and the higher the level the popular
control is. At one end of the spectrum of societies is a society in which the government is frantic to
meet the demands of its citizens so that they will reelect it: such a society is highly democratic and
the voting public has a high degree of control over the government. At the other end of the spectrum
is a regime that is has no worries about reelection as the elections are rigged in its favour: such as
society is a dictatorship where the populace has little control over the government.
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If Athens featured on is this spectrum—which it does not—it would be beyond the regime anxious
to be re-elected end of the spectrum due to a high level of popular control in the polis. The reason
Athens doesn't feature is that the determinant is the form, and, hence, cannot be used as the criterion
for judgement: in a polis, as described in this chapter, it would be trivial to state that the citizens had
political control over themselves, for how can one not control one's own rational actions? In the
case of a polis, it is the people that govern directly and not through other agents such as
representatives, and govern in the fullest sense of the term. Citizens of a polis not only decide upon
policy or even originate it, they also implement it. There is no separation between subjects and
rulers, for as in the polis these two classes belong to the same set of people. In a sense, the ideal of a
democratic system in Mayo's system—one with a high degree of popular control over
policy-makers—is not in a regime anxious to be re-elected but is one where the citizens are the
policy-makers; i.e. a participatory democracy.
Mayo removes the Athenian polis from the democratic cannon as it violates his political equality
clause: a relatively small group of individuals (the male Athenian citizens) ruled over a larger group
of people who had no say in or control over the small group (slaves, women). Mayo states,
“...political equality today covers a wider range of citizens and voters than the Athenian, and in this
respect we should call modern democracies more democratic than Athens.”142
While the exclusive limitations of the Athenian polis are well-known, they have no bearing on the
political form of the polis if ancient Greek exclusions to the citizenry are abandoned in a Future
Polis. To attribute historical facts to the form of a potential political structure is to make an error of
confusing the actual with the hypothetical. For example, no one would say that the United States of
America is not a representative democracy today because black people were denied the vote in
1868.
In this chapter, the core ethical and political elements of Aristotle's philosophy of society have been
identified and explained with ancient prejudice removed. This provides the ethical foundation for
not only the political structure of a Future Polis but also the material from which such a society can
formulate its economic values.
From the discussion of Aristotle's ethics and politics in this chapter, three points of real interest
emerge. The first is that eudaimonia is tied to participatory (or direct) democracy. Aristotle should
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not be read as a conservative or a proponent of aristocratic privilege, but rather as a supporter of
democracy and of a particular kind of democracy more radical than today's representative
democracies: the difference lies between choosing a small class to rule and Aristotle's notion of
ruling oneself.
The second point of interest is that Aristotle provides a way through Berlin's two concepts of liberty.
Aristotelian philosophers should not fear positive liberty. Instead, they should embrace it for
Aristotle can provide the best of positive liberty without the totalitarianism that blighted social
change from the French Revolution to Pol Pot.
The third point concerns the attainment of the social infrastructure, which is an economic issue and
economics is a key stumbling block towards changing political arrangements from the historic polis
to a Future Polis. As a necessary step towards determining the ideal economics of a Future Polis,
the economics of the ancient polis and Aristotle's economics need to be examined, providing
illumination of Aristotle's economic thought. We are almost ready to ask, what was Aristotle's
economic thought?
However, one more task remains before we can examine Aristotle's economic thought. We need to
have a mode of economic analysis to interrogate the economic systems of Aristotle, Ancient Athens
and that of the Future Polis. The next chapter will briefly describe a mode of economic analysis
based upon Joseph Tainter's theory of collapse. Chapters Five will address Aristotle's economic
thought, while Chapter Six will look at the Future Polis's economic system.
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Chapter Four: Examining Past and Future Economies
In Chapter One, we stated that the rationale for this thesis was to find an economic system that
meets the requirements of Aristotle's philosophy of society (as explained in Chapters Two and
Three) and that also meets the challenges of climate change and global ecological decay in the
future. Therefore, we need to understand not only the ancient Athenian economy and Aristotle's
thought, but also a future economy in a world blighted by climate change. We need to be able to
understand an economy of a world in the distant past and a future economy in the unknown context
of much hotter world. In order to be able to understand these two different economic contexts
(antiquity and the future), we need a mode of economic analysis that is universal: we need to be
able to use same economic model across time, culture, geography and political systems. The aim of
this chapter is to outline such a model, which is a modified version of Joseph Tainter's theory of
societal collapse.
As a way of illustrating the need to find a bridge between the ancient economy and a future
economy, we can look at the difference between the ancient economy and contemporary capitalism.
In Aristotle's Economic Thought, Scott Meikle points out that the ancient Greek economy was not
some sort of proto-capitalism or the beginnings of a market economy. In a market economy, the
value of a commodity is determined by its exchange value and not by its use value.143 As Meikle
notes, the ancient economy was not a capitalist economy as it was use value (along with the absence
of productive capital and a labour market) that dominated economic transactions instead of
exchange value.144 Meikle highlights the difference with:
Markets existed in societies of many kinds for millennia without those societies being or
becoming market economies. A society can become entirely regulated by exchange value
only if there is a market in capital, and that in turn is possible only when there is a serious
market in labour, that is, when labour is generally supplied in the form of exchange value
(labour capacity or 'labour power') which capital can buy. These are the defining conditions
of a market economy, and neither condition obtained in the ancient world.145
The ancient economies of Athens, Greece and even Rome were not capitalist economies, and that
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the existence of a marketplace (agora) should not be confused with the market of capitalism, which
is about the commodification of goods, land, labor and money.146 Karl Polanyi makes this point in
The Livelihood of Man:
The elusive [ancient] “capitalism” is nothing more than markets. Weber means that
economic activities were carried on through the redistributive methods of conquest, seizure,
and capture of men and lands offering slaves, serfs, treasure, the exploitation of public
utilities, and public services by private individuals, with the help of a private bureaucracy of
slaves, or through redistributive methods of a central administration with the help of public
bureaucracy. In either case, market methods are not in evidence. Economic activity—trade
and money uses—is not channeled through organized markets to any considerable extent in
the ancient world.147
So if the ancient economy was not a market economy, how can we analyse its economy from the
perspective of the contemporary world of a market economy? We need to abstract particular
economic activities and practices (such as capitalism or communism) out to a universal economic
equation. The best candidates for this equation are matter and energy for, as they are the
constituents of all that exists, they will apply to any economy regardless of the existence of market
methods in labour or money, use value, exchange value, or levels of state intervention. Put another
way, a joule is a joule no matter if was measured in the USSR or Canada. Aluminum oxide is
aluminum oxide, no matter whether it was owned by a private company or a Soviet industrial
complex. And, add electricity and aluminum oxide together and you will get aluminum and oxygen,
regardless of profit, loss or quota. What differs between economies is how they bring together
energy and matter to create economic outputs (aluminum is a product of industrialisation & fossil
fuels, not the feudal economy with animal & human traction with some wind and water thrown in to
the mix) and how the value derived from these outputs is distributed in society (who gets the
aluminum, the state or the highest bidder).
One theory that uses both energy and physical resources to understand different economies is
Joesph Tainter's theory of societal collapse. Tainter sought to explain why ancient societies, like the
Roman and Mayan Empires, collapsed, and to do so sought a universal and economic explanation
based upon energy and resources. Tainter is also able to use his theory to explain our contemporary,
industrialised society's complexity challenges. In effect, if Tainter is correct, he provides a theory of
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how complex societies (ancient, contemporary and theoretical societies) fail or succeed, and can
apply this theory across time, geography, context, and relative levels of complexity. Furthermore, as
the universal concepts of energy and matter are foundational elements of his theory, Tainter has
been able to use his theory to address the impacts of large-scale global problems such as climate
change and resource depletion. One of the main sources of anthropogenic greenhouse gas emissions
are fossil fuels (a finite and declining resource) and therefore any attempt to deal with climate
change has to involve changing the way we use energy: Chapter Seven will use the economic model
outlined in this chapter to examine climate, energy, and the capitalism of Francis Fukuyama and
Deidre McCloskey.
Additionally, and with a few minor modifications, Tainter's theory can help to provide an economic
model that will allow us to identify where different ethical values intersect with and then drive
different economies.

Complexity and Diminishing Returns
In this section we will unpack Tainter's theory which is: 1) In order to deal with problems, societies
increase their complexity. 2) Energy is required for societies to maintain there socio-political
systems. 3) Increased societal complexity comes an increased cost per capita. 4) Increases in the
complexity of a society yields a declining marginal (additional) return.148 The best way to think of
marginal return is the return per increased unit of investment. An example of a declining marginal
rate of return is in fertilizer use: one unit of fertilizer (say 2kg) will get a increased crop yield of
10%, the next 2kg of fertilizer gives an additional increased crop yield of 5%, the next 2kg of
fertilizer gives an additional increased crop yield of 2.5%, and so on.
As all of the economies to be examined in this thesis belong to complex societies it is worth looking
at Tainter's definition of a complex society:
Complex societies are problem-solving organizations, in which more parts, different kinds of
parts, more social differentiation, more inequality, and more kinds of centralization and
control emerge as circumstances require. Growth of complexity has involved a change from
small, internally homogeneous, minimally differentiated groups characterized by equal
access to resources, shifting, ephemeral leadership, and unstable political formations, to
large, heterogeneous, internally differentiated, class structured, controlled societies in which
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the resources that sustain life are not equally available to all. This latter kind of society, with
which we today are most familiar, is an anomaly of history, and where present requires
constant legitimization and reinforcement.149
When a society encounters problems—the amount and types of problems that a society can
encounter are endless—one of the ways that this society deals with these problems is to increase its
complexity, to become more centralised, hierarchical, and specialised. When a society increases its
complexity in order to solve a problem, it incurs costs: For example, in order to increase the
collection of taxes to respond to the problem of not enough tax revenue being collected, more tax
collectors have to be hired in an expanded tax collection agency. Hiring more tax collectors incurs
cost in terms of a larger salary bill (more people to be paid), increased administrators to administer
the newly hired tax collectors, and larger requirements in physical infrastructure such as desks,
chairs, computers, etc.. In order to gain more revenue, the tax collection services become more
complex which requires an increased investment in it. Increasing complexity of tax collection is
feasible as long as the investments in each increase in complexity are less than the revenue gained
from increased tax collection. However, the increase in tax collection services will, at some point,
become counterproductive: the costs of increasing tax collection will be greater than the extra
revenue received: it will cost more to collect the tax than the value of the revenue received.
We should think of these costs in terms of energy, as all societies require energy (the ability to do
work) to function. All economies are based in the realities of access to energy sources. The more
complex a society becomes the more energy it requires: for example, industrialised societies require
more energy than agricultural societies. Tainter describes the relationship between energy and
socio-political complexity as:
...as a society evolves toward greater complexity, the support costs levied on each individual
will also rise, so that the population as a whole must allocate increasing portions of its
energy budget to maintaining organizational institutions. This is an immutable fact of
societal evolution, and is not mitigated by type of energy source.150
The transition to a greater level of complexity requires an increase in energy inputs, or as Tainter
puts it, a new energy source greater than the one already utilised.151 Once a society has reached this
new level of complexity it begins to suffer diminishing returns immediately. The concept of
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diminishing returns is well-accepted in economic circles, and seems to affect all aspects of human
society. The Law of Diminishing Returns states that at some point the investments in a process fail
to achieve a proportional return in output: while costs rise, benefits decrease.152 The textbook
definition is:
When a fixed or constant factor of production is combined in increasing quantities with a
variable factor of production, the total, average and marginal output will increase at first,
then reach a maximum, after which the marginal output, then the average output and finally
the total output will start to drop.153
The Law of Diminishing Returns can be seen in a variety of contexts. To keep with the argicultural
theme, David Ricardo's154 example deals with crop yields on a piece of land (the fixed factor of
production) with the variable factor of labour. As a farmer hires labourers to work the land, the
outputs (crop yields) rise. For a while increasing labour means increasing outputs until such a time
that the land produces a maximum yield, after that point additional labour actually produces fewer
returns on crop yield, if for no other reason than more people working on the same land means there
is less land for crops.155
In fact, this simple example ignores a host of related factors. In the quest to achieve maximum
output, fertilisers, pesticides and irrigation mechanisms are often used. As any farmer will tell you,
in order to maintain maximum output each growing cycle will require even more additional inputs
as topsoil erodes or levels of salt in the land increase. Run any piece of land at maximum output for
long enough and the costs of this will outstrip the returns; i.e. the Law of Diminishing Returns.
Eventually, the enterprise will collapse. This will happen even without external problems such as
drought, disease, pestilence and increased input costs.
This problem—declining outputs combined with a need for increased production to feed a growing
population—has been solved temporarily in the agricultural sector through a variety of methods,
each of which not only suffers from diminishing returns but also increases the complexity of the
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agricultural system. Farmers have increased the amount of land used for farming (i.e. expanding the
fixed factor of production) through converting new lands to agricultural land. They have
consolidated land resources, diverted freshwater resources such as rivers, lakes and aquifers to
agricultural uses, increased energy input through fossil fuels in the form of mechanisation and
fertilisers, engaged in a constant arms race with disease and pests, bred greater yielding crops, and
turned to genetically modified organisms. Globally speaking, this increase in both the complexity
and the energy input of agriculture has led to increased production from the 1960s onwards.
However, this increase has come at a high cost in the form of depleting water resources as is the
case in Australia, excess nitrates from fertilized fields running into water sources and causing
hypoxia (reduced oxygen supply) in rivers and coastal zone resulting in decreased fish populations
and increased and often toxic algal blooms, deforestation in places like the Amazon, large-scale
topsoil erosion, and rising salt levels in agricultural soils. At some point, these costs will climb to
the point where the Law of Diminishing Returns kicks in and agricultural output will decline,
requiring an increase in complexity and the associated increase in energy input to reverse the
decline, whereupon the cycle will continue.
This Law of Diminishing Returns also applies to human societies. This starts with the concept of
marginal returns (or marginal product/output), which is different to total output and it worth
remembering that a marginal return is the return on investment per unit of output, or as Tainter
states:
The marginal product of any input is the increase in the total resulting from the input...the
marginal cost is the increase or decrease in total cost resulting from one more (or less) unit
of output.156
The mining industry clearly shows how marginal returns affect output and is what is currently
blighting the gold mining industry in the Witwatersrand.157 In the initial stages of mining, deposits
of gold are near the surface and easy to mine. Consequently, the marginal returns are high:
investments in mining increase output substantially, and, thus, marginal costs are low. As more and
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more ounces of gold are taken out of the mine, the mine has to dig deeper to access the gold-bearing
ore, making mining more expensive. More input is required to gain outputs: the marginal returns
decrease while marginal costs climb. The mine is then in the phase of diminishing marginal returns,
as evermore inputs are required to achieve the same unit of increased output. Therefore, to maintain
constant production of, for example, a thousand ounces of gold will require increasing inputs.
Sooner or later, the marginal returns will become negative, and output will decline. At this stage and
all other things being equal, the mine closes as it is too costly to continue.
Tainter has applied this concept to complex societies like the Roman Empire to explain why
collapse occurs. His theory is that in order to solve problems, human societies increase complexity.
All societies (as socio-political systems) require energy for their maintenance, and increased
complexity entails a consequent increase in costs per capita. Finally, as a response to problems,
increased socio-political complexity often reaches the point of declining marginal returns.158
Tainter's remarks are supported indirectly by Herman Daly and John Cobb in their book For The
Common Good. In discussing energy use in society, Daly and Cobb point out that economists often
violate the Second Law of Thermodynamics, not recognising that entropy defines both production
and consumption.159
The Second Law of Thermodynamics is defined as:
The Second Law of Thermodynamics states that "in all energy exchanges, if no energy
enters or leaves the system, the potential energy of the state will always be less than that of
the initial state." This is also commonly referred to as entropy.160
So as energy is used in a complex society161 thermodynamics states that the amount of usable energy
declines: any system without a constant energy input will decay. They see economics, as currently
practised, as an entropic system, basically taking items with low entropy natural resources (say
coal) and turning them into high entropy items (steamships). There is a decline in energy available
and the process requires additional energy into the flow from production to consumption.162
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Entropy relates to Tainter's theory of complex societies in regards to the maintenance of these
complex societies. In order for a society to remain still, let alone increase complexity, it requires a
constant stream of energy inputs. Two fundamental laws are operating on complex societies: the
Second Law of Thermodynamics requiring constant energy input to prevent decay, and the Law of
Diminishing Returns which states that increases in complexity head towards declining marginal
returns.
The question then is why societies don’t collapse more often. As in economics, societies can deal
with declining marginal returns by A) finding a new energy source or B) technological innovation.
The transition to fossil fuels from biomass at the beginning of the Industrial Revolution was really
the acquisition of a new and low entropy energy source that enabled a vast increase in complexity,
further lubricated by technological innovations. This in turn allowed the newly industrialised
countries to militarily or economically dominate non-industrialised countries and extract wealth
(new energy sources) to offset the increased complexity this domination entailed, at least on an
initial basis.
What separates contemporary societies from ancient societies under this theory is the massive
application of fossil fuels. To date, industrialised societies have been able to beat declining marginal
returns through ever increasing coal, oil and natural gas consumption. When they do not have
access to these fuels, they collapse. Tainter points out the link between industrialisation and fossil
fuels in a 1996 publication where he states:
Industrialism illustrates this point. It generated its own problems of complexity and
costliness. These included railways and canals to distribute coal and manufactured goods,
the development of an economy increasingly based on money and wages, and the
development of new technologies. While such elements of complexity are usually thought to
facilitate economic growth, in fact they can do so only when subsidized by energy. Some of
the new technologies, such as the steam engine, showed diminishing returns to innovation
quite early in their development (Wilkinson 1973; Giarini and Louberge 1978; Giarini
1984). What set industrialism apart from all of the previous history of our species was its
reliance on abundant, concentrated, high-quality energy (Hall et al. 1992). With subsidies of
inexpensive fossil fuels, for a long time many consequences of industrialism effectively did
not matter. Industrial societies could afford them. When energy costs are met easily and
painlessly, benefit/cost ratio to social investments can be substantially ignored (as it has been
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in contemporary industrial agriculture). Fossil fuels made industrialism, and all that flowed
from it (such as science, transportation, medicine, employment, consumerism,
high-technology war, and contemporary political organization), a system of problem solving
that was sustainable for several generations.163
The question is whether the contemporary strategy of increasing fossil fuel consumption to maintain
and increase complexity is sustainable in the face of systematic resource depletion and increasing
costs. At the moment, the answer to this question is premature for it is necessary to provide a
theoretical understanding of how economies produce anything (i.e. outputs) and how surplus value
is extracted from outputs. Moreover, understanding these points is critical to understanding
Aristotle's economic thought.

Outputs and Surplus Value
Two key concepts are necessary to understand the basis of any economy: The first is outputs from
any production process, which is the interaction of energy and land. The second is surplus value,
which is the result of subtracting the needs of the producers and the requirements of production
from outputs.
Economists use the term 'land' to describe all material goods, not just physical farmland. Water,
crops, minerals and metals, animals, wood, etc., are all included in the definition of land: basically,
land is all the stuff that there is. The production of goods and services is the output of energy (e)
interacting with land (l) to produce output X (X=e+l).164 This equation is fundamental to all
economies throughout time and space as it is rooted in the physical reality of the universe, which
consists of only matter and energy. We can incorporate labour into energy as labour is a form of
energy. Therefore, the quantity and quality of output X is determined partly by the quantity and
quality of both land and energy.165 Take, for example, the production of steel; one can have all the
energy in the world (say, mountains of thermal and coking coal) but if one does not have iron ore,
one cannot produce steel, and vice versa.
Moving on to the second key concept, all societies require surplus value if they are to go beyond
basic survival. Yet the amount of surplus value required by any society is hard to quantify, as it is an
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expression of a complicated intersection between societal demands on the beneficiaries of the
surplus value, the size of these beneficiaries, the societal use of the surplus value, the nature of that
society itself, the amount of land and energy available to the society, the willingness to extract
surplus value (the cost/benefit calculation of a society in regards to surplus value), and the overall
complexity of that society. But there is a first order issue: what is meant by surplus value in this
work?
Surplus value (Sv) is the amount of output (X) arising from the interaction of land and energy in a
production process that is above and beyond the immediate survival requirements of the producers
themselves (N) and the requirements of production (R). Therefore, Sv=X-(N+R). Of the three
right-hand variables, X is the interaction between land and energy (X=e+l), N is determined by the
cost of basic needs such as food, shelter and clothing166, and R is the cost of harnessing land and
energy in the production of X.
Furthermore, the variable 'R' covers the common economic term 'capital'. The standard version is
that capital—in the form of money—is combined with land and labour to produce a unit of
production such as the famous widget. Given that, in modern economies, land and labour have been
commodified (turned into forms of capital), capital takes a position of overwhelming importance.
However, R is more than the monetary cost, it has the possibility of incorporating total costs. As a
general cost variable it can capture the externalised costs167 that capital cannot or will not (such as
pollution or health costs) in the harnessing of energy and land.
There is, however, a note of caution here. Societies and/or individuals can ignore costs within R in
their determination of Sv. It may not matter to someone that one of the costs of mining coal is Black
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Lung: this person may ignore that cost and will perceive instead a higher value of Sv than an
omniscient perspective on the cost of mining coal would calculate. As will be discussed later, the
costs included in R are chosen by societies on the basis of a set of ethical values, and thus
Sv=X-(N+R) cannot be divorced from the ethics of a society when determining what that society
perceives Sv to be.
For example, surplus value in bread production from a productive unit (say a family farm) has the
following components. There is energy in the form of sunshine to make wheat grow, energy in the
planting, growing, harvesting and milling of the wheat and in the baking of the bread. There are
land requirements such as farmland, seed, fertiliser and water. There are costs in harnessing this
energy and land such as the artefacts used in planting, harvesting and baking. Then the amount of
bread used by the productive unit—the farmer, labourers, and family members—for its immediate
needs must be subtracted from the total amount of bread produced. Only then is the surplus value of
bread production known. If the family farm has managed to produce excess loaves of bread—i.e.
achieved surplus value from this production process—then it can use that surplus value for needs
beyond immediate survival such as trading bread for gin.
There are many ways this successful story could come to naught. There could simply be insufficient
land available to grow the necessary amount of wheat (say a drought or worn-out soil), or the
amount of energy available is insufficient to harvest the wheat (not enough labour), or some
combination of the above. The costs of harnessing this land and energy may be too great: the cost of
a threshing mill may be too high, for example. The family may require a lot of bread, at least
equivalent to the amount produced. If their need is greater than production, then they traverse into
that state known by all as starvation.
Therefore, to achieve the maximum surplus value from a particular production process, the amount
of land and energy captured needs to be maximised while the costs of this capture is minimised
along with needs for basic survival. Further, as most productive processes are repetitive, the process
needs to be done in a manner replicable in the future. This is, perhaps, best seen in 'closed'
systems168 such as the example above. The family farm will require bread for many years as people
need to eat constantly. The land resources are largely fixed as the farm is only so many hectares in
size. Therefore, it makes little sense to maximise land resources like farmland to such an extent that
it threatens future production. For example, planting all available land with wheat year after year
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until yields decline and the soil eventually becomes infertile.169
The relationship between these two key concepts provides the basis for all economies and once
added to Tainter's theory gives us the following model:
1) Economies are part of complex societies
2) Societal complexity is a method of solving problems
3) Societal complexity is affected by the Law of Diminishing Returns and the Second Law of
Thermodynamics
4) In order to 'beat' marginal returns on complexity, societies need to find an energy source
greater than the one that currently exists or technological innovation or both. If this is
unsuccessful, societies run the danger of collapse
5) Production of an output (X) is the result of the combination of energy (e) and land (l): X=e+l
6) Production of Surplus Value (Sv) from an output is the subtraction of the needs (N) of the
producers and the costs of production (R) from that output (X): Sv=X-(N+R)
What happens to surplus value is a major part of the following chapters' descriptions of Aristotle
and the Athenian's economy and the economic system of the Future Polis, and this is one of the key
areas in which ethics plays a major role. The role of surplus value differs from economic system to
economic system, and thus this model is only a foundational step to understand any economy.
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Chapter Five: The Economics of Aristotle’s Philosophy of
Society
The first part of this chapter looks at the Athenian household economy and shows how it sought to
maximise inputs, reduce beneficiaries, redistribute wealth, reduce consumption, and seek internal
subsidies of surplus value. Yet despite these measures, the requirements of complexity forced
Athens into the ancient economic solution of empire for profit. However, using the concepts
illustrated in Chapter Four, this solution will be shown to be a false solution. Attempting to solve
complexity through empire only brings new costs and marginal returns on investment.
The second part of this chapter looks at Aristotle's economic thought, which, like his politics, is
geared towards reform of the Athenian economy rather than massive alteration. Critically, this
chapter will show that Aristotle was forced into his weak defence of slavery because of the energy
requirements necessary for eudaimonia. There is, obviously, something of an economic and ethical
problem here and one which affects us as much as it did Aristotle. The result has been that
Aristotle's defence of slavery has often been misunderstood. Using the modified version of Tainter's
theory allows us to understand the real problem with slavery, the seeming necessity of exploiting
others as energy sources for the acquisition of surplus value.
The final section of this chapter will summarise the lessons coming out of the entire chapter that are
applicable to Future Polis's economy.
Before starting on the discussion, a quick discussion is necessary on the relevancy of some of the
material in this chapter: the discussion on the nature of the Athenian Economy and Aristotle's
economic thought is aimed at answering Scott Meikle's charge that Aristotle had no economic
thought. Meikle's aim is to provide clarity to the difficult passages in Nicomachean Ethics and The
Politics and to show how Aristotle defines the difference between use and exchange value and
attempts to understand how goods can be commensurate in exchange.170 According to Meikle,
Aristotle fails in the end to find a theory or method to do so. Aristotle, according to Meikle, rejects
both utility and labour as solutions to the problem. Meikle comes to the conclusion that Aristotle
didn't have a theory of economic value as he did not have a theory to bridge use and exchange
value.171 Meikle states:
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At the end of it all, he [Aristotle] has succeeded in formulating a problem to which he can
find no acceptable solution. We are still in the dark about how to bring about fairness in an
exchange, because he has failed to explain how exchangers are to equalise proportions of
their goods, or, since he cannot explain the commensurability of products, how such equality
is theoretically possible. Nonetheless, the achievement of the chapter [NE V, 5] is
formidable, since it formulates with unrivalled clarity the problem which lies at the heart of
the theory of value, and hence at the heart of economic theory.172
The view that Aristotle had no economic theory is perhaps best illustrated by the noted economist
John Galbraith when he states:
No one can read his [Aristotle's] works without secretly suspecting a certain measure of
eloquent incoherence on economics—“secretly” because, the author being Aristotle, no one
can wisely suggest such a thing. But more to the point, very few of the questions with which
economics later became concerned applied to the society of which Aristotle spoke. Those
problems with which he was occupied—to which, indeed, he was impelled—had a notably
ethical intonation.173
Yet, the ancient world clearly had an economy of sorts: there was a system of production,
distribution and consumption of goods and services. Moreover, this was a powerful system. The
Roman Empire managed great engineering works, a large-scale trade network, supported large
cities, and was able to marshal and concentrate wealth for public goods, in particular military
expenditure. Athens was able to garner enough productive capabilities to support a large trading
network, sucking in resources from all over the Mediterranean.
Given this trivial truth, how can we then examine the ancient economy and Aristotle's thoughts on
it? Using the modified version of Tainter's theory of collapse, as discussed in the previous chapter,
we can understand what the Athenian economy (about which Aristotle's economic thoughts were
directed to) was and what Aristotle's economic thinking was. We don't have to worry about use and
exchange value as we have an economic model that views economic systems differently: economic
systems are the production of energy and land, and the subsequent distribution of surplus value. The
model in Chapter Four allows us to bypass Meikle and Galbraith's concerns and get to grips with
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how the ancient economy functioned and Aristotle's economic thought.

The Athenian Economy
One fact stands out about Ancient Athens, a fact much at odds with common perceptions and the
myth of Athens. In general, Athenians were poor in comparison to other ancient societies. Hygiene
was basic even by ancient standards. Public health measures were so atrocious that plagues were
frequent, such as the great plague during the Peloponnesian War. Homes were often no more than
glorified shacks. And, most importantly, there was very little in the way of conspicuous
consumption.
The poverty of Athens is well chronicled in ancient sources, and seems beyond doubt. For example,
Dicaearchus stated (somewhere between the second and first century BC):
The road to Athens is a pleasant one, running between cultivated fields the whole way. The
city is dry and ill-supplied with water. The streets are nothing but miserable old lanes, the
houses mean, with a few better ones among them. On his first arrival a stranger would
hardly believe that this is the Athens of which he has heard so much.174
One could only but imagine the deprivation that slaves at the Laurium silver mines lived and
worked in.175 176 However, and as odd as it may sound, it is not the level of housing, sanitation,
paving or health of inhabitants that determines the overall wealth of a society. This is almost a
heretical statement in the modern context where instruments such as the United Nations Human
Development Index measure precisely these kinds of indicators and then rank countries accordingly.
These kinds of indicators are all proxies for the wealth of a society, but are neither necessary nor
sufficient ones. A society may decide to spend its combined wealth (surplus value) on other items.
Where then was the wealth of Athens sent if it was not represented in its daily architecture? This is,
perhaps, the salient question for it points to the vital issue of distribution of goods and services,
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which is the whole point of any economy in the first place. But before this can be answered the
basic structure of the Ancient economy needs to be interrogated along with the adjacent
socio-economic relations of Athens, both inter (and intra) the citizenry.
Ancient Greece was a pre-industrial society where the basic commodities of life were produced
primarily at the household level. Households were more than today's nuclear or even extended
families: they were hives of production in and of themselves with attached workers and slaves. The
'industrial' base of society was the family, similar to the cottage industries that flourished prior to
the Industrial Revolution in Europe. Excess production was mostly traded within Athens through
the central marketplace and for items not produced by a particular household. Aristotle highlights
the role of the household in providing the basics of life and the need to manage the household, but
keeps it very much distinct from the political activities of the polis.177
The economist Joel Magnuson points out the importance of the ancient household in his book
Mindful Economics. He states:
Several millennia before the existence of Microsoft, General Motors, or the Federal Reserve
system, there was the household. It is in the household—the most primal of all economic
institutions—that economic activity originates. In fact, the word "economics" originates
with the classical Greek word oeconomia meaning "householding." In ancient Greece,
agriculture constituted the bulk of production and work was primarily carried out by small
oecos, meaning household estate or family farm. The Greeks were independently minded
and held a well-run, self-sufficient family estate in high regard.178
An economy in which the basic unit of production is the household may not seem to have great
productive powers when compared to modern industrialised economies. In the current system,
production is largely separated from the domestic sphere in the form of companies and
corporations. For example, clothes are no longer made inside the home but in vast factories, often
far away from the point of sale.
However, household production proved to be a viable economic arrangement, not only because of
the longevity of Athens itself, but from other examples in antiquity. For example, the Roman
Republic supplied its entire military, in which between 13% to 35% of its male citizens served at
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any give time (225BC to AD14)179, from precisely this kind of economic set-up. Given the extent of
Roman conquests at the time—the large land mass it managed to control militarily—the scale of
physical resources needed was immense, and, yet, this was supplied in a manner fundamentally
similar to that of Athens. The point seems to be that a fairly high level of social complexity can be
achieved even if the basic unit of production is the household.
As stated in Chapter Four, the production of goods and services requires two key ingredients: land
and energy. In regards to energy, the energy requirement for the Athenian household economy came
primarily from human labour, in particular the labour of slaves and women.180 This underclass
should be compared to the role electricity and fossil fuels plays in the modern economy. The end
value of production from slave labour was greater than input spent on that labour—in the same
manner as the end value of production in a factory is greater than the electricity and wage bill.
Further, human labour was the main source of energy for the entire ancient world. While animal
labour did exist, it was human sweat and toil that grew food, raised crops, made clothes, built ships
and constructed cities. Given the widespread use of slave labour at the time and that a slave is
fundamentally property, it is entirely reasonable to consider slave labour and animal labour as being
equivalent forms of energy with slaves being particularly intelligent animals. Harder to control but
more versatile. Like animal labour, slave labour has the advantage of being renewable: slaves breed
to produce a new crop of slaves, and this process can be controlled by the overlords through the
control of sexual relations, abortion, culling and infanticide.
However, it must be noted that societies using slaves have often resorted to acquiring slaves from
outside their own societies, through warfare, trade, or some combination thereof. Athens was no
exception. Reasons for sourcing slaves externally could be that the reproduction rate (birth vs. death
rates of local slave population) was inadequate to meet demand or that it was cheaper to acquire
slaves externally rather than produce them internally. The purchase or military acquisition of a slave
from outside society may cost less than the costs of food, shelter, healthcare and basic education
that are associated with raising a slave within that society. It also has a quicker return on
investment: captured slaves can be put to work immediately while bred slaves take a couple of years
before being fit for some kind of labour. Additionally, enslaving a conquered population may also
be a form of social control over hostile populations and a method of revenge.
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That slave labour can provide surplus value in an economic system is a matter of common cause.
History is filled with examples of human societies that have turned, again and again, to slave labour
in the quest for surplus value. As was discovered in the Americas, the Islamic World and Ancient
Greece and Rome, to note only a few, wealth can be created through the reduction of human beings
to proprietary energy sources.
Athens's other main form of energy input came from biomass, in particular the use of charcoal for
heating, cooking and industrial processes such as smelting and the firing of clay. Added to these
energy inputs are land inputs.
Money was not an abstract concept in the Ancient World but an actual material object. The use of
gold and silver was due, partly, to their relative rarity and their durability. Coin was used as a
universal medium of barter. Selling apples for gold coins and then buying carrots was, in effect, no
different than trading apples for clay pots and then trading those clay pots for carrots. The
interchangeability of material objects in barter shows this to be the case. For example, Mayan
culture used jade instead of gold or Pacific Islanders using stones or shells.
What is important to note about the use of gold and silver as a medium of exchange in describing
the Athenian economy is that if part of the land resources that a society controlled included silver or
gold mines, then that society was placed at an immediate advantage relative to other societies.
Given the scarcity of gold and silver—the ancient world was chronically short of coin—owning a
silver mine was the equivalent to a license to print money without the risk of inflation. Without
access to precious mineral resources the only option to increase the physical supply of money
(barring external acquisition of coin through conquest or trade) within a society was to debase coin,
to mix gold and silver coin with base metals. This tactic was tried often throughout the ancient
world and invariably led to an economic crisis, similar to hyperinflation caused from blindly
printing money in the contemporary context.
As silver and gold are both material objects and as money was a concrete rather than an abstract
quantity, it should be placed in the category of land, noting that the value of silver and gold is a
matter of faith. People have believed that these metals were in fact precious, a belief that has proven
to be particularly enduring. Peter Bernstein points out gold's odd grip on humanity:
When Pindar in the fifth century BC described gold as “a child of Zeus, neither moth or rust
devour it, but the mind of man is devoured by this supreme possession,” he set forth the
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whole story in one sentence. John Stuart Mill nicely paraphrased this view in 1848, when he
wrote “Gold thou mayst safely touch; but if it stick/Unto thy hands, it woundeth to the
quick.” Indeed, gold is a mass of contradictions. People believe that gold is a refuge until it
is taken seriously; then it becomes a curse.
Nations have scoured the earth for gold to control others only to find that gold has controlled
their own fate. The gold at the end of the rainbow is the ultimate happiness, but the gold at
the bottom of the mine emerges from hell.181
Understanding what Athens did with its surplus value is critical in order to understand the Athenian
economy in its totality. Therefore, the obvious questions in terms of surplus value in Athenian
society are then:
1) How much surplus value was deemed ideal for a household, as the basic productive and
social unit of Athens?
2) Who benefited from this surplus value?
3) Were the beneficiaries adequately serviced by this model of production? In other words,
was the amount of surplus value sufficient to meet the requirements of the beneficiaries in
terms of the ideal?
4) If not, what solutions were employed by society as a whole to approach the ideal?
5) Did society as a whole have an adequate amount of surplus value?
6) Was this model sustainable?
The Athenian economy will be further elaborated as these questions are answered.
1) How much surplus value was deemed ideal for a household?
Autarky was one of the defining values in Athenian society, and, therefore, the ideal amount of
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surplus value was the amount that enabled a household to be self-sufficient. Self-sufficiency
consisted of enough material goods for basic survival, household military expenditure such as
hoplite armour, and enough surplus value to free the heads of household (citizens) from work. This
was necessary because citizens needed to be able to engage in the political and civic affairs of
Athens.
Autarky meant that the beneficiaries of production, heads of households, were free from servitude to
others (i.e. working for wages); it is the attainment of economic freedom in order for the
beneficiaries to engage in the politics of the polis. This was certainly Aristotle's view.
2) Who benefited from this surplus value?
As hinted to above, the beneficiaries of surplus value were the citizens of Athens, namely Greek
males of proven Athenian descent, a relatively small sub-section of the total Athenian population.
Athenian citizens captured the surplus value of household production and used it to support their
lifestyles. Somewhere around twenty percent of the total population laid a proprietary claim to the
surplus value gained from the outputs of the other eighty percent. It is much easier to be rich if you
don't have to share.
If those figures seem vaguely familiar, it is because they roughly match the economics of Apartheid,
where a small white minority extracted surplus value from a much larger non-white majority.
Restricting the pool of those with a claim to surplus value is an often repeated trick in human
history and continues to the present, a clear example being the House of Saud. Saudi royals take the
lion's share of oil revenues allowing for a fairly idyllic lifestyle, followed by ordinary Saudi
citizens, and leave the scraps for the legions of foreign guest workers from Bangladesh and
Pakistan.
3) Were the beneficiaries adequately serviced by this model of production? In other words, was the
amount of surplus value sufficient to meet the requirements of the beneficiaries in terms of the
ideal?
Ideals are rarely obtained and Athens was no exception. Given that many Athenian citizens engaged
in wage labour and often worked alongside slaves, it is obvious that a significant number of
households did not produce enough surplus value to allow their citizens to engage in a
self-sufficient lifestyle. Many citizens could not afford hoplite armour. At the same time, however,
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other households achieved enough surplus value to not only provide a self-sufficient lifestyle for
their citizens but also to produce wealth in excess of this requirement.
This division between rich and poor citizens provided the basis of political conflict within Athens.
Some citizens were said to be financially worse off than slaves: until Solon instituted his landmark
reforms, poor citizens who defaulted on loans could be sold into bondage by their creditors in order
to recoup their loans.182
The poor were, according to M. I. Finley “...all the free men who laboured for their livelihood, the
peasants who owned their farms as well as the tenants, the landless labourers, the self-employed
artisans, the shopkeepers.” The rich were those who could live upon the surplus value of household
production. Ancient Greece (with Sparta excluded)183 had two basic classes in the loose sense of the
term, not in the strict Marxist sense. The politics of the time revolved around the conflict of these
two classes and the resulting patronage.184
Aristotle, in The Politics (1289b30-33, IV, 3), divides the citizenry into three classes: rich, poor and
middle. This division of citizenry seems to have been based upon who could afford hoplite armour.
In addition to this classification, Solon also made economic divisions, arriving at four 'classes'
based mostly on agricultural output. Despite these economic divisions, the evidence on the whole
points to Ancient Greek society having only two classes of citizens.185
This rich/poor division is so crucial to Athenian society that it flows throughout Aristotle's political
thinking. The true difference between democracy and oligarchy is that democracy is for the free
including the poor, while oligarchy is for the rich alone. As Aristotle puts it (Pol. 1289a40-1290b3,
IV, 4):
Therefore we should rather say that democracy is the form of government in which the
rulers are free, and oligarchy in which the rich rule; it is only an accident that the free are the
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many and the rich are the few.
From the above, we can see the importance of this division and how it refutes the idea that numbers
(i.e. mob rule) constitutes Athenian democracy. Rather, the status of being free is inherent in
democracy. The reforms of Solon become truly intelligible once this is understood. His main
reforms were: He repealed the Draconian laws, which applied the death penalty for a wide range of
petty crimes like stealing fruit. He gave ultimate political power to the Assembly, which was open
to all citizens, and gave each citizen protection under the law. The effect of the laws was to break
the absolute power of aristocratic and powerful families and transfer political power to the citizenry
as a whole.186
To sum up, the model of household production was unable to provide for all the beneficiaries
(citizens) to achieve the twin goals of autarky and the leisure to engage fully in the political and
social life of the polis. There was a distinct division amongst the citizenry between rich and poor,
which fueled the political reforms that led to the Golden Age of Athens (the high point of Athenian
democracy under Pericles, 5th century BC).
4) If not, what solutions were employed by society as a whole to approach the ideal?
While many of these solutions have already been mentioned, it is worthwhile listing them again. In
order to overcome the problem of citizens (a privileged minority of the total population) unable to
live the ideal life due to insufficient household production of surplus value, the Athenians employed
the following methods; payment for political and military actions, redistribution of wealth,
reduction in needs, and maximisation of land inputs. Each of these methods is discussed below.
Payment for political actions: This includes payment for jury duty and stipends for offices held.
While the rate of payment seems to have been low, it seems to have provided enough to allow
people to engage in political activities, at least for a significant part of their time, thus partially
overcoming the problem of citizens with insufficient household production.
Payment for military action: The employment of poor citizens as rowers in naval galleries. This
allowed citizens unable to afford hoplite armour to engage in military action, providing an
honourable source of employment and in line with a citizen being able to live up to society's
military expectations.
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Redistribution of wealth: As forms of taxation, rich citizens were expected to pay for naval
galleries, contribute to infrastructure developments such as temples, and to put on plays, i.e. fund
the cultural and entertainment aspects of Athenian life. Non-citizens who were free men (such as
metics) were taxed, representing the citizens exacting surplus value from outside the household
economy of the citizenry. Athens also used the publicly owned silver mines as a source of wealth
for the common good, extracting surplus value from the slaves in the mines.
This last point cannot be overemphasised, as having sole access to silver and other precious
minerals in the Ancient World had a similar economic benefit as having access to petroleum
reserves in today's world does. Flacelière points out the effect of precious metal resources on
Athens's fortunes:
Up till the time of the Persian Wars, gold and silver coins were a rarity in Greece, through
lack of precious metals. The only sources of supply were the mines on the Thracian coast,
and those on the islands of Thasos and Siphnos. It is true that in Attica itself, at Laurium, in
the south, there were deposits of argentiferous lead—as we have seen—which the Athenians
exploited; but it was not until 483 that they discovered a far richer seam, at Maronea in
Thrace—'a spring of silver, a treasure hidden beneath the earth'. This discovery (which
contributed substantially to the victory at Salamis, thanks to Themistocles' naval decree)
henceforth made it possible for Athens to have an abundant minted coinage.187
In Chapter IV of On the Means of Improving the Revenue of the State of Athens, Xenophon both
reiterates the importance of silver for the Athenian economy and makes a basic economic mistake
when he states:
...I am aware at the same time that gold, if it shows itself in great quantities, becomes much
less valuable, and renders silver of a higher price. These remarks I have made with a view
that we should send with confidence as many workmen as possible into the silver mines, and
should with confidence continue our operations in them, fully trusting that the silver ore is
not going to fail, and that silver will never lose its value.188
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Xenophon's suggestion is that Athens should own public slaves—at a ratio of three slaves to one
citizen—and send these slaves down the mines, instead of privately owned slaves.189 In essence,
Xenophon sought 'state intervention' to maximise the revenue from the silver mines for the common
purse. His mistake was to assume that the supply of silver was inexhaustible, in this, as the
discussion of gold mining in the Witwatersrand in Chapter Four points out, his mistake is ours
today.190
Reduction in needs: At the beginning of this section, the poverty of Athens was pointed out. By
reducing the amount spent on internal household consumption (N)191, Athenian citizens sought to
maximise the surplus value of household production by living in a state of enforced relative poverty.
Faced between a choice of using surplus value for better living standards and subsidising time spent
at the agora, the Athenians sought the latter, not just as individual choice but as a collective ethos
(philia).
Maximisation of land inputs: It seems that Greeks and Romans stripped the Mediterranean of its
biomass resources (wood for construction, charcoal, heating, cooking and smelting) leading to
significant deforestation. They also caused widespread localised extinctions of many species
(including but not limited to the North African elephant) due to hunting and habitat destruction.
Agricultural land was severely decayed by the end of the Roman Empire, if not sooner.192
Greek sources also complain of land degradation and declining agricultural outputs. At least in this
one respect Athenian land and energy requirements were met by borrowing from the future; i.e.
living on 'credit'. This represents an all too common strategy for increasing surplus value:
maximising a resource beyond rates of that resource's reproduction to meet current requirements by
sacrificing future requirements. For example, taking vast quantities of fish out of a fishery (beyond
the rate at which the fish can reproduce) will result in short-term gain in the form of revenue from
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the sale of the fish, but will result in no revenue when the fishery collapses in the long-term.193 In
Hughes's study on the environmental impacts of Ancient Greece and Rome, he states that:
Deforestation and its consequence, erosion, lead the list of these disasters. Loss of forests
over vast tracts was evident to the Greeks and Romans, since they had in many cases
disappeared within living memory. The removal of the bulk of Mediterranean forests was the
most devastating effect of human activity. Ancient economies were affected by shortages
and rising prices of wood due to deforestation, but the most damaging result was erosion on
millions of acres of denuded slopes exposed to rains.194
From the discussion in this chapter on the Athenian economy so far, it appears that the Athenian
citizenry, as a collective whole, sought to implement a basic and limited form of socialism. There
was a conscious effort to provide a bare minimum of support for the poorer members of the
citizenry by redistributing wealth from rich to poor, allocating society's surplus wealth to the poor
citizenry, and reducing the material wants of the citizenry. Further, it appears that Athenians sought
to maximise land inputs above and beyond the natural rate of reproduction. This, as shown below,
further pushed the ancients into seeking subsidies from conquest.
5) Did society as a whole have an adequate amount of surplus value?
In order to answer this question, we have to first ask if Athens was able to obtain enough surplus
value internally through household production and utilisation of internal resources, such as silver.
The answer to that seems to be no. Athens did not limit its economic activities to Attica alone but
ran a ruthless empire, exacting tribute and booty from a range of other Greek cities. Athens used its
military might to capture surplus value from others. This was akin to a farmer stealing wheat from
another farmer, thus gaining outputs without having to pay the costs of energy and land. The farmer
does (like Athens did) incur costs in capturing outputs (wheat): the question then is whether the
costs of stealing wheat is less or greater than the costs of growing the stuff oneself?
In Book I, Chapters 89 to 119, of The Peloponnesian War, Thucydides describes the growth of the
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Athenian Empire.195 The story appears to be that after the Persian invasion of Xerxes and successful
pan-Hellenic resistance to that invasion, Athens was left in a favourable position of being at the
head of a large military confederacy counterbalanced by a separate Spartan confederacy.
The Athenians then used that military position to transform itself into a military empire, putting
entire communities to the sword, installing democracy in others, enslaving populations, colonising
areas and, most importantly, demanding tribute.196 In a somewhat lengthy passage (Chapters 98 and
99) of The Peloponnesian War, Thucydides explains the basic model of Athens turning other Greek
societies into client states, using violence to maintain their status as vassals and gaining surplus
value from the process:
First the Athenians besieged and captured Eion on the Strymon from the Medes, and made
slaves of the inhabitants, being under the command of Cimon, son of Miltiades. Next they
enslaved Scyros, the island in the Aegean containing a Dolopian population, and colonized it
themselves. This was followed by a war against Carystus, in which the rest of Euboea
remained neutral, and which was ended by surrender on conditions. After this Naxos left the
confederacy, and a war ensued, and she had to return after a siege; this was the first instance
of the engagement being broken by the subjugation of an allied city, a precedent which was
followed by that of the rest in the order which circumstances prescribed.
Of all the causes of defection, that connected with arrears of tribute and vessels, and with
failure of service, was the chief; for the Athenians were very severe and exacting, and made
themselves offensive by applying the screw of necessity to men who were not used to it and
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in fact not disposed for any continuous labour. In some other respects the Athenians were
not the old popular rulers that they had been at first; and if they had more than their fair
share of service, it was correspondingly easy for them to reduce any that tried to leave the
confederacy. For this the allies had themselves to blame, the wish to get off service making
most of them arrange to pay their share of the expense in money instead of in ships, and so
to avoid having to leave their homes. Thus while Athens was increasing her navy with the
funds which they contributed, a revolt always found them without the resources or
experience of war.197
No wonder then that the Corinthians complained to their Spartan overlords that, “The money
required for these objects [of war] shall be provided by our contributions; nothing could be more
monstrous than the suggestion that, while their [Athenian] allies never tire of contributing for their
own servitude, we should refuse to spend for vengeance and self-preservation the treasure which by
such refusal we shall forfeit to Athenian rapacity, and see employed for our own ruin [made slaves
by the Athenians]."198
That Athenians found external conquest economically attractive is witnessed in Pericles's warning
to his fellow Athenians. Pericles stated on the eve of the Peloponnesian War that:
I have many other reasons to hope for a favourable issue, if you can consent not to combine
schemes of fresh conquest with the conduct of war, and will abstain from wilfully involving
yourself in other dangers....199
Beyond being economically attractive, Athens seems to have relied on this external subsidy for its
basic foodstuffs and other critical commodities such as timber. In The Constitution of Athens,
Xenophon states:
In the whole of Greece, and indeed amongst the barbarian nations too, is there any people
with such a talent for self-enrichment as the Athenians? Consider the facts. If such-and-such
a city has good timber, if this one is noted for its iron-ore, or that one for its copper or its
flax, how are such commodities to circulate freely if the mistress of the seas is not given first
pick of them? That is the way we get our navy: one city supplies us with timber, another
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with iron, this one sends us copper, that one flax, yet another provides tallow....200
The situation was even more critical in regards to basic foodstuffs. Athens appears to have engaged
in faraway military actions such as in Sicily and Egypt in order to secure grain supplies. Athens's
internal deficit in grain (representing a failure to achieve self-sufficiency in this critical sector)
forced it to dominate other lands simply to secure enough to eat. Flacelière states “...it was her
desire to safeguard the cargoes of wheat from the Black Sea which compelled Athens to regard the
Thracian Chersonese, and her other possessions on the Hellespont and the Bosphorus, as vital
outposts, to be held at all costs.”201
The benefits of this external subsidy became particularly apparent when it disappeared: there is,
perhaps, no better way to understand the value of a thing than to examine the consequences of its
removal. Speaking about the last years of the Peloponnesian War, A.R. Burn describes the economic
effect of losing its empire on Athens and the effects of reduced internal subsidy:
Athens was under desperate strain. Since the occupation of Dekeleia [by Sparta], nearly all
food had to be imported. Euboia had been lost during the revolution of the Four Hundred.
Cavalry horses were worn out in endless patrolling. Over 20,000 slaves, 'mostly industrial',
escaped to Dekeleia, perhaps only to be re-enslaved. The silver-mines could not be worked;
Athens melted down statues and other dedications of happier days, and produced for the first
time gold and copper coins.... With people dying in the streets, the city held out through the
winter. But by the spring, 404, it was clear that it was useless. Athens offered unconditional
surrender.202
The Athenians were no different from a range of other ancient societies in this respect. As a
response to insufficient surplus value and no technical means to increase that surplus value, the
Athenians employed the only solution available to them: conquering adjacent territories for booty
and tribute. Throughout history, this has been a recurring and initially attractive economic practice.
As Joseph Tainter states:
The force of this attraction need hardly be argued, for the rise and expansion of empires
provides one of the unequivocal touchstones of history. Such expansion, where successful,
has at least the short-term advantage of providing the subsidy sought as the accumulated
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reserves of the subject population, and a portion of their yearly productivity, are allocated to
the dominant polity.203
If Thucydides is right, then the Athenians used a large portion of the surplus value gained in
conquering other Greek cities to further increase their power, enabling them to exact further tribute
from yet more Greek cities. Leaving aside the long-term costs of this operation for a moment, it
suffices to state at this juncture that this economic strategy led directly to conflict with the other
great power in the Aegean, Sparta.
Herodotus makes a similar point:
[Megabazus] said to Darius: 'I am astonished, my lord, at your rashness in allowing an
accomplished and clever Greek like Histiaeus to found a settlement in Thrace. The site, with
its silver mines, and abundance of timber for building ships and making oars, is a valuable
one.... I beg you to put a stop to what he is doing, or you will find yourself in a war with one
of your own subjects.'204
6) Was this model sustainable?
It may appear impossible to answer this question as Athens was ravaged in its war with Sparta and
never recovered, for no sooner than it had shaken off the yoke of Spartan domination and restored
democracy through revolution did the Macedonians invade, sending Aristotle running for the hills
lest he too end up like Socrates. From that point onwards, Athens went into a terminal decline.
Thereafter, the historical record and the results of the Athenian experiment terminate. So, the easy
answer is that we will never know.
There is, however, more to be said than this easy answer for it is possible to extrapolate a possible
economic future for a hypothetical Athens not defeated by Sparta or Macedonia. The place to start
is with surplus value.
The Athenians went to considerable lengths to secure surplus value from both within Athens and
without. Athens's external and internal surplus value subsidies obey the same equations of
Sv=X-(N+R) and X=e+l that were explained in Chapter Four.205 In the case of silver mines (internal
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surplus value subsidy) 'e' would be the slave labour and biomass needed to extract and refine silver
ore, 'l' would be the materials and natural resources required for mining, and both of these have
extraction costs involved. Further, Athens would require silver for its internal consumption such as
the use of silver coins for internal economic transactions. Only then would there be surplus value.
Of course, the long-term viability of surplus value from finite natural resources will eventually
decline. The hypothetical Athens would first consume the easy-to-mine silver, then the more
difficult reserves (and hence more costly, demanding even greater inputs for the same output; i.e.
declining marginal rates of return) until either the silver reserves are all mined out or, the costs of
mining (R) exceed the value of the output. This would happen even if Athens's demand for silver
remained constant: reduction in demand would only lengthen the time required before exhaustion of
silver resources. Athens would have a limited set of options at this point if it wanted to maintain the
same level of internal surplus value subsidy: it could find another precious metals resource within
its borders (unlikely), increase internal subsidy in other areas (such as increasing taxation on
metics), or could seek to find precious metal resources outside of its borders. The last option would
mean further military action given the conditions of the ancient world.
For external subsidy, the energy input would be primarily in human labour to man ships, shoulder
arms, and administer vassal states. The land input would be materials such as weapons, ships, and
other military and administrative equipment. There would be internal costs involved in maintaining
military capabilities, in administrative structures, and continued suppression of vassal societies.
These costs over time become increasingly burdensome after the initial conquest when booty is
gathered: booty represents a one-time gain of surplus value at a low cost. The long-term costs of
maintaining an empire lead to declining rates of marginal return. Tainter states:
Once conquered, subject lands and their populations must be controlled, administered, and
defended. Given enough time, subject populations often achieve, at least partially, the status
of citizens, which entitles them to certain benefits in return for their contributions to the
hierarchy, and makes them less suitable for exploitation. The energy subsidy obtained from a
conquest is highest initially, due to plunder of accumulated surpluses, and then begins to
decline. It declines as administrative and occupation costs rise and as the subject population
gains political rights and benefits. Ultimately the marginal returns for conquest start to fall,
whereupon the society is back to its previous predicament. Now, however, the marginal cost
process that is above and beyond the immediate survival requirements of the producers themselves (N) and the
requirements of production (R). Therefore, Sv=X-(N+R). Of the three right-hand variables, X is the interaction
between land and energy (X=e+l), N is determined by the cost of basic needs and R is the cost of harnessing land
and energy in the production of X.
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of further expansion has risen even higher.206
In other words, it would cost Athens more and more to extract the same amount of surplus value
from vassal societies, even if the hypothetical Athens's internal consumption demands remained
constant and its levels of extraction from vassal societies were not high enough to reduce the
productive capacities of those societies, both of which would be highly unlikely. The solution
available would be to expand the empire for short-term gain but long-term cost.
In terms of the above hypothetical, Athens's internal consumption demands would rise as expansion
of its empire would require more ships, armour, administration, men and materials. This would
reduce the amount of surplus value available as a whole. At the same time, the external subsidy
would be in terminal decline. Athens would go broke.
Democratic Athens was trapped in the common economic problem of the ancient world. Facing
increased demands at home, declining internal resources and having already exhausted internal
solutions to the maximisation of internal outputs—such as slave labour, restricting the pool of
beneficiaries, taxing foreigners, redistributing wealth and reducing internal conspicuous
consumption—Athens chose the usual solution, expansion through an empire. Sparta and then
Macedonia terminated this operation.
Even if Athens was able to continue without these defeats, the end result would be the same. A
hypothetical Athens would continue to increase its empire, bringing about initial gains with each
conquest but incurring increasing costs and declining returns over time. Eventually, the Athenian
empire would be too big and complex to grow any further. Tainter states:
Linear miles of border to be defended, size of area to be administered, size of required
administration, internal pacification costs, travel distance between the capital and the
frontier, and the presence of competitors combine to exert a depressing effect on further
growth.207
Once the hypothetical Athens reached this state of affairs, external and internal stresses208 would
begin to eat into its dwindling supply of surplus value, eventually leading to collapse. It may, as
Sparta did, even run out of citizens to man its armies. Therefore, the economic model outlined
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above is fundamentally flawed from a sustainability point of view, given that it relies on external
conquest, which ultimately brings about a declining marginal rate of return and returns the model
back to the crisis point where external conquest was the original solution.
The above economic model has two important conditions that require noting: 1) A lack of
alternative energy sources such as fossil fuels. 2) A lack of possible technological innovation. Given
the technological base and existing scientific knowledge at the time, it was not possible to seek
greater internal efficiencies such as agricultural improvements to increase internal outputs and thus
surplus value through technological innovation. On the second condition, Hughes points out that:
While ancient agricultural techniques persisted for centuries with some degree of success,
technology failed to advance production sufficiently. Varro advised “a degree of
experimentation” in agricultural methods, but innovation was rare, if not absent, in Greece
and Rome.209
These two conditions left external conquest as the only apparent solution to achieve additional
surplus value in the ancient economy.210
Of course it is worth remembering that for the citizens at the time of conquest, the long-term costs
of conquest may not be apparent or even meaningful. The short-term benefits may outweigh any
long-term benefits: when facing significant internal shortfalls and the resulting hardship, the
attractiveness of seeking a respite via conquest may push aside any longer term consequence that
would not affect the generation in power. While this may be the case, it is largely irrelevant in
determining the best economy.
It is also true that on a long enough time-scale no society or economy is bound to last. Things
change. However, this truism shouldn't be used as an excuse to adopt economic models and theories
that have demonstrable internal flaws such as the Athenian economy. Further, this brief examination
of the Athenian economy helps to demonstrate the challenges in creating the objective conditions
required for the attainment of the social infrastructure necessary for eudaimonia.
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Not only was it difficult for the Athenians to gather enough surplus value to support their way of
life, the attainment of surplus value in general is quite difficult. The majority of the human
experience has been of societies far less complex and with much lower levels of surplus value than
either the Athenians or our nation-states have achieved. The attainment of surplus value has
required drastic changes in the form and nature of human society and, as illustrated above, has
involved a variety of nasty tricks such as slavery, conquest and the pooling of resources for sole use
by a limited set of the population, all of which required profound changes to the hierarchical
structure of societies. People generally resist being enslaved, handing over their harvests to the few,
or going off to war. They have to be compelled to do so. This compulsion is possible primarily
through force of arms, which requires the institutional arrangements of political inequality, and a
supporting ideology that the few deserve these benefits.
And, lastly, this analysis of the Athenian economy also tells us what the economy for a revised polis
can't be: apart from the practical difficulties of physical conquest211 in the modern era—where the
world's greatest army is unable to pacify what are, in effect, drug smuggling tribesmen armed with
light weapons—an economic model based upon the acquisition of surplus value through physical
conquest will face the intractable problem of diminishing marginal returns on conquest. While
hardly an earth shattering conclusion, it reduces the economic options of a Future Polis by one.
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successful. If the war is lost, then potential conqueror may end up being the conquered.
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Aristotle's Economics
Aristotle, it must be said, was not out to overhaul the Athenian economy radically. Nor, it must also
be said, provide economic insights on the scale of other great philosophers such as Adam Smith or
Karl Marx. Economic thinking is one of the weakest areas of Aristotle's philosophy, and this places
the entire Aristotelian tradition at a profound disadvantage: the basic political and ethical theory is
far in advance of the underlying economic theory.
That said, there are still some critical insights to be gained in examining Aristotle's economic
thoughts and those insights will help to further explain a major problem facing Aristotle: in order
for his citizens to obtain eudaimonia (as outlined in Chapter Two and Three) it seems that a
substantial underclass has to toil away to provide the material wealth (surplus value) that the
citizens require to engage in the political or contemplative life necessary for eudaimonia. To begin
to illustrate how deep an economic problem this is, it is worth starting with what Martha Nussbaum
highlights what she doesn't like about Aristotle:
Aristotle's philosophical thought has some grave limitations. Although his ideal city is
democratic in the sense that citizens should take turns ruling and being ruled, he defined the
participant group much too narrowly. He was happy with a system like that of the Athens of
his day, in which only free adult nonimmigrant males were citizens and in which slavery was
practised. And he would favor even more exclusions than Athens practised: manual laborers,
farmers, and sailors were to be excluded from citizenship in his ideal city.212
Nussbaum is not pointing to limitations, but also to the idea that the Ancient Greeks held values that
we find abhorrent such as slavery, subjugation of women, extreme xenophobia, a glorification of
violence including a ready willingness to engage in mass slaughter, and infanticide. Aristotle had a
dim view of anyone but a Greek male, and even then, some Greek males were better than others.213
Any importation of Aristotle into the modern-day context will be anachronistic because of these
values, and what is the use of a philosophy that endorses such?
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What Nussbaum doesn't do is seek to understand why Aristotle made exclusions from an economic
point of view. This section will make the argument that the exclusions were due to the economic
fundamentals necessary for flourishing citizens: in brief, the economic subjugation of others was
required for some to have, in particular, the wealth and leisure necessary for eudaimonia. This point
is not addressed by Nussbaum, and she is quick to castigate Aristotle's exclusions without doing an
economic analysis of them. She states in the revised edition of The Fragility of Goodness that:
Another way in which I depart from Aristotle is in my theoretical and practical focus on the
conditions of women in developing countries and their struggle for equality. Aristotle's
views about women do not repay serious scrutiny, even as falsehoods.214
Unfortunately, they do need serious attention so that we can understand Aristotle's economics for
exactly the same reason we need to understand the current economic roles of subjugated women in
developing countries. In order to improve the economics of a poor country where women are
largely allowed only the roles of farm, factory or household labourer, one needs to understand what
their contribution to the economy is, who benefits from it, and why. Similarly, it is near impossible
to understand Aristotle's economics as he presents it in the Nicomachean Ethics and The Politics if
one refuses to interrogate the role of slaves and women in the ancient economy.
Key commentators on Aristotle, such as David Ross, have limited Aristotle's economics to slavery
and wealth creation under the banner of household management. Ross states "...Aristotle proceeds
to consider the 'parts of household management.' The only two which are discussed at length are the
relation of master and slave and the acquisition of wealth."215
This approach runs the risk of not explaining economic functions of the polis. Instead, this section
on Aristotle's economics will examine Aristotle's contributions in light of the Athenian economy and
as illustrated in the previous section and the model outlined in Chapter Four. This examination will,
hopefully, establish the what the economic problems for a Future Polis are. Further, there is validity
in this alternative approach as Aristotle was not seeking a vast reorganisation of the Athenian
economy like Plato proposed but was seeking to institute significant reforms.
Therefore and looking at what Aristotle has to say in The Politics (Chapter Three), the following
can be seen as contributions to the model of the Athenian economy: energy (slave labour),
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maximisation of outputs (household management), minimisation of internal consumption (wealth,
self-sufficiency), and reduction in the beneficiaries of surplus value (exclusions from the citizenry).
As stated in the Introduction and in Chapter One, Aristotle declines to mention the Athenian
Empire, essentially ignoring the external surplus value subsidy of a history he knew intimately:
Aristotle's economic system of his ideal polis was not one of empire and the extraction of surplus
value from outside the polis. Aristotle clearly, and perhaps pointedly, looked towards the the local
economy for wealth, and, in the process, turns his back on empire as form of social organisation.
Put another way, if Aristotle did not endorse the economics of empire, then he did not endorse
empire itself, and what is empire but the antithesis of democracy?
Energy Input
The usual reaction to Aristotle's defence of slavery is to excise it from the rest of Aristotle's
philosophy for obvious reasons concerning the abhorrence of the institution itself and for the fact
that Aristotle doesn't actually prove the ethical case for slavery. Aristotle, in Book I of The Politics,
essentially states that slaves are inferior beings who, by nature, are fit to rule as property. This claim
is nowhere near proven, and is remarkably like claims made by others when seeking to conquer,
enslave or dispossess a group of people. An example of Aristotle's arguments ring hollow, such as
his statement on the natural inferiority of slaves—that they, by nature, do not have intrinsic
capacities of fully fledged citizens—in particular the following two sections from The Politics
(1260a9-36, I, 11, and 1254b23-25, I, 5):
For rule of free over slave, male over female, man over boy, are all natural, but they are also
different, because, while parts of the soul are present in each case, the distribution is
different. Thus the deliberative faculty in the soul is not present at all in a slave; in a female
it is inoperative, in a child undeveloped...we laid it down that a slave's function is to perform
menial tasks; so the amount of virtue required will not be very great, only enough to ensure
that he does not neglect his work through loose living or mere fecklessness.
The use, too, of slaves hardly differs at all from domestic animals; from both we derive that
which is essential for our bodily needs.
Murray Bookchin, while noting the exclusion of women and slaves from the Athenian democracy,
employs the strategy of dwelling on the positives of Athens as a way of getting beyond views such
as Aristotle's (above). He states:
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It does not absolve the limitations of the Athenian democracy to say that women were
degraded throughout much of the Mediterranean world, perhaps even more so in Athens
than other regions. Nor does it absolve it to say that Athenians were less severe in their
treatment of the slaves than Romans. But, by the same token, we cannot ignore the fact that
classical Athens was historically unique, indeed unprecedented, in much of human history,
because of the democratic forms it created, the extent to which they worked, and its faith in
the competence of its citizens to manage public affairs.216
While Bookchin's approach has appeal—getting obsessed about slavery and patriarchy to the point
where the uniqueness of Athens is lost isn't very helpful—it glides straight past a major problem,
one which Aristotle seems to be aware of to a degree. This major problem is that in order for
citizens to have the time and financial well-being to engage in political and contemplative lives,
others would have to grow crops, make shoes, clean houses, and build roads. Aristotle’s solution is
that women, slaves and barbarians should do all the physical work while citizens manage that work
and get on with running the polis and studying philosophy (Pol. 1329a21-26, VII, 9). Further,
citizenship for Aristotle is a necessary condition of an individual’s classification as a human being;
i.e. one cannot be a fully-fledged human being if one is not a citizen of a polis (NE 1097b10-12, I,
7). Or, as Lewis Mumford states “…the conditions required for citizenship in the Greek polis:
leisure, detachment from base occupations, concern for public goods.”217
Aristotle’s economic solution in this regard would condemn an underclass to lives filled only with
mindless labour without the chance of achieving the fully fledged development of character traits
which are required to be a good citizen, while an overclass debates policy, seeks wisdom, and
practices virtue—all through the exploitation of slave labour, or through something similar to
slavery. This is a fair criticism, and leaves any philosopher who subscribes to a version of
Aristotelian ethics similar to this thesis (as laid out in Chapter Two and Three) with a major
problem. Aristotle's economic solution runs straight against our hard-earned contemporary
conception that each and every human being should have the opportunity to develop him or herself
and that no one should be the slave of another.
The problem actually runs deeper than this. As stated before, in order to extract surplus energy for
the production of outputs, very few options were available to the ancients. The lack of energy
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alternatives meant that ancient societies had only two main options, animal and human labour.
While animal labour can provide traction power, it requires huge inputs (land and fodder) and
cannot do all the things that human labour can do. Animals cannot mine ore, harvest and plant
crops, beat metal, shape clay or hew wood. With no machinery to replace human labour, the
ancients were stuck with the exploitation of human energy for the basic production of surplus value;
human beings were the object of rent-seeking behaviour of the ancient elites, and slavery seems to
have been the best method of extracting this energy subsidy. David Ross puts it this way:
He [Aristotle] devotes himself first to pointing out the essence of a slave. In essence he is 'an
instrument for the conduct of life,' in other words, 'a living possession.' If the shuttle could
weave without a hand to guide it, Aristotle adds in unconscious anticipation of the age of
machinery, masters would not need slaves.218
Therefore, it is argued here that Aristotle was stuck with slavery219 as the economic basis for the
social infrastructure from an energy supply point of view. In other words, living off the exploitation
of other human beings, treating them as chattel, was the only option available to Aristotle, and, thus,
his defence of slavery is an economic argument at the basis of his political theory. The leisure of
citizens, the politics of the polis, the contemplative life, physical and social infrastructure, and war
all rely upon slave or similar forms of labour.
So, if Euripides brings out the hardships of slavery, showing its evil and degrading face, Aristotle
has no option but to be callous. Euripides states in The Women of Troy:
...No message taught me to weep seemly tears;
Myself, with these same eyes, I saw him hacked to death
At his own altar, and his city laid in dust.
My virgin daughters, whom I cherished as choice gifts
For husbands worthy of them, were torn from my arms,
Given to our enemies. There is no hope that they
Ever again will see their mother, nor I them.
Now comes the last, the crowning agony; that I
In my old age shall go to Hellas as a slave.
They will lay on me tasks to humble my grey head-218
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Answering the door, or keeping keys, or cooking food-I, who bore Hector! I shall lay my shrivelled sides
To rest, not in a royal bed, but on the floor;
And wear thin, faded rags to match my skin and mock
My royalty. O misery!...220
This passage can bring no tears to Aristotle for his ideal society, based upon the physical constraints
of his time, has to rest upon this institution, or something so similar as to make no substantive
difference. Hence, Aristotle's defence of slavery is really about giving an ethical veneer to a harsh
economic reality and in this Aristotle has no practical choice. The best Aristotle can do is suggest
that noble Greeks should not be enslaved (Pol. 1255a25-27, I, 6).
Aristotelian philosophers should take a lengthy pause at this moment. Not only does the time
required for political action on the level envisaged by Aristotle seem to require a toiling underclass,
the exploitation of that underclass as a captive energy source for the production of surplus value
allocated to the elite class was also necessary in the ancient world. This appears to be a significant
problem and the same issues can be applied to the present capitalist world.
At the heart of Marx's theory is the precept that the bourgeoisie gains wealth precisely through
extracting value from the products of the proletariat's labour and that this is contrary to human
flourishing. If this idea does not hold, then most of Marx's philosophy falls, and, at the least,
Marxist theory retains its attractiveness because this basic precept appears to hold.221 In that case
then, how different are modern economic fundamentals from Aristotle's day?
While individuals are no longer property or tied to the land like serfs and have a large degree of
personal freedoms (thanks in part to the humanitarian rationalism of the French Revolution), the
freedom to starve compels literally billions of people into low wage, long hours of work with very
little reward except basic survival while the bourgeoisie capture the outputs and surplus value of
that work. As Gore Vidal puts it:
…the economic system by which this country [the USA] maintains its celebrated standard of
living (for a few) is eminently unfair. Millions of men, women, and children are financially
220
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exploited in order to support one percent of the population in opulence and the rest in
sufficient discomfort to keep them working at jobs that they dislike in order to buy things
that they do not need in order to create jobs to make money to be able to buy, etc. This is not
a just society. It may not last much longer.222
Further, as will be discussed in Chapter Seven, fossil fuels as partial replacements to bonded human
labour have their own distinct dark sides. M.I. Finley puts the link between the ancient and
contemporary economic structures best when he states:
The Athenians found no perfect solution; as I said earlier, to expect that of them is to
measure them by a standard no other society has attained, an unhelpful procedure, to put it
mildly. Nor, may I say once more, is it helpful to seek direct answers to our problems in a
small, face-to-face community, a community resting on a large, unprivileged base of
non-citizens and slaves. On the other hand, in a broad sense, the Athenian problem remains
our problem.223
M.I. Finley is correct, the fundamental energy and economic problems that brought Aristotle and
the Athenians to endorse the barbarity of slavery, the subjugation of women, and the exploitation of
foreigners, all in the name of surplus value, remain with us today. The hard constraints of energy
and land in regards to the extraction of surplus value cannot be ignored if Aristotelian ethics,
politics and economics are to be grounded in the physical world.
Minimisation of Internal Consumption
Aristotle's prohibitions on excessive wealth-making have already been noted; namely one should
only make enough to obtain the social infrastructure. Whether Aristotle intended it or not, this has
the effect of minimising internal consumption (i.e. N). As stated in Chapter Two, N is a function of
a society's values. The production of excessive wealth has the effect of increasing consumption and
thus N; what is the use of making excessive wealth if one doesn't use it to consume even more
goods and services? Even if excessive wealth is hoarded, it represents a form of conspicuous
consumption of energy and land; one has so much wealth that one can afford to transform energy
and land into wealth and then not use that wealth, either let it sit idle or, even worse, create more
useless wealth through mechanisms such as compound interest.
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By limiting wealth-creation to the attainment of the social infrastructure, Aristotle is capping the
amount of surplus value required by society, which has the knock-on effect of conserving the
amount of energy and land input. This is a self-imposed limit to the growth of an economy; an
economy should be no larger than what is required to achieve the social infrastructure.
This has a vital implication for any analysis of an economy in line with Aristotelian ethics: a perfect
economy would tend towards a steady-state economy where economic production is maintained at a
level equivalent to the production of social infrastructure but no more. An economy based on
perpetual growth, such as capitalism, would be unethical. This, of course, leads to a much wider
problem as Joseph Tainter states:
A society that has reached this point cannot simply rest on its accomplishments, that is,
attempt to maintain its marginal return at the status quo, without further deterioration.
Complexity is a problem-solving strategy. The problems with which the universe can
confront any society are, for practical purposes, infinite in number and endless in variety. As
stresses necessarily arise, new organisational and economic solutions must be developed,
typically at increasing cost and declining marginal return. The marginal return on investment
in complexity accordingly deteriorates, at first gradually, then with accelerated force. At this
point, a complex society reaches the phase where it becomes increasingly vulnerable to
collapse.224
It appears that Tainter is arguing that a steady-state economy cannot maintain the societal
complexity that brought about its particular economic level due to stresses upon that society on a
long enough time-line: The corollary seems to be that societies must constantly search for new
energy subsidies to deal with stresses that present themselves. However, this seems to lead to a
paradox, namely increased energy subsidies lead to greater complexity, and thus increased decline
in marginal return rates. Thus, bringing society back to the exact same position that the strategy to
maintain the status quo aimed to avoid. The analysis of the Future Polis's economy will deal with
this problem: how can a society maintain its complexity and solve its problems without adopting the
strategy of increasing its energy usage and running afoul of diminishing returns?
Reducing Beneficiaries
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Aristotle's exclusions from the citizenry have the effect of reducing the number of beneficiaries
laying claim to the surplus value of the polis. One of Aristotle's economic solutions is, therefore, for
a polis to reduce the number of beneficiaries. Apart from the practical difficulties of reducing the
beneficiaries—people generally don't like being excluded and tend to revolt—this solution runs into
the same philosophical problems as political exclusions from the citizenry.
External Surplus Value
Somewhat surprisingly, Aristotle makes hardly any mention of the Athenian Empire.225 Broadly
speaking, he seems to think that the ideal polis would not engage in offensive military actions and
focus on defence alone, stating (Pol. 1325a1-5, VII, 2):
It is possible for a city to exist in isolation following its own good laws; the administration
of its constitution will not be directed to war or the defeat of enemies, for the non-existence
of these is postulated. The conclusion is obvious: we regard every provision for war
admirable, not as a supreme end but only as serving the needs of defence.
And, Aristotle places high ethical value on diplomacy and the avoidance of war (NE 1177b7-11, X,
7):
Now the activity of the practical [moral] virtues is exhibited in political or military affairs,
but the actions concerned with these seem to be unleisurely. Warlike actions are completely
so (for no one chooses to be at war, or provokes war, for the sake of being at war; any one
would seem absolutely murderous if he were to make enemies of his friends in order to
bring about battle and slaughter)...
In Book VII, Chapters 4 and 5 of The Politics, Aristotle is quite clear that the polis should be
internally self-sufficient—it should be able to supply its needs from its own resources. This is not to
deny trade, but that trade should be an exchange of goods in surplus for those in deficit of a manner
that would, presumably, indicate an equal or favourable trade balance. In other words, a decent
balance of trade is part and parcel of self-sufficiency. Aristotle states (Pol. 1327a25-28, VII, 6):
So too in the economic sphere; people must import the things which they do not themselves
225
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produce and export those of which they have a surplus. For when a city becomes a trading
city it must do so in its own interest and not in others'.
All of the above indicates that Aristotle does not agree with the idea that a polis should engage in an
empire for gain. This is backed up with his remark that (Pol. 1334b6-10, VII, 14):
...for military states generally, while they fight wars, survive, but when once they establish
an empire begin to decline. Like steel they lose their fine temper if they are always at peace;
and the lawgiver who has not educated them in the right use of leisure is to blame.
Aristotle's remarks on this subject should be kept in mind for a Future Polis and seem as eminently
sensible as dominating others in an empire is unsustainable and being economically dependent (not
self-sufficient) on another society reduces political independence.
However, one can only wonder how Aristotle was seeking to gain the necessary surplus value
required for his ideal society as ancient economics seemed to require empires of one sort or another
for greatness. Or perhaps Aristotle thought that the measures above were enough for an
economically viable polis. At the very least, his thinking was at odds with historical trends. The
time of the polis was at an end, with vast empires being the way of the future.

Lessons For the Future
From the historical and economic examinations of the Athenian economy in this chapter, it is
obvious that without the energy subsidy of fossil fuels and complex technological base, the
Athenians were forced into slavery and external empire in order to achieve the requisite level of
surplus value in their economy. While eschewing empire, Aristotle endorsed slavery and sought to
reduce the beneficiaries of surplus value through exclusions to the citizenry.
Slavery is a particularly vexing issue for Aristotle. It would have appeared impossible to him, given
the circumstances, that his polis could succeed without the energy of slavery. Given that neither the
machinery nor hydrocarbons of the industrial era were available to him, how else was he to support
the lifestyles of his citizens? In the end, Aristotle throws aside proper logical argument and comes
up with a defence of slavery that seems to be based on might is right. While he disagreed with
empire, his economics were unable to meet the demands of eudaimonia without turning human
beings into batteries and making wholesale exclusions from the set of humanity. It was only by
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drastically limiting who qualified as a full human being and ruthlessly extracting surplus value from
the rest that the social infrastructure could be obtained.
Aristotle clearly points out that the end of the economy is not wealth, surplus value or even just
distribution of goods and services. The end of the economic system is eudaimonia, as this is the end
of all human activity and economics should always be subservient to human flourishing. The point
behind economic activity and policies is not to increase GDP or build grand monuments: it is to
play its part in the fulfillment of our moral, political and intellectual potentials as human beings.
The end of eudaimonia is sovereign and economics must be subservient to it.
What then did we learn from the Athenians and Aristotle in terms of useful economic strategies?
The first is the necessity of reducing the needs of the beneficiaries, as represented in the idea of
autarky. It seems that there was a conscious decision to limit wealth and consumption: this reduces
the demands on the economy in terms of outputs and increases the surplus value from outputs
created. The democracy of the polis was partly made possible by the poverty of Athenians.
The next useful lesson to come from the Athenians is the redistribution of wealth to reduce
inequality and enable the poor to engage in the political life of the polis. This seems to be a result of
the participatory democracy. Given political power over economics, the poor of Athens did the
rational thing and redistributed some of the wealth of Athens to themselves. Aristotle seems to back
this up in his discussion on economic justice, in particular the requirement to look at the needs of
parties in economic exchange and such arrangements are necessary to hold the city together.
Inequality and injustice in exchange tear apart the body politic.
At this juncture, it is worth reconsidering the Ancient Greek historian M.I. Finley's statement that,
“Nor, may I say once more, is it helpful to seek direct answers to our problems in a small,
face-to-face community, a community resting on a large, unprivileged base of non-citizens and
slaves. On the other hand, in a broad sense, the Athenian problem remains our problem.”226 And,
what then is our problem exactly?
We have two main problems in this regard. The first is a global problem that threatens civilisation
itself: The global ecology is decaying because of our actions and at such rate that it will become
increasingly difficult to maintain our current level of civilisation. Collapsing societies are a distinct
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possibility.227
The second problem is more in line with what Finley was thinking and has particular relevance for
the Aristotelian tradition. In order to achieve eudaimonia, individuals need to have substantive, real
and direct decision-making powers within their collective political unit, which according to this
thesis's reading of Aristotle would be in a polis-like community run as a participatory democracy. It
would also require the components of social infrastructure: health, wealth, leisure (freedom from
toil), philia, paideia, longevity, autarky, economic justice and luck. And to quote Shakespeare
“...there's the rub.”228
In order to achieve a great deal of these social infrastructure, the Athenians relied upon an
exploitative social system that restricted economic beneficiaries, reduced consumption and costs,
sought to maximise outputs, and sought large-scale external subsidies from vassal, conquered and
looted societies. Our current elites work on a similar system of exploitation having replaced the
tyranny of slavery with the subjugation of wage and debt slavery, to which is added a massive,
short-term, and entirely unsustainable subsidy from the natural world.
Therefore, a Future Polis will have to organise its modes of production and generation of surplus
value in a method different from either the contemporary or the ancient economy, and have to do so
in a declining ecological context. The Future Polis will have to avoid the exploitation of others,
something which neither the contemporary nor the ancient economy have done (although it could be
argued that neither of them have tried to do so), to achieve eudaimonia. It will have to create a
functioning economy in a hostile environment.
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Chapter Six: Aristotelian Economic Values, Allocation, and
Ecology
In the radically changed context of an ecologically collapsed world, decentralisation is likely to
have significant advantages. Decentralised societies tend to have reduced complexity, and thus
allow for lower costs of civilisation. The high costs of modern complexity in a hostile environment
would be simply uneconomic to maintain. Jared Diamond expands on this notion when he states:
Thus, because we are rapidly advancing along this non-sustainable course, the world's
environmental problems will get resolved, in one way or another, within the lifetimes of the
children and young adults alive today. The only question is whether they will become
resolved in pleasant ways of our own choice, or in unpleasant ways not of our choice, such
as warfare, genocide, starvation, disease epidemics, and collapses of societies. While all of
those grim phenomena have been epidemic to humanity throughout our history, their
frequency increases with environmental degradation, population pressure, and the resultant
poverty and political instability.229
When our environment deteriorates significantly, we will be faced with serious and severe problems
as a result of that deterioration. These problems—and Diamond gives examples of war, genocide,
starvation and epidemics—will require additional energy and land inputs to solve. At some point,
the costs of solving those problems and maintaining the resulting complexity will be too high to
meet and decentalisation (Tainter uses the term, 'disintegration') will offer more benefits at a lower
costs: Why pay tax to a central and distant authority that offers nothing and has lost the power to
coerce? Why not break away from the central political unit in such a case?
Decentralisation is a method to reduce costs, and the related localisation of the economy is a
response to significant resource depletion, in particular oil. For example, increased transport costs
will reverse the economic rationale of many trade networks, as increased transport costs act as
import tariffs. It is reasonable to expect greater local manufacture, and greater localism in general.
The economist Jeff Rubin states:
We got a glimpse of that between 2004 and 2008, when world oil prices shot up from $30 to
almost $150 per barrel. Transoceanic shipping costs tripled over the period. Express that in
229
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trade terms, and the increase offsets all the trade liberalisation of the last three decades....
Back in 2000, when oil prices were $20 per barrel, transport costs associated with shipping
cargoes across the Pacific were the equivalent of 3 percent US tariff rate. At $100 per barrel,
transport costs are equivalent to an average tariff of 8 percent. At $150 per barrel—in the
price range seen in the summer of 2008—the tariff equivalent was 13 percent, which
basically took us back to the average tariff rates of the 1970s. Back then, the tariff was so
high that most major markets in the world could be supplied only by domestic producers.230
In other words, increasing transport costs will reverse current, globalised trade trends at some point.
Making shoes in China for sale in Europe may be a cheaper option at the moment, but it is a more
complex option than making shoes in Europe: the supply chains are longer, and different laws and
languages are involved, for example. At the moment, transport costs are low enough to meet the
demands (profit) of this complex method of making and selling shoes. If transports costs rise
significantly due to resource depletion, then the simpler process of making shoes in Europe will
become attractive.
The removal of a centralised political structure as the nation-state and its large government removes
a significant societal overhead such as complicated and vast administrative government
departments. In a world where the costs of survival are high and cheap energy sources few, a
complex and highly centralised society will be hard to maintain, with collapse to decentralised, less
complex societies becoming an attractive solution. When large-scale, complex societies have
collapsed previously, the inheritors were usually a multitude of small-scale and simpler societies.231
Therefore, we should expect that future societies will opt for or be forced into decentralisation, and
this provides the overall context for the Future Polis. With this in mind and given Aristotle's
politics, we can give the the Future Polis a slightly less abstract character in terms of size. A Future
Polis is either an independent or autocephalous unit of a relatively limited population size. The
population size is limited by the ability of the unit to engage and rule in accordance with a direct,
participatory, and democratic political system. As a rough idea, one is looking at a city of between
60,000 to 300,000 people. These numbers are not absolute, as a clever and efficient system of
participatory democracy may allow for a greater population. Further, one could imagine that a large
city (say a million people or more) could be broken into separate and autonomous political units of
230
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250,000 people. However, for the realisation of Aristotle's ethics, the ideal physical structure would
be a smallish city running a participatory democracy and largely independent of any greater
political structure. The rest of this chapter refers to the economics of such a political unit.
This chapter will start with surplus value as it is the core component of any economy, apply the
notion of autarky to this issue, and then move on to economic justice, rights to property, and
proprietary knowledge. In the process, this chapter will define the key economic values of a 21st
century Aristotelian economy by reference to Aristotle, the lessons gained from Chapter Five, and
with reference to the economic model (Chapter Four) used previously.
How are goods to be distributed in the Future Polis? In addressing this issue, this chapter will first
look at planned and market-based allocation systems. It will also look at Parecon (Participatory
Economics) as a contending but tragically flawed economic system. Then, it will derive an
Aristotelian system of allocation.
This chapter will not just make the unsurprising contention that any Future Polis will have to invest
massively in renewable technologies, but that, and more importantly, in order to beat marginal
returns, the Future Polis is going to have to engage in a conceptual revolution in terms of
technology. This is not the contention that new technologies are required, but rather that the Future
Polis will have to use the current technological base to seek outputs for less inputs, when compared
to either the current or ancient economy. This is the only method to maintain any sort of complexity
without recourse to energy subsidies from human or natural exploitation, or recourse to external
subsidies such as empires. Finally, the chapter will conclude on how this strategy coincides with the
ecological imperative that we, as a species, have to lessen our impact on and use of the natural
world.

The Economic Values of the Future Polis
The first economic value of such a Future Polis would have to be autarky or self-reliance on a
societal level. This value seems to be required as per Aristotle's conception of citizenship, which
states in part that no one should be economically subservient to another and, by logical extension,
neither should society be economically subservient to any other political entities. In essence, and
like the independent or autocephalous nature of a Future Polis, Aristotle is pointing to an ability
actualised. Autarky is the ability to be economically independent made real. In terms of
societal-level surplus value, what does this mean? As an initial statement, this simply means that the
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amount of surplus value is at least equal to the needs of society: a society that produces less surplus
value than its needs and therefore requiring subsidy from some other society would violate this
value.
Modern-day Greece is an example of not meeting internal surplus value requirements: in desperate
need for large subsidies (in the form of monetary loans) from the IMF, EU and private lenders, the
Greek government is having to alter its domestic economy to fit the conditions of the lenders,
however contrary to the wills of Greek citizens. Also, a Future Polis that depends upon surplus
value from vassal states (tribute) is also economically dependent on those paying tribute: if they
stop, the Future Polis collapses.
At first glance, this seems to disregard the concept of trade. A self-reliant society would be one that
produces and consumes all that it requires within its borders. This view of autarky is wrong.
Beyond the extreme difficulty of any society being able to produce all that is required internally,
such an anti-trade position would be contrary to human history and even pre-history. Human beings
have always traded goods as a method of combating local scarcities of particular goods and doing
something with items in excess. What it does point to is a long-term balance of trade232 that would
have to be, at least, even or positive. It would seem that a positive balance of trade would be best.
Of course, it is impossible for every society to have a positive balance of trade: for some society to
have a positive balance, another society must be in the red. This isn't necessarily a problem for
Aristotle: what matters is your society, not someone else's society, unless the negative impacts of
other societies start to affect your own.
This would seemingly bring the economics of the Future Polis close to mercantilism, which is a
rather old economic theory (1600 to 1750) pre-dating capitalism. Basically speaking, mercantilism
states that societies should concentrate on obtaining positive balances of trade for the sole purpose
of acquiring wealth in the form of bullion. This economic theory is too intimately bound with other
values and has an inherent instability in terms of foreign relations to be appropriate for a Future
Polis.
The values of domination and wealth acquisition predominate mercantilism. Mercantilism implies
an economic domination of one's trading partners, which is closely attached to political domination.
It is no surprise that mercantilism arose out of a period of intense conflict amongst European
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aristocracies and the acquisition of colonies. The triangular Atlantic trade in manufactured goods,
slaves and raw materials is a perfect example of how British mercantile theory combined wealth
acquisition of elites in Britain with resource extraction and impoverishment of other parts of the
globe. In effect, mercantilism is a form of economic warfare seeking external subsidies in the form
of bullion extracted from other countries. Trade almost becomes a form of tribute and this would be
a violation of autarky, as a mercantilist society is dependent on this wealth acquisition and the
maintenance of a trading empire. If the colonies revolt, that society has a serious problem.
Mercantilism also violates Aristotle's maxim against wealth-acquisition as an end in and of itself.
Aristotle states (Pol. 1257b17-24, I, 9):
Hence we seek to define wealth and money-making in different ways; and we are right in
doing so, for they are different; on the one hand true wealth, in accordance with nature,
belonging to household management, productive; on the other money-making, with no place
in nature, belonging to trade and not productive goods in the full sense. In this kind of
money-making, in which coined money is both the end pursued in the transaction, and the
medium by which the transaction is performed, there is no limit to the amount of riches to be
got.
Additionally, a mercantilist system is based on an idea of infinite growth: a successful mercantilist
society will always be producing excess goods to sell and its consumers will always be able to
purchase those goods. This implies that the economies of both will continue to grow, but infinite
growth is ecologically unsustainable. However, the most insightful comment on mercantilism and a
Future Polis comes from the anarcho-capitalist Murray Rothbard, who points out that such an
economic system increases political and economic domination of the few over the many within the
mercantilist society:
Mercantilism, which reached its height in the Europe of the 17th and 18th centuries, was a
system of statism which employed economic fallacy to build up a structure of imperial state
power, as well as special subsidy and monopolistic privilege to individuals or groups
favored by the state. Thus, mercantilism held that exports should be encouraged by the
government and imports discouraged. Economically, this seems to be a[n] issue of fallacy;
for what is the point of exports if not to purchase imports, and what is the point of piling up
monetary bullion if the bullion is not used to purchase goods?
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But mercantilism cannot be viewed satisfactorily as merely an exercise in economic theory.
The mercantilist writers, indeed, did not consider themselves economic theorists, but
practical men of affairs who argued and pamphleteered for specific economic policies,
generally for policies which would subsidize activities or companies in which those writers
were interested. Thus, a policy of favoring exports and penalizing imports had two important
practical effects: it subsidized merchants and manufacturers engaged in the export trade, and
it threw up a wall of privilege around inefficient manufacturers who formerly had to
compete with foreign rivals. At the same time, the network of regulation and its enforcement
built up the state bureaucracy as well as national and imperial power.233
An economic system, such as mercantilism, that increases the power of the few over the many and,
quite possibly, gives rise to the machinery of the state is not what is required. This kind of economic
system notably does not support participatory democracy, but also attacks that same democracy.
Further, it points to a misconception of autarky; in the Aristotelian context of a Future Polis,
self-reliance does not mean the acquisition of wealth in a society, but rather the meeting of societal
needs from within society, but not discounting trade to meet those needs. Trade is, under this
formulation, not a means for acquiring external subsidy, but rather a solution to an internal
deficiency of goods required for autarky.
Autarky for a Future Polis, as should be evident from the above, does not mean economic isolation
from other societies. It would be unrealistic for a Future Polis to limit its economic activity to only
what could be produced, distributed and consumed from within its borders. It is easily imaginable
that a Future Polis would seek economic relations with other societies, but autarky is best explained
as the difference between working for someone and working with someone. Like when an
individual works for someone, a Future Polis that finds itself in an economically subservient
position in terms of external economic relations has relinquished a portion of its individual political
power. However, a Future Polis that engages in joint or mutually beneficial relations with other
societies is not in violation of autarky. Perhaps, a good rule of thumb in this regard, is for a Future
Polis to only engage in external trade relations that, if for whatever reason, it could either walk
away from and still survive as an independent entity at a very minimal level, or where the
destruction of those trade relations would cause such terrible consequences for both parties (the
Future Polis and the external trading partner) that neither would ever consider such as action. And,
once again, it is worth remembering that Aristotle put a strong emphasis on skilful diplomacy (NE
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1177b7-11, X, 7), and a Future Polis operating in terms of autarky would ensure that its trade
relations were in its own interest and not in the interest of others (Pol. 1327a25-28, VII, 6).
In addition, once a Future Polis has met the requirements of autarky, it shouldn't seek additional
wealth as that would violate Aristotle's division between the good of wealth-acquisition to meet
needs and the bad of money-making for greed's sake. Therefore, autarky becomes not just a
minimal requirement but also a maximal requirement. Autarky is an economic limit to growth, and
as such puts a society based on autarky outside the pale of either capitalism or communism, both of
which are systems of unlimited growth.
Our first economic value can now be formulated:
•

Value One: Surplus value is to be produced to meet the demands of autarky but no more
than that.

While having an ethic that an economy must be capped might sound a little odd, it has the
additional benefit of having a passing relation to the idea of ecologically-sound societies. From the
state of our environment, as outlined in the Introduction and as will be elaborated further in Chapter
Seven, we can conclude that consumption and production cannot continue their current patterns,
and that future generations will probably be living in collapsed societies in amongst serious
resource constraints. People will be hard-pressed in many cases to achieve the basics of life, let
alone the extravagances.
Lastly, once the idea of a cap on a society's wealth is accepted, another piece of the puzzle falls into
place, that of leisure. Extrapolating from Aristotle's discussion of household economics, which exist
to allow time for the head of the household to engage in politics and philosophy, we can see that
once a society has reached a level of wealth in accordance to the value of autarky and then seeks
not to gain further wealth, this opens up additional opportunities for leisure activities. Going beyond
this limit into the realm of money-making is not only bad because it is an end in and of itself, but
also because it is a waste of time. Further, as autarky is a value applied to both society and
individuals, individuals should be seeking to cap their own acquisition of surplus value at the level
of autarky.
Therefore, the second economic value is:
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•

Value Two: It is immoral to increase one's consumption beyond the limits of autarky.

Yet, these two values lead to an obvious and important set of questions: What is society's need in
accordance with autarky? How much material wealth is required to meet this need? Who
determines this need and on what basis? Basically, we need to know how goods and services are
allocated.
Aristotle is vague on issues such as how much wealth, education, health and leisure is required. For
example, he states that leisure time is required for a citizen to obtain eudaimonia but does not tell us
how much leisure time is required. The same applies to wealth. The answer for both seems to be
something like 'enough'. The problem is the exact amount of time required for leisure or the amount
of wealth required for autarky has practical implications for individuals in such a society, including
but not limited to how many hours worked are needed for a particular economic reward and whether
these hours are few enough to allow for leisure time. If we could know these, it would be easier to
move ahead.
But we don't know these. We cannot know. It is impossible to know what any society's needs are a
priori, as the objective conditions that any society faces differ over space and time. A society living
in a favourable climate and with easy access to both natural resources and trade routes would seem
to have a different set of needs than an isolated society in a hostile climate with few natural
resources. Each society not only differs in terms of its material and local environmental starting
points, but their individual requirements alter as different problems present themselves over time as
well and, often, in accordance with luck.
Further, people's perceptions of needs differ, as do an individual's requirements, even on something
as basic as how much food one requires, which depends on a variety of factors such as size,
metabolism, age, gender, and activity level. In both the case of the society's need and that of the
individual's, we have the very real problem of being able to move theoretically beyond Aristotle's
generalities of wealth, health, education and leisure. It seems that requisite levels of material
welfare can only be known a posteriori. This seems to imply that we need a method of determining
people's needs that operates as an economy runs: we can't determine people's needs theoretically at
a detailed level prior to those needs developing, we have to be able to first determine needs and then
apportion available resources.
In examining this question of needs, the real difficult issues of production, distribution and
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consumption of goods and services come to the fore. If we cannot know in advance what would be
the appropriate level of surplus value for either the individual or society, one would have to have
some kind of allocation system within the Future Polis that would be able to determine this.
However, an allocation requirement is not unique to the Future Polis: it is at the heart of any
economic system. Essentially, how does any society decide which members of that society get what
and when, and conversely who doesn't get. Until a society develops that has near limitless
productive capacities (apparently impossible given the current ecological and energy constraints),
scarcities of different goods will remain an issue and a method for allocating scarce resources is
required.
In the discussion on allocation methods, we will examine three types of economic systems in terms
of their allocation methods: communism, Parecon and capitalism. Communism and capitalism have
long historical records to draw upon, have been the main two choices available in the last century
and are, thus, reasonable candidates for examination. Parecon is a radical, anarchist alternative and
could be considered a possible candidate for the Future Polis due to its explicit participatory nature
and its premise of operating outside of the nation-state. What we will find is that none of them are
suitable. However, the examination will help us determine what the Future Polis's allocation
method should and shouldn't be in accordance with additional economic Aristotelian values
identified during the examination.
When one looks at the issue of allocation, one is faced immediately with the divide between
communism and capitalism, both of which provide methods of allocation.234 Communism and its
variants follow the method of the state taking over all surplus value (which it owns, as the state
owns all property) and then redistributing it in the form of goods and services to the citizens in
accordance with some kind of top-down centralised plan based upon the gathering of information
on production and consumption. In the Soviet Union, this plan was the infamous Gosplan (State
Committee for Planning).235
Capitalism and its variants follow a radically different form of allocation, which does not require a
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centralised plan. Rather it aims to make every good and service regarded as a commodity that is
distributed according to each individual's ability to purchase such on a free market.
Neither of these two methods of allocation are acceptable for an Aristotelian society. To understand
why, it is worth examining the general problems with both of these allocative methods. While
communism and its variants has the advantage of being rooted in the perfectionist philosophy of
Karl Marx and would thus have the initial attractiveness of belonging to the same broad
philosophical tradition as Aristotle, there are practical and theoretical problems centered around the
idea that an economy can be planned and directed at the level of detail that communism seems to
require. Economies are extremely complex systems with vast and intertwined economic
relationships.
The practical problem lies with this complexity. It seems a particular form of hubris to think that a
group of human beings cannot only understand but also direct each and every of these relationships,
not to mention the needs of each individual citizen. What seems to have happened in the Soviet
Union is that the plan produced economic distortions, which caused ripple effects throughout the
entire economy. The inefficiencies of the Soviet system have become legends in their own right,
such as trains of goods criss-crossing the country merely to meet quota requirements of kilometres
transported, felled timber rotting in rivers, clothes no one wanted to wear, etc. David Priestland
states:
The other main obstacle to the [communist] consumer economy—at least in less reformed
states—was the Plan, which typically set quantity targets. Factories therefore took the easiest
route, producing large quantities of consumer goods of poor quality, which nobody wanted
to buy. The result was shoddy, expensive goods that lay mouldering on shop shelves whilst
the public competed for the higher-quality, expensive goods on the black market.236
Lenin's New Economic Policy was a partial and early admission of complexity overwhelming a
planned economy. Further, and as a slight aside, the Soviet planned economy wasn't particularly
interested in efficient production but rather with meeting the quota: as long as the desired outputs
were achieved, the level of inputs was irrelevant. Capitalism takes a different tack, of maximising
outputs at the lowest costs; i.e. efficient use of inputs.
The Soviet planners at Gosplan increased their data collection methods, used information
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technology, and made ever more complex plans in a doomed bid to grasp each and every facet of
the plan. The only solution they had to the increasing distortions in the Soviet economy (in
particular stagnation) was to try and plan even more in ever increasing complexity. This failure has
been repeated in every country that has attempted such a plan.
Despite this persistent failure, one occasionally attends a lecture by a Marxist academic of some sort
who refers to the need to plan centrally wherein, this time, computers will come to the rescue and
avoid the pitfalls of Gosplan. Proposing that computers can help us to determine allocations of
goods and services (and hence production levels), shows far more faith in computing ability than
information technology possesses currently.237 Perhaps an extremely advanced Artificial Intelligence
(AI) would be able to plan an economy effectively, adapt the plan to changing circumstances, and
even be able to make great predictive corrections to the plan.238 We are a long way from that:
computers are remarkably dumb.
While such an AI is not physically impossible—nothing about AI violates the known laws of
physics—having such an advanced intelligence co-existing with human society would place much
of what we know about society, intelligence and humanity up for grabs. Until that day comes, if it
ever does, we are on our own.
Further, and more importantly as one may seek to defend an inefficient system on the grounds of it
being a more just system, USSR-like centrally-planned economy breeds a system of repression and
state terror, contrary to the kind of participatory democracy envisaged by Aristotle. While not only
concentrating economic and political power in the hands of planners—in effect creating an
economic elite—a centrally-planned economy also has to be forced upon society: when an
allocation system is contrary to philia, people resist and force is required. Sometimes people tend to
forget the levels of internal resistance to such centrally-planned economies. Both the Soviet Union
and the Chinese Communist Party murdered tens of millions of their own citizens in efforts to
impose the plan, and which was only maintained through the use of force. In order to be free from
the evil of the market and become enlightened human beings (an example of Berlin's paradox of
positive freedom), millions of Soviet and Chinese citizens had to be worked to death in the camps.
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However, it is not just old-school Marxists who argue for planned economies. The anarchist theorist
Michael Albert has been promoting something called Participatory Economics (Parecon) since
about 1991. It is worth taking a brief look at Albert's theory as it is one of the few alternatives being
currently promoted, and which seeks to install the principles of participatory democracy into
economics and in the absence of a state. The starting conditions of Parecon make it a ready
contender for an economic theory for the Future Polis, and thus is worth a detailed examination.
While Parecon will be found to be deficient and unacceptable, mostly because of its sheer
impracticality, the discussion will help to identify problems regarding allocation and thus move us
forward towards an allocation system for the Future Polis.
Albert favours the following ethical and economic values in Parecon: equity (remuneration in
accordance with effort), self-management, diversity, and solidarity (cooperation instead of
competition).239 There is an initial appeal to Parecon as such values appear to be humane. These
values lead Albert to particular dislike of markets, as markets are contrary to the living expression
of these values. He states:
In sum, markets not only erode solidarity, they also systematically mis-charge purchasers so
that over time, preferences that are individually rational for people to develop combine with
biases inherent in market allocations to yield outcomes increasingly further from those that
would have maximized human fulfillment. And to top it off, markets generate gross
economic inequality, severely distorted decision-making influence, and class division and
rule. In the end, the fears of “utopian” critics who decry the socially alienating effects of
markets prove more to the point than the assurances of so-called “scientific” economists that
markets are ideal allocation institutions. Regarding markets, abolitionism is an
appropriate attitude.240
Despite Albert and his sometimes collaborator, Robin Hahnel, having written three books on
Parecon, numerous articles, and enough blog posts to wave a stick at, Parecon is a fairly simple
proposition. Following David Schweickart's description of Parecon241, it has the following
components:
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I. Individuals work together in worker-operated and owned enterprises, which belong to larger
bodies such as industry federations. These individuals have what Albert describes as “balanced
jobs”, in which workers do a little bit of each part of the work required for the enterprise to succeed.
In a steel factory, for example, a worker will shift tasks and jobs from casting steel, doing
paperwork the next, loading steel onto transport, purchasing coking coal, balancing the books, and
cleaning the toilets. Each worker will have an equal say in the direction of the enterprise, and the
aim of the system seems to be to break down the hierarchies and domination that occur in
workplaces. Apart from the twist of balanced jobs, this is a rather old idea and many enterprises
today are run successfully as worker-owned and operated collectives and co-operatives.
II. The remuneration of workers in Parecon will be in terms of effort and sacrifice and not outputs.
In effect, the energy that one puts into one's work will be the basis of rewards, not the actual output,
and this will be determined by one's co-workers. The actual reward would be credits to access stuff
in accordance with the plan (see next point).
III. As any kind of market will be abolished in Parecon, this would require the economy to be
planned in a 'participatory manner'. This requires all economic actors (households, industries,
neighbourhoods, federations) to plan all their consumption and production requirements a year in
advance and email this to allocation boards via local councils, worker councils and industry
federations. This information is then collated at the allocation boards using computers. As
discrepancies between people's wants/needs and what would be available in the economy are
inevitable, all the actors would then be informed of what is available, what is scarce and what is
impossible. People and industries would then be told to revise their plans accordingly. This process
would continue a couple of times (Albert seems to think about five iterations would do it), until a
couple of competing plans for the entire economy are devised. The populace would then vote on the
different plans. The winning plan would then be implemented.
As something of an aside, Point II shows a misconception of how outputs are achieved. Any output
is the combination of energy and land—to reward energy input is not to complete the economic
equation. It is like determining the value of a birthday cake based only on the heat required to bake
it.
Things get a bit strange when Point III is considered. In order to avoid the charge of parody, the
following is Albert's description of how participatory planning works:
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In participatory planning every actor (individual or council) at every level will propose its
own activities, and, after receiving information regarding other actors’ proposals, and the
response of other actors to its proposal, each actor makes a new proposal.
Thus, each consumption “actor,” from individuals up to large consumer federations,
proposes a consumption plan. Individuals make proposals for private goods such as clothing,
food, toys, etc. Neighborhood councils make proposals that include approved requests for
private goods as well as the neighborhood’s collective consumption requests that might
include a new pool or local park. Higher-level councils and federations of councils make
proposals that include approved requests from member councils as well as the federation’s
larger collective consumption request.
And similarly, each production “actor” proposes a production plan. Workplaces enumerate
the inputs they want and the outputs they will make available. Regional and industry-wide
federations aggregate proposals and keep track of excess supply and demand. As every
individual or collective worker or consumer participant negotiates through successive
rounds of back and forth exchange of their proposals with all other participants, they alter
their proposals to accord with the messages they receive, and the process converges. There is
no center or top. There is no competition. Each actor fulfills responsibilities that bring them
into greater rather than reduced solidarity with other producers and consumers. Everyone is
remunerated appropriately for effort and sacrifice. And everyone has a proportionate
influence on their personal choices as well as those of larger collectives and the whole
society.242
The impracticable nature of such a system is staggering. Some of us can't even plan lunch on a
regular basis, let alone food requirements for an entire year. Even if we've managed to do that and
have listed all the other goods and services we'll need in a year (how one knows that is difficult to
guess, as many activities in life are responses to the unexpected; for example, an accidental
pregnancy would seriously mess up a year's plan and allocation), we would have to do the process
over and over again when information comes back that x, y and z are unavailable in one of many
iterations. And, despite what Albert says, exact detail will be required in the list of things one
applies for. Schweickart states:
We have a problem here. If I don't specify what gifts I want, including such details as size,
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style and color, how are the producers going to know what to produce? Ehrenreich worried
about this. "Call me vain, petty, capitalist running dog, but I certainly don't want a bunch of
committees deciding how long skirts will be or what lipstick colors will be available."
Albert's reply? "Applying all this to skirts, we should want the tastes and preferences of all
workers and consumers and particularly of people who wear them and of those who produce
skirts to interactively proportionately influence the length and color, as well as their number
and composition, their method of production, and so on--instead of profit seeking
determining the result."
Yeah, well...but Albert seems to have missed a basic point. How will the producers know
what kind of skirt Ehrenreich wants or the kind of sweater I'd like to give my wife if we
don't specify these details on our consumption-preference list? Albert says I'll "interactively,
proportionately influence" what will be produced. But how? I guess we're supposed to attach
notes to the producers--but that's a lot of notes, not to mention a lot of foresight.243
While the data collection and analysis of every consumer and producer's daily needs and every
known physical output would be intense and likely swamp any known computer system
(universities barely manage the basics of student registration) and it is also unclear how all of these
goods and services would get distributed in Parecon (does someone post the lipstick?), the real
problem comes in that it is highly unlikely that each consumer and producer would get exactly what
they needed let alone what they wanted. Such a system will almost inevitably not make the 'right'
allocations, nor it is it likely that it could do so due to unforeseen circumstances developing: people
will end up with orange lipstick instead of the desired purple. What then? People are going to trade,
barter, buy, sell and steal on an almighty black market.
Albert thinks this is unlikely because:
Well, it is correct that in a parecon this is technically possible [development of a black
market], but it is also important to realize that it is very hard in practice. For one thing,you
cannot transfer income—actual money—because (a) there is no cash money to transfer and
(b) even if there were, the black marketeer could not enter the planning process to consume
with it without revealing, by its magnitude, that he/she was cheating the system. 244
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It isn't clear if Albert has spent much time in prison, but people there manage to sell each other for
packs of cigarettes (or anything scarce enough to function as cash money). The absence of actual
cash will be no impediment to the establishment of a black market, and, given the enduring
attachment to gold in history, one can quickly imagine some sort of precious metal quickly filling
the gap. As to the second point, being a black marketeer in such a system would carry no real social
stigma; everybody would be doing it, if for no other reason than to get the right shade of lipstick.245
Just like factories in the USSR started cutting deals with each other and cheating on the plan, a
Parecon economy would also encourage widespread underhand dealings. Why would Factory A
wait until the plan was completed and implemented to get its much needed light-bulbs when
Factory B has excess stock? Surely Factory A would cut a deal: after all it would be under pressure
to produce its widgets to implement the plan and would need lights to do so.
In order for a Parecon society, especially at the scale that Albert envisages of 100 million
households, not to swiftly descend into a black market and reinvent unrestricted capitalism, there
would have to be a considerable amount of coercion. Albert agrees that some kind of police
function is required, but glosses over the point, stating, “But discussing how to accomplish police,
judicial, legislative, or other political functions is a matter for a presentation about political vision
outside the scope of this book, though it could be pursued by a similar approach—settling on
needed functions, worthy values, and finally desired institutions.”246
The likelihood is that the initial mismatch between needs and wants and allocation, and the resultant
informal trading will grow to such an extent that serious state coercion will be required to maintain
Parecon, which surely must not be Albert's anarchistic intention. Albert also does seem to think that
a great deal of social pressure and ostracism would be available to keep people to the plan.247
Maybe. Let us take the Future Polis as a thought-experiment; i.e. a small-scale society with
significant social cohesion and a great deal of economic philia. Conceivably such a society could
apply the kind of social pressure needed to maintain such rigorous economic planning, and prevent
a black market from developing. In effect, we can add political structure to Parecon. Leaving aside
the problems of how such a Parecon Polis could deal with external societies willing to trade,
demanding cash payment, and not giving a fig if this met with the plan or not, the likelihood is that
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a Parecon Polis might just get together and vote out Parecon and try something else which didn't
entail making long lists, changing them over and over again, placing considerable pressure on
anyone who steps out of line, and then still not being guaranteed to get what you need.
Capitalist allocation bypasses many of the problems inherent in planned economies, and has a rather
simple but flexible allocation system, which is one of the reasons it is still in force today. Under
capitalism, an individual can get whatever she needs and wants on the open market provided that
she has the money.248 But there's a catch. Not only does the system work better as an individual's
wealth increases, it worsens as an individual's wealth decreases. Rich people get what they want and
need under capitalism, poor people end up eating mud249 in the midst of plenty.
The basic issue with capitalist allocation is that it is not based upon need (or even wants) of all
parties but on the ability to access capital, and as such is unjust according to Aristotle and his
principle of economic justice. Capitalist allocation violates equality, and is not based on the needs
of each party but rather the economic power of each party. Aristotle states (NE 1134a8-14, V, 5):
Injustice is, therefore, excess and deficiency, because it tends towards excess and deficiency:
in one's own case toward an excess of what is in itself helpful and toward a deficiency of
what is harmful; in the case of distribution among others, although the result is by and large
the same, the violation of proportion may take place in either direction. Of the offences the
lesser is to suffer unjustly and the greater to act unjustly.
Aristotle's statement on justice (NE 1134a1-7, V, 5) gives a hint of practicality:
Moreover, justice is that quality in terms of which we can say of a just man that he practises
by choice what is just, and that, in making distribution between himself and another, or
between two others, he will not give himself the larger and his neighbour the smaller share
of what is desirable (and vice versa in distributing what is harmful), but he will give an
equal share as determined by proportion, and he will act in the same way in distributing
between two others.
As previously indicated, this part of the Nicomachean Ethics led medieval philosophers to examine,
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debate and implement the concepts of just price and prohibitions against usury: Aristotle gives
effect to this when he says (NE 1133b15, V, 5), “Therefore, the price of all goods should be fixed
[in accordance with the principle of justice], for in that way there will always be exchange, and if
there is exchange there is community.”
In Chapter Three, we pointed out that the end of eudaimonia justifies, condemns and is sovereign.
When Aristotle says that economic justice is required, he means that societies have to install it in
their economics. It is not an optional extra, philosophers living in a society were economic
transactions are exploitative are ineligible for eudaimonia. Eudaimonia demands the right kind of
economic transactions and unjust transactions, those contrary to the needs (not wants) of all parties
involved, cannot be accepted if eudaimonia is to be obtained.
Out of this, we can derive the third economic value:
•

Value Three: Economic transactions should promote equality and fairness in exchange.

Another way of formulating this value is, 'It is immoral to make economic transactions that promote
inequality and inequity.' In effect, Aristotle is defining an economic transaction as an ethical act
rather than a mere mathematical transaction. Each and every economic transaction is a moral test
under this formulation and the individual who aims for eudaimonia is going to have to apply their
practical and contemplative wisdom to the acts of buying, selling, trading and gifting on a constant,
daily basis. There can be no more of a direct application of ethics to economics than this.
The contemporary philosophical thinking on Aristotle's economic thought that does exist seems to
concentrate on this particular value of economic justice (or the application of a conception of justice
to economics). Sen, Nussbaum, Van Staveren and Meikle have all written on this subject, and have
slightly different conceptions on the interactions of Aristotelian justice and economics.
As something of an aside, while economic justice is an important topic, it is not an economy: a
wider perspective is required. Understanding the achievement of justice and other Aristotelian
values is to evaluate the entire economy. In some ways, examining economic justice in exchange
can only take place in the context of the entire economy, which itself is in the context of the
physical world (land and energy sources), and the political structure that governs that economy.
That there would be differences in what the exact nature of Aristotelian economic justice is amongst
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philosophers is hardly surprising. What may be slightly surprising is that this poses less of a
problem than one might expect. Part of eudaimonia is an engagement in the contemplative life and
this would include a constant examination of what constitutes economic justice. Each and every
Future Polis will have to come to grips with the exact nature of economic justice, although the
broad thrust of equal and fair transactions covers a great deal of this concept.
This investigation need not go much further into the exact nature of Aristotelian economic justice
for what is important is that this moral value, or some similar formulation, is actualised in practice
through the allocation of goods and services. The allocation method should seek to reinforce
virtuous action in economic transactions through habituation. When speaking about ethical action in
general and how it is achieved through the citizenry, Aristotle sees habituation as a fail-safe
mechanism. Those individuals for whom education has not produced ethical behaviour are
confronted with the laws of the polis, which seek to habituate ethical behaviour (NE 1179b31-36,
X, 9).
Any formulation of Value Three is relatively empty if there is no corresponding method of
allocation, which in and of itself is regulated according to the laws and norms of the polis.
Capitalism has inequality as one of its core values (each economic transaction in capitalism is a
zero-sum game), and is thus not acceptable. Planned economies (centralised or participatory) may
seek to actualise this or some similar value, and this is one of their initial attractions. However, they
are impractical, too prone to distortion, and might require vast and violent coercion. What then is
the Aristotelian method of allocation?
In figuring what an Aristotelian method of allocation would be, the Athenian economy and
Aristotle's suggested version (Chapter Five) of it are rational starting points given they also had
allocation systems, designed for the context of a polis. In the Athenian economy, the base economic
unit was the household, which was more than a nuclear or even extended family dwelling but an
economic organisation with the aim and purpose of providing many of the components of social
infrastructure for its beneficiaries. In the case of the Athenians and for Aristotle, the head of the
household, a male Athenian citizen, was the beneficiary. Households seem to have been run almost
as kleptomaniac dictatorships: the head of the household essentially owned the surplus value from
the labour of slaves and women (or, to be kinder, received a large energy subsidy from their labour)
and was the ultimate arbitrator of all affairs of the household, including economic practice and
strategy.
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Understanding the aim of the base economic unit is vital, for it answers why any actor engages in
economic activity in the first place beyond mere survival. If the concept of citizenship is expanded
rationally, the aim of economic organisations within the Future Polis can only but be to provide the
social infrastructure for all the members of that economic organisation: economic organisations
exist to generate the material requirements for actualisation of social infrastructure for their
members and to enable eudaimonia as a whole, including living a morally virtuous life.
Now that this aim of base economic units is identified, it becomes obvious that the first step in
Aristotelian allocation has been established: Economic units not only generate surplus value to
achieve the components of social infrastructure for their members, but also to distribute that surplus
value amongst members in accordance with the needs of each member250. Not only do the base
economic units have a generation function (garnering surplus value) but they also have a
distributive function. In effect, they are a cross between a production unit and a welfare agency.
This leads to questions such as: How is surplus value distributed within the base economic unit?
Who makes the decision on who gets what? How are individuals rewarded for input into the unit's
economic activity? Who makes the call on the type of economic activity that the economic unit
engages in? In other words, what is the internal, institutional structure of the base economic unit?
These appear to be quite difficult and complex questions, but Aristotle provides an easy solution. If
the Future Polis itself is to be run as a participatory democracy as an expression of eudaimonia,
why would the base economic unit be any different? If playing an active, participatory role is the
correct thing for a human being to do as a zoon politikon, then engaging in economic activity in a
similar manner is a greater expression of eudaimonia than showing up for work and being told what
to do all day by a boss.
Therefore, it would be the members themselves of the base economic units that would answer those
questions and devise appropriate and efficient structures. In effect, the base economics in a Future
Polis would be collectives or co-operatives with the aim of meeting the requirements of social
infrastructure. An economy with this kind of collective as the base economic unit avoids many of
the problems of ancient household production: in particular, the hierarchical, exploitative and
paternalistic relations that marked such organisations. The use of collectives also allows for
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cooperation and mutual aid beyond the family structure and can include newly arrived immigrants
to and temporary residents of the Future Polis.
One of the advantages of engaging in economic activity in this manner is it helps to deal with the
problem that political action requires some degree of freedom from work. In order to have an
effective say in the running of the co-op or collective, members will have to engage in political
action and the use of rational ability with other members to come to a collective decision. This is a
vital and substantial political action as the economic units have a distributive function: distribution
of surplus value within society is a core justice issue that requires political action. Further, political
action within the collective functions also as a caucus and training ground for political action within
the polis as a whole, which is a marked difference from contemporary collectives.
This is not a complete solution to the problem of having to work for a living rather than living off
the back of slaves and/or wage slaves, but rather a partial solution. Reorganising work to be part
and parcel of political action helps to ameliorate the unfortunate reality of having to work for a
living. It is also important not to over-state the case of leisure as well. The village soviets (Councils
of Workmen's and Soldiers' Deputies) in the Russian countryside (February 1917 until the outbreak
of civil war in 1918) conducted their business each Sunday.251
An economy based on collectives and/or co-ops is not as strange as it may sound, as contemporary
collectives do survive in the midst of capitalism. Further, various internal forms of collective
economic activity are being constantly experimented with and, with luck, one of these
experimentations will result in the kind of collective suitable for a Future Polis (notably the
functions of generation of surplus value, redistribution internally and political and ethical training).
This form of economic organisation has already passed the practicality test in the hostile
macro-economic laboratory of globalised capitalism. Joel Magnuson points out that:
Currently there are about 750-800 million people in the world who are members of
cooperatives. In the U.S., there are about 48,000 cooperatives with over 120 million
members. Traditionally, cooperatives have been most successful in producing and
distributing food and agricultural products, utilities and financial services. Other fields such
as housing, healthcare, education and a range of other services have also been successfully
organized into cooperatives.252
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Magnuson does strike a note of warning about this phenomenon:
Merely forming a co-op without careful consideration of its purpose, values, and goals
stands a poor chance of succeeding. Many cooperatives as they exist today have lost their
original populist [philial - TT] spirit.253
Not only does the collective, co-operative structure allow for the kind of decision-making power
inherent in what Aristotle deems an expression of eudaimonia (i.e. participatory democracy), it also
meets part of the requirements of autarky. To use Marxist terminology, autarky seems to imply
ownership of the means of production, which a member of a collective does have (it may not be
absolute ownership but rather shared ownership) as she has an equal share and say in the
enterprise.254 Further, the virtue of philia is reinforced when one's personal fortunes are directly
connected with the fate and actions of one's co-workers in a common bond. In a co-operative, each
person has to do her share for the collective to work and the combined pressure of the many against
those who seek to free ride within the collective will be intense. Social relations within the
collective, out of necessity for success, will help to promote and strengthen virtue amongst and
within the members of the collective.
From the three values listed above, it would seem that the ideal would be for each collective to be
able to provide all the needs of its members (according to the principles of justice) from within each
collective's internal production abilities. If that can be achieved, there would be no cause to worry
about how collectives and individuals accessed required goods and services outside of the
collective. Alas, this is extremely unlikely and probably would not produce a functioning economy.
Collectives and individuals will have to seek goods and services from other economic actors within
and outside the Future Polis.255
Given that a planned economy is unlikely to be practical, that leaves the alternative of economic
actors engaging in a marketplace of some sorts. Economic actors would then trade, buy, sell and gift
with other members of the Future Polis and traders from outside in order to obtain goods and
services necessary for social infrastructure but unavailable from their own productive capabilities.
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This would then necessitate that economic actors produce surplus value, in the form of goods and
services, that other actors would wish to trade for. This is the second step of the allocation system.
However, this runs the very real danger of becoming a capitalist society. Economic actors all buying
and selling on the open market may, through the very practice of trading, end up reinserting the
values of capitalism into the Future Polis. For example, through sheer natural ability and
application, certain actors may be better at buying and selling than others and start to gain greater
wealth than others, thus beginning to develop structural inequality within the Future Polis. If the
history of central planning shows its continual failure, the history of capitalism shows that it
accumulates wealth in the hands of the few at the expense of the many: this accumulation of wealth
then becomes transformed into political power. Therefore, not only does the act of buying and
selling need to be regulated in accordance with Value Three but also the negative societal
consequences of such a system will have to be addressed in accordance with Values One and Two.
These are the next steps of the allocation system, and will require the formulation of the final value,
which will deal with the sticky issue of property.
As seen in the previous section, Aristotle was not only concerned that the price of any good be in
accordance with the principles of justice but that economic transactions fall into the same category
of moral acts that require laws and habituation.256 Both Aristotle and Aquinas interpreted this as the
reason to fix prices or set a just price on particular goods and services. While the idea of a just price
more or less died in the Medieval Ages—capitalist theory has supplanted this with the idea that
supply and demand will arrive at the correct price for any good or service—the practice of fixing
the price of certain goods has continued with variable results. However, a fixed price is different
from a just price, as a fixed price may be implemented for reasons other than justice, such as to
guarantee profit for a particular commodity.257
The problem with a just price is somewhat similar to the problem of planning—it can come horribly
unstuck due to the sheer complexity of the economic system. In other words, it is hard to apply a
just price to a particular commodity and not cause unintended distortions in other areas of the
economy. Venezuela is currently running an experiment in just pricing through its Fair Prices and
Costs Law, which, in effect, seeks to establish something like just pricing in the economy by
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regulating costs structures of businesses. According to The Economist, the result has been:
Just as in the 1980s, the other main effect of Mr Chávez’s price controls has been to reduce
the availability of staple goods. In recent months the scarcity indices prepared by the Central
Bank and private polling organisations have once again revealed widening gaps on the
supermarket shelf.
Hardest to find is cooking oil, but chicken, powdered milk and cheap varieties of cheese,
along with sugar and meat, are also scarce. Although things are not nearly as bad as in early
2008, the trend is negative, and the new law seems bound to exacerbate it. The retailers
worst hit by supply problems are government chains specifically established to provide a
reliable source of cheap food.
In 2008 the government overcame the shortages by spending over $7.5 billion on food
imports.... It is as well for Mr Chávez that nobody has managed to apply a “just price” to
oil.258
Further, it also becomes difficult to determine which goods and services should be included in the
application of just pricing. Presumably, if the issue is justice in pricing, then all goods and services
should have a just price. This would become a logistical and administrative nightmare, and would
most likely end up with a similar result as planning: high levels of coercion and a burgeoning black
market in response to an inability to deal with economic complexity.
So, the question still remains, 'How are the principles of justice in economic transaction habituated
through law?' While each Future Polis would have to deal with this in their specific contexts and
circumstances, there may be another way of looking at the issue that might be more productive. Is
the issue that a price of a particular good or service must be just or that the price should not be
unjust? Quite possible the latter, as it is injustice in economic transactions that assaults the body
politic.
If we accept Aristotle's idea that economic transactions are ethical acts (justice in exchange), then
the conclusion is that, as in other sorts of human interaction, unethical action should face sanction.
This sanction seems to come from two sources: the criminal justice mechanism of the polis and
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social sanction. Both are equally important. Unjust prices then become the subject of commercial
disputes in the legal system inasmuch as fraud, failure to pay, and theft are. Using Athens as an
example, someone suspected of engaging in unjust economic transaction—such as hoarding to
increase scarcity, excessive profiteering, misrepresentation—would then be subject to a jury trial
and if found guilty would receive the appropriate sanction. While there is considerable work to be
done within a Future Polis on the application of political and judicial theory259 to this legal
mechanism, the philosophical and economic principle is that the Future Polis ought to seek to
prohibit unjust pricing. This avoids the problem of having to set prices by regulating action in terms
of the law.
The other form of sanction is social pressure, which is a component of philia. In The Honey and the
Hemlock, Eli Sagan points to how the Athenians sought to use social pressure to both regulate
pricing and limit consumption out of a paranoia that unjust economic actions would bring back the
dictatorship of the aristocrats. Sagan quotes Aristophanes (The Wasps) on this point:
“Tyranny” and “Subversive”—that covers every case you judge, large or small. Everything
you do, in fact, the universe in two nouns. It's the same all over town. I hadn't heard the
word “Tyrant” for fifty years in Athens, and suddenly it's cheaper than smelt. It clutters up
the marketplace, chokes the shops—you trip on it. Example. You don't want sardines for
supper; what you want is a nice, fat, juicy sea bass. And the man next door,--who
incidentally, just happens to sell sardines—starts up: “Sea bass, huh? That's real rich food—
expensive too. Too expensive for a real Athenian democrat. Hey, Mac—why the bass? You
want to bring THE TYRANNY back?”260
While Aristophanes was no doubt up to his usual satire, the point remains that economic
transactions are not outside of the realm of philia and that there is need for the body politic to
engage in economic matters as they have a direct bearing on political issues and form. Just like an
Aristotelian democracy has to be fought for and defended by the citizenry—the historical record of
Athenian democracy is a story of conflict and struggle between democratic and anti-democratic
forces—so too will economic justice in exchange have to be defended. Therefore, just as individuals
who wish to destroy the democracy of the Future Polis will have to be confronted and dealt with, so
will war have to be waged on the profiteers, defrauders and other scum of the economic realm.261
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This also includes those who wish to increase consumption beyond the level of autarky. This should
not be as hard as it may sound because we already place social pressure on some acts such as racist
behaviour in order to reduce and ideally eradicate such behaviour in our current body politics.262
Further, the limited scale of the Future Polis makes this more achievable than in a large nation state.
Today's secular, liberal democracies face something of a problem in this regard. One of the core
ethical values of such societies is tolerance, and especially tolerance of diverse religious beliefs.
This is often enshrined in the constitutions of such states, as in South Africa's constitution, which is
widely regarded as one of the more progressive, liberal constitutions in the world. The problem is
that some religious groups like Christian and Islamic Fundamentalists openly advocate and seek the
total eradication of liberal, secular and scientific values. The secular, liberal democratic state is
faced with having to tolerate political forces that aim to destroy it: this is the paradox of negative
liberty. Adolf Hitler's rise to power in the 1920s and early 1930s was enabled through the exact
same political system (liberal democracy) that fascism openly stated it wished to destroy. As Eric
Kaufmann states:
We are still in the early stages of the process, but once trends are in full swing, population
momentum will carry them [religious fundamentalists] forward for generations. 'If no
solution is found,' warns Philip Longman...'the future will belong to those who reject
markets, reject learning, reject modernity, and reject freedom. This will be the
fundamentalist moment.' Our social environment is unlikely to change any time soon.
Liberals are simply too committed to the ideal of present individualism for themselves and
others. In matter of demography, they insist on politically correct laissez-faire. This
rebounds to the advantage of fundamentalists. Yet to do otherwise would be to act against
liberal principles, selling one's soul in order to win. Secular liberalism lies hoist on its own
petard.263
The Athenian democrats took an exceedingly dim view of those who sought to preach
anti-democratic thought: as stated previously, it is for this reason that they killed Socrates. Medieval
society condemned money-lenders and fraudsters to hell. It is highly likely that a Future Polis will
have to take a similar hard line stance on both the political and economic front, and such a stance is
not in contradiction to Aristotle's ethics. The ecological and resource context will be so hostile that
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future societies will be engaged in an almighty struggle to make ends meet and maintain civilisation
that they will probably take perceived internal threats to economic welfare very seriously.
The next step of the allocation method deals with what to do with excess wealth above and beyond
the level necessary for the attainment of social infrastructure, and this deals with the twin issues of
taxation and redistribution. Once again, looking back at the Athenian economy gives a strong clue
on how to proceed. In Ancient Athens, rich individuals were expected and, in effect, forced to pay
for public goods such as the navy, theatre productions, and infrastructure developments. In return,
these individuals were granted honour by society in general.
To understand taxation (the transfer of surplus value from collectives and individual to the public
good) we should start with the issue of a natural right to property and see if Aristotle's thoughts
accommodate it. Magnuson points out that the natural right to property is at the foundation of
capitalism. He states:
By definition capital is property. Capitalism is an economic system that revolves around an
exclusive right to property ownership, and to the profits derived from that ownership.
Capitalism did not create inequality, but as long as it remains the dominant economic
system, it will assure that the separation of ownership and work will continue. Along with
that separation, the long-standing legacy of polarization will also continue and the gap
between the wealthy and the poor will grow wider.264
Magnuson's point illustrates that individuals have a natural right to property in the contemporary
economic system, and the capitalism could not survive without it. Furthermore, the right to
property, which is in a sense a negative liberty in the form that we are free to own property as
individuals, has a long history in the development of capitalism with notables like John Locke
making the argument. In Sec. 27, Chapter V, of the Second Treatise of Government, Locke states:
Though the earth, and all inferior creatures, be common to all men, yet every man has a
property in his own person: this no body has any right to but himself. The labour of his body,
and the work of his hands, we may say, are properly his. Whatsoever then he removes out of
the state that nature hath provided, and left it in, he hath mixed his labour with, and joined to
it something that is his own, and thereby makes it his property. It being by him removed
from the common state nature hath placed it in, it hath by this labour something annexed to
264
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it, that excludes the common right of other men: for this labour being the unquestionable
property of the labourer, no man but he can have a right to what that is once joined to, at
least where there is enough, and as good, left in common for others.265
For Locke and other philosophers such as Robert Nozick266, this natural right of property is
transferred, usually via contract theory and the state of nature, through to the laws and legitimacy of
the state. While the concepts that individuals have a right to private property and that they have a
right to the product of their labour if justly acquired are highly debated within philosophical circles,
the points are not debated within the economic structure. Under the current economic system the
issue of private property is settled in a manner that resembles Locke's conception to a rather large
degree. The state not only protects the private property of natural and juristic persons, but
recognises the right of such to have private property. This natural right to private property
underlines the economic structure: Actors within the structure can own energy and land inputs, the
outputs, and subsequent surplus value and are further protected in their ownership claims. This
provides incentive to acquire private property, for once acquired one is highly unlikely to be
dispossessed of that property.
Under the capitalist system, given that individuals and organisations have a right to property and
can only be deprived of it under very restricted circumstances (such as taxation) and given the
goods and services have become commodities, anything that falls under the category of
commodities is ethically allowed to become the property of any particular natural and juristic
person. This ownership is acquired through the legal purchase of such a commodity and is
transferred on legal sale.267 The case of taxation, under this natural right to property, shows how the
state essentially expropriates wealth through the force of arms: try not paying tax and see how far
you get. Nozick states:
Taxation of earnings from labor is on a par with forced labor.... The fact that others
intentionally intervene, in violation of a side constraint against aggression, to threaten force
to limit the alternatives, in this case to paying taxes or (presumably the worse alternative)
bare subsistence, makes the taxation system one of forced labor and distinguishes it from
other cases of limited choices which are not forcings.
...if it would be illegitimate for a tax system to seize some of a man's leisure (forced labor)
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for the purposes of serving the needy, how can it be legitimate for a tax system to seize some
of a man's goods for that person?268
Such a view is only coherent if the viewer—in this case Nozick, but more broadly society as a
whole—has some sort of attachment to the natural right of property. If taxation is indeed forced
labour, then the state is expropriating surplus value in the name of increasing surplus value. Because
of the alleged natural right to property, the current system forces capitalist nation-states to
expropriate property in the form of taxation.
The question then is, do Aristotle's ethics have such a natural right to property? The answer is no. It
is hard to see how, in Aristotle's philosophy, there is a right to anything unless it the common
agreement of the body politic that citizens have a claim to a particular 'right' such as property. While
this does raise a serious question as to whether rights in general actually exist in so far as they have
an existence beyond common agreement amongst parties, this is beyond the scope of this thesis and
arguments to this effect would be the subjects of years of investigation and debate.
What Aristotle does have is an assessment of what is practical and what is not; i.e. will it achieve
the aims of eudaimonia for society and the individual? In terms of property, we see this approach
when Aristotle discusses the communism of Plato's ideal republic (Pol. II, 1-6) and the
egalitarianism of Phaleas of Chalcedon (Pol. II, 7). In both cases, Aristotle's arguments are on the
practicalities of either scheme, especially in relation to his ethics. His comments are not on if
private or public property is correct in principle or if it is a human rights issue, but rather on which
form of private or public property produces the best economic results. In this discussion, he is
particularly disparaging of Plato's vision on communal property, averring that it will incite divisions
within society.
On referring to Aristotle on this matter, some caution is necessary as Aristotle is defending the
economics of slavery and household dictatorship in which surplus value and property is
accumulated by a thin elite. With this caution in mind, what does Aristotle conclude? He states in
(Pol. 1263a38-40, II, 5) that:
Clearly then it is better for property to remain in private hands, but that we should make the
right to use it communal. It is a particular duty of a lawgiver to see that citizens are disposed
to do this.
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And he further states (Pol. 1266b14-27, II, 7):
That the equality of property has considerable effect on the partnership which we call the
state has, so we find, been realised by some long ago; it can be seen in the legislation of
Solon.... Equality of property may exist and yet the level be fixed too high, with resultant
excess of luxury, or too low, with inevitable discomfort. It is clear, therefore that it is not
enough for the legislator to equalise property-holdings; he must aim at fixing an amount
mid-way between extremes.
And concluding that (Pol. 1267b5-10, II, 7):
A better means, therefore, than equalizing property for securing a stable society would be to
ensure that those who are by nature a superior class should not wish to get more than their
share, and that the inferior should not be able to do so; and that means that they should be
weaker but not downtrodden.
Well, apart from Aristotle's usual snobbery on the matter of class, what does this mean? It seems
that economic actors should have private property in accordance with their needs (this is N in the
equation, Sv=X-(N+R)) and that the Surplus Value be shared or redistributed. Aristotle's point is not
only that we should be educated to do so, but that laws should be in place to habituate this: taxation
and other legal mechanisms to ensure each actor gets what it needs. These are the final steps of
allocation, namely that surplus value from economic actors is redistributed within the polis as a
method to prevent the accumulation of excess wealth. The prevention of the accumulation of excess
wealth is in accordance with Value One, Two and Three, and gives rise the next economic value for
the Future Polis:
•

Value Four: Claims to private property are limited to the needs of individuals.

There are two subtleties embedded in this discussion of property. The first is that Aristotle clearly
thinks that economic actors who have acquired excess wealth should actually give this wealth away
in accordance with the public good, such as infrastructure investment and military expenditure. He
considers this part of the moral virtue of liberality. He states (Pol. 1263b9-14, II, 5):
None of these advantages is secured by those who seek through the abolition of private
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ownership the extremest unification of the state. And, what is more, they are openly
throwing away the practise of two virtues—self-restraint in sexual passion (for it is a
virtuous thing to refrain from another's wife through self-discipline) and private generosity.
The abolition of private property will mean that no man will seen to be liberal and no man
will ever do any act of liberality; for only in the use of money is liberality made effective.
This first subtlety would seem that just laws on redistributing surplus wealth of individuals would
have to allow for individuals to have the opportunity to redistribute their own wealth—a
contribution towards the public good, such as building a new road—before forcing that
redistribution. A Future Polis would have to legislate accordingly, such as making strict provisions
against inheriting wealth.
In return, the individual would receive honour and glory (kudos) from the rest of society. This is an
important form of remuneration often overlooked in economic discussions and provides the basis of
the open source gift economy, which is part of the second subtlety.269
Nowhere in Aristotle's description of property is there a description of intellectual property (IP) or
the ownership of ideas. This is not surprising as IP seems to have only developed with the
development of patent laws, often traced back to the Venetian Statute of 1474. While the idea that
knowledge could be owned would have probably perplexed Aristotle, a more exact investigation
into this issue starts with the question, of whether there is any reason to suspect that IP fits with the
conception of property elaborated here? Not really, for a couple of reasons. The first is that IP does
not fit into the conception of need and is probably against the idea of philia. The open and free flow
of information is impeded by IP. Yet, the open and free flow of information seems a necessary
condition of philia in participatory democracy, not to mention contemplative wisdom.
The second is that IP is contrary to the principle of sharing through gifting, which is the basis of the
open source movement. The open source movement is probably the most under-reported but
important and dynamic trend within modern economies. Born out of the development of the Linux
software code, open source software has developed as a viable alternative to the world of
proprietary software. It is worth taking a brief look at how open source software is developed in
relation to proprietary software like Microsoft's Windows operating system (OS). Developers of
open source software write code in order to develop software, either as individuals or as a team, and
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then make this software freely available for anyone to be copied, downloaded, altered, modified or
whatever. They hold no copyright over either the software or the source code, and receive no
payment in terms of license fees. Other developers take this software, improve it and then place it
back into the public domain, along with the source code. The reward for the developers? Kudos
from the rest of the open source community for the development of good code.270 There is a further
expectation within the open source community that those who benefit from the software will return
something back to the community, even if it is nothing more than handing a friend a copy of a
Linux-based OS, such as the popular South African Ubuntu operating system, and turning her on to
Linux and open source software.
The overwhelming ethical value of open source technology is that no one can own the rights to
production of that technology and that the knowledge of how to create that technology must be
freely available for anyone to access and use. It is the abolition of intellectual property.
This has proved to be a remarkably successful form of production, and open source software runs
not only a large portion of the internet as well as some government departments, but also many
personal computers and other devices such as cellphones. Linux-based OS are robust, functional,
secure, and are free of charge. Furthermore, technical assistance is freely available through a variety
of forums and message boards: people you will never meet, who will not receive any material
benefit whatsoever from helping you out, will take the time and effort to assist you in solving one or
another technical problem.
In contrast, proprietary software is created and sold for profit, backed up by a large set of laws
protecting copyright and punishing the illegal copying of software. The source code is not publicly
available, and the object of creating software is to make profit through the sale of such software, not
necessarily the production of good software. This business model relies upon state enforcement for
its success.
The open source software movement has spawned an open source movement in general. This has
led to open source publishing and an academic revolt against proprietary academic journals like
Elsevier's271, and an open source technology movement.272 An example, and a pertinent one for the
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economics of a Future Polis, is the Open Source Ecology project273, which is seeking to design and
build the key technologies that a small-scale society would require and to make the blueprints and
construction guides for the technology freely available with no restriction or claim to ownership.
The fifty artefacts to be built include tractors, cars, furnaces, 3D printers and scanners, nickel-iron
batteries, industrial robots, brick makers, solar troughs, wind turbines, power plants, circuit mills,
drill rigs, laser cutters, and a host of agricultural and construction equipment. The project calls this
the Global Village Construction Kit, and is aimed at enabling anyone with a reasonably
well-equipped home workshop to build this machinery from scratch. As the founder of Open Source
Ecology, Martin Jakubowski, states:
The backbone of Open Source Ecology is open access to economically-significant
information – product designs, techniques, and rapid learning materials for achieving this.
Collaborative development, 24/7 around the globe, leads to best practice designs - accessible
openly via the internet. When economic productivity is unleashed as such, there is a direct
effect on community prosperity. As a result of lowered barriers to entry, each community can
increase the range of products and services that it can provide. Global collaboration in open
product and process design leads to best practices being commonly available. This is
opposed to the dominant paradigm of today – where a few companies hav[e] the best
products or monopoly control, and by definition, the rest is mediocre. Open economic
development has the potential to raise the bar on the quality of products in the productive
economy – as opposed to the enforcement of mediocrity through protectionism and
monopoly.274
This is revolutionary, and in line with an Aristotelian economy as it represents many of the moral
virtues, comes from the intellectual virtues, seeks to enable social infrastructure, and is an
expression of philia. To repeat, Aristotle states that (Pol. 1263b37-40, II, 5, bold added), “Clearly
then it is better for property to remain in private hands, but we should make the right to use it
communal.” From this quote, it is possible to derive the idea that knowledge and the use of that
knowledge should be in the public domain. Therefore, and as part of the allocation system, the final
value of the Aristotelian economy can be formulated as:
•
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accessible.275
Before moving on to the interaction of land, energy and ecology in the Future Polis, to which the
discussion on open source technology alluded to, it is worth listing the five economic values and
then summarising the allocation method:
•

Value One: Surplus value is to be produced to meet the demands of autarky but no more
than that.

•

Value Two: It is immoral to increase one's consumption beyond the limits of autarky.

•

Value Three: Economic transactions should promote equality and fairness in exchange.

•

Value Four: Claims to private property are limited to the needs of individuals.

•

Value Five: Information and knowledge are in a public domain and are publicly accessible.

The Aristotelian allocation method comes out of an honest realisation that the complexity of an
economy overwhelms the current ability to plan an economy or to set just prices. This complexity
demands a flexible and simple system for distributing goods and services, and this is the
marketplace in which collectives (as the base economic unit), individuals, and foreign traders buy
and sell commodities. However, with such a system there is the danger of developing a market.
Buying, selling, gifting and bartering in a marketplace is very different from the development of a
market where land, money and labour are all commodities. The Aristotelian system avoids this as it
uses money as exchange and not as a commodity in and of itself, labour in collectives is
fundamentally different from labour in a market where individuals sell their labour to the highest
bidder, and the claim to property is limited, with intellectual property being abolished. The
exchange of goods and services is regulated, in accordance with economic justice, through
sanctions on unjust pricing.
In addition, the redistribution of surplus value occurs in three areas. The first is within the collective
itself, which functions as an agency to ensure the social infrastructure for its members. The second
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is through the culture of gifting surplus value towards the public good, reinforced through the
esteem and gratitude granted by society as a whole. The third method is appropriation by the Future
Polis of private wealth above the level required for autarky for the public good (taxation). The exact
details of the redistribution of wealth in all of these areas (and what qualifies as a public good), this
thesis contends, is a matter of contemplative and political wisdom within the Future Polis. The
point made here is that the redistribution of surplus value has to take place to prevent economic
inequality developing and then morphing into political inequality. The aim is not so much to look at
the welfare of the “downtrodden” in and of itself but rather to prevent the political consequences of
the rich dominating the poor. As Jean-Jacques Rousseau states:
In a word, rivalry and competition on the one hand, jarring and opposite interests on the
other, together with a secret desire on both of profiting at the expense of others, universally
prevailed. All these evils were the first effects of property, and the inseparable retinue of
growing inequality....
But, when inheritances were so much increased as to occupy whole countries, and border on
each other, it became impossible for one man to aggrandize himself but at the expense of
some other; at the same time the supernumeraries, who had been too weak or too indolent to
make such acquisitions, and were grown poor without sustaining any loss, because while
they saw every thing changed around them, they remained the same; these, I say, were
obliged to receive their subsistence, or steal it, from the rich.... The wealthy, on their part,
had hardly begun to taste the pleasure of command, before they disdained all others, and,
making use of their old slaves to acquire new, thought of nothing but subduing and enslaving
their neighbours; just like those ravenous wolves, which, having once tasted of human flesh,
despise every other food, and seek only to devour men for ever after.276
And, yet, the objection could be placed before these economic values and the allocation method
that, apart from the twists of collectives and open source technology, the Future Polis not only is
importing the ancient economy into the future but that it is subject to the energy problems of both
the Athenians and the modern world—the worst of all possible worlds. Another way of looking at
this objection is to ask how the Future Polis will deal with the need for energy subsidies to maintain
complexity without having to resort to either some form of human exploitation such as slavery or to
seek unsustainable energy and land subsidies from the natural world? For, as Donald Hughes states,
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speaking about the environmental degradation of the ancient world:
This was the fate of the natural environment and human populations alike, and it was not
something that came irresistibly from outside with a climatic change or other natural
disaster; it was the result of the unwise actions of the Greeks and Romans themselves,
unwitting as they may have been. The problems of societies that followed them were in part
results of the necessity of attempting to flourish in an impoverished environment.277
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Land and Energy in the Future Polis
All societies are faced with the Law of Diminishing Returns and the Future Polis gets no
exemption, especially as the Future Polis aims to be a society with the hallmarks of civilisation.
While being simpler than modern-day societies, the Future Polis will still have the complexities
required for eudaimonia, as Aristotle does not advocate for a return to a peasant-style existence. In
fact, the Future Polis is going to have to achieve something that neither the ancient nor current
economies have managed to do.
If Joseph Tainter is correct, the only ways any complex society can beat marginal and diminishing
returns is either to increase energy inputs or adopt technological innovations. Looking at energy
first, the Future Polis will face a massive energy and natural resource crisis. Not only will it be
probable that the Future Polis will find itself in the context of scarce low entropy energy supplies
like petroleum, oil and gas, the ecological consequences of such will have become beyond apparent.
Further, it far from assured that a Future Polis will be located anywhere near the remaining fossil
fuel reserves.
The methods of generating electricity and other forms of energy are fairly well-known: Apart from
fossil fuels, the only other alternatives are renewable energy and nuclear power. It is likely that a
Future Polis will opt for an economy based upon renewable energy, as nuclear power—in the
absence of major and dramatic advances in nuclear technology—demands a high level of
complexity within society. There are extremely high overheads concerned with nuclear power, and,
to date, nuclear power exists only because of significant levels of state subsidy, which itself is a
result of fossil fuel and other natural subsidies. The high societal costs of nuclear power will
overwhelm the advantages of its energy density: nuclear power requires economic and political
centralisation, while renewable energy is compatible with decentralised economic and political
systems.
This would leave a society powered through the use of renewable energy, and some sort of
combination of solar, wind, hydro, wave, tidal, geothermal and advanced bio-energy generation
(such as algae created biofuels).278 While being the right kinds of technologies necessary to deal
with many current environmental problems, these technologies have significant drawbacks. They
aren't particularly dense energy sources, and thus will place a physical constraint on the energy use
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of the Future Polis. It will not be a society awash in cheap or abundant energy, especially as known
renewable resources are already reaching their known physical limits of conversion efficiency.
There is little room to make, for example, solar panels more efficient: the only way to increase
electricity generation from solar power significantly is to build more photovoltaic panels, not to
make better panels.
When energy is scarce or expensive, one of the tactics to deal with this is to reduce the demands
upon that energy. This is precisely what the first two economic values of the Future Polis seek to
implement. In effect, the value of autarky fits the physical constraints of energy in the future
through limiting production and consumption requirements. It is only possible to attempt limitless
production and consumption if one has massive energy supplies, as we do at the moment. Reaching
ecological limits seems to increase the likelihood of these Aristotelian values being actualised:
societies faced with energy constraints will have to reach to these or similar values in order to
survive.
However, running the Future Polis on renewable energy will not be enough—a revolution in our
approach to technology will be required.
As large-scale energy supplies or subsidies are unlikely to be available to a Future Polis, the only
way it will be able to beat marginal returns will be to adopt technological innovations. Yet, the key
is not necessarily a paradigm shift in technology types, but rather a paradigm shift in how and why
technology is created and used. Currently, more efficient technologies are created so that we can do
more, and in the process run foul of Jevons Paradox279. The more efficient our technologies become,
the more work we do, requiring ever more land inputs. Our mining technology has become better
and better, yet we extract more and more minerals. At the risk of hyperbole, our technologies are
those of the Devil—they simply enable us to place greater and greater pressure on society and
nature. Fundamentally, our technological base is designed to meet the value of greater total outputs
for more and more surplus value, which requires greater energy inputs.
Instead, the Future Polis will have to use a technological base that seeks to gain the same output for
less inputs. This may be best illustrated through example: Take a production process to make
pencils in our current economy. The owners of the pencil factory figure out how to make the
production process more efficient, which enables them to produce 1200 pencils an hour instead of
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1000 pencils an hour for the same cost. This means the cost per pencil is reduced, thus enabling the
owners to gain even more surplus value per pencil even if the selling price remains the same. Of
course, if all the pencil factories take on the same process, soon there will be more pencils on the
market. Unless the demand for pencils is high enough to absorb all of these extra pencils, the selling
price for pencils will drop. Then, in order to continue gaining surplus value through reducing costs
of production and increasing sales (gaining market share), the pencil factory owners will have to
reduce costs of production by increased efficiency, reduced labour costs, squeezing the margins of
the material suppliers, and/or clever marketing.
The Future Polis is going to have to take a different approach: The production of pencils will seek
technological innovation and efficiency in order to make 1000 pencils an hour at reduced energy
and land inputs. The point is not to raise the production output of the pencil factory, nor is it to
necessarily to reduce the costs of production, but rather to reduce the energy and land inputs of
production for the same amount of outputs. The goal of technological innovation is not to make
more stuff at a lower cost per unit, but to make the same amount of stuff more efficiently. This
requires economic values contrary to modern values. In other words, the only way to beat both
Jevons Paradox and marginal returns is to seek processes that reduce inputs while maintaining the
same level of outputs.
In reality, this will mean a drastic increase in recycling, closed-cycle manufacturing, elimination of
waste, enhanced longevity of artefacts, and so on. While this may sound like a super hi-tech society
would be required, this is not necessarily the case. For example, given the small-scale of the Future
Polis, bicycle travel may be more efficient than car travel, as it requires less inputs and energy to
bike to the shops rather than take the car. Sun-facing buildings use less energy for heating, organic
farming does not require insecticide, etc.
The Future Polis will have to engage in a new type of economy. The Athenian economy sought to
reduce demand while increasing external subsidy and internal maximisation of outputs. The current
economy maximises demand and outputs, seeking as much inputs as possible, whether it be energy
or land, at the most efficient rate profitable. The Future Polis will have to incorporate the Athenian
idea of reducing demands and combine it with ultra-efficient production processes designed to
reduce overall inputs in relation to outputs.
This is not only something new, but, and it must be reiterated, will be the only method for a society
to deal with the Law of Diminishing Returns and issues of complexity in the face of energy scarcity.
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Of course, one can reduce societal complexity by reverting to subsistence agriculture, pastoralism,
or hunting and gathering, and thus avoid this challenge, due to the energy requirements being
primarily human and animal labour. But, these systems are not able to support cities. They do not
have the cultural, educational, and technological advantages of cities that seem to be required for
eudaimonia.
The Future Polis responds to the problem of environmental costs soaring, energy supplies
dwindling, and natural resources disappearing through a significant reduction in complexity. The
decentralisation of economics and politics removes many of the societal costs that burden current
nation-states. It then further reduces its energy and land inputs through limiting the production of
surplus value and the consumption of outputs through the participatory democracy of the polis;
simply put, there is a lot we can do without (do we really need Hello Kitty to flourish?) and thus
reduce production requirements. Yet, this will not be enough, for as soon as it has shed these
overheads, the Future Polis will be faced with its own diminishing returns with an energy
production system limited in potential. The only way out is through technological innovation, but of
a different direction than current innovation. Modes of production are going to have to change.
It will also have to change to meet the problem faced by Aristotle: that of leisure. Even with
participatory democracy in economic organisations (i.e. collectives and co-operatives), citizens will
be required to engage in the political life of the Future Polis, and also in the implementation of
activities concerning the public good. This requires time, and the only way to get that time is to
work less. If the internal exploitation of people within the Future Polis and external exploitation of
other societies are out of the question, then changing the modes of production to require less input
in terms of human labour for the same output is the only way forward.
The open source technology movement provides a possibility of changing the way we design and
use technology. As open source technology does not necessarily seek profit as the motive for
creation, as is the case for proprietary technology, there is space in the design process to bring in
different specifications. This movement has shown us that we don't need Microsoft or Apple to run
our computers, we don't need their stores, factories, packaging, marketing, or money: we produce
the same output (an OS), but with a drastically lower set of energy and land input requirements.
There are prerequisites though such as, in particular, a functioning Internet with relatively high
bandwidth. Maintaining and constantly improving the Internet will have to be one of the priorities
of the Future Polis.
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What does all of this have to do with ecological thinking and the state of the environment in
general? The fundamental problem is that humanity as a whole and the rich in particular have an
impact on the rest of the environment higher than what the environment can bear over the
long-term. In effect, we are extracting natural resources and producing waste at rates that are simply
unsustainable for the continuation of the existence our own and many other species.
The economy of the Future Polis seeks to dramatically reduce the rate of extraction and the
production of waste, for reasons other than a concern for the environment: None of the Future
Polis's economic values are addressed directly to the environment but rather to human welfare and
moral action. There isn't an economic value such as 'we must love (have respect for) Mother Earth'
or that 'economics must respect the inherent rights of other species'. The values of the Future Polis
produce an ecologically friendly economy by focusing on human welfare in accordance with
Aristotle's ethics and politics: this is exactly what Murray Bookchin meant when he stated that all
environmental problems are social problems,280 and it is most likely the human social conditions of
freedom, democracy and justice that will determine the fate of the planet. Bookchin states:
Today, as for many centuries in the past, there are still oppressive human beings who
literally own society and others who are owned by it. Until society can be reclaimed by an
undivided humanity that will use its collective wisdom, cultural achievements, technological
innovations, scientific knowledge, and innate creativity for its own benefit and for that of the
natural world, all ecological problems will have their roots in social problems.281
If correct, this viewpoint logically entails that in order to solve the current ecological crisis there
will have to be changes to social structures. This chapter has identified the five economic values of
the Future Polis and the internal allocation method for surplus value, thus providing the framework
for a new type of economy and which are indicative of the type of social, political and economic
changes required to deal with the ecological crisis. Aristotle's philosophy of society provides a
framework of such changes, and this chapters contribution has been to expand upon the economic
portion of his philosophy of society and, in the process, answer what an economy would have to
entail to be in line with the end of eudaimonia.
The next chapter deals with the Problem of Anachronism and the impact of ecological decay on our
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current context. In terms of the ecological crisis, the reduction of humanity's impact on planetary
resources is the only solution. We need to fish less, emit less carbon, produce less dangerous
chemicals, stop cutting down forests or stripping agricultural soil, and stop hunting other species
into the fossil record. In economic terms, this has to mean reducing consumption282 and thus
producing less, and reducing our energy and land inputs. We need an Aristotelian economy.
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Chapter Seven: The Problem of Anachronism
The overall argument set out in the previous six chapters can be dismissed as an anachronism: as a
form of social organisation, a polis is out of time and place in our contemporary world.283 The most
forceful version of this objection (the Problem of Anachronism) can be summarised as: Aristotle's
ethics are part and parcel of a particular type of politics in a specific kind of social context. In order
to obtain eudaimonia, individuals are required to belong to a polis-like community in which they
have substantial political power in a participatory democracy. As this socio-political structure has
not existed for hundreds, if not thousands, of years and is very different from current social contexts
and democratic practices, any project that seeks to reintroduce Aristotle's ethics and politics in the
form of a philosophy of society is bound to be anachronistic.
Crucially, the small-scale participatory democracies that seem to be required for Aristotle are
remarkably absent in today's world of large, centralised states. Even the concept of a city is no
longer what it used to be. Don Martindale declared the city dead in 1958:
The modern city is losing its external and formal structure. Internally it is in a state of decay
while the new community represented by the nation everywhere grows at its expense. The
age of the city seems to be at an end.284
What the objection in the Problem boils down to is a belief that we are unlikely to change from a
world comprised of states operating under the political conditions of liberal, representative
democracy and globalised capitalism to some other form of social organisation. There are two
added twists to the objection: The first, from Francis Fukuyama, is that Western liberal democracy
is the endpoint of humanity's ideological evolution, and thus the Future Polis is out of step with the
march of history. The second, from Deidre McCloskey, is that we shouldn't move away from
capitalism for that is precisely the best way to achieve material wealth: what we need, for
McCloskey, is less government interference and greater market freedom, not the restrictions on
prices, limited property rights and autarky of the the Future Polis.
With its strong version of participatory democracy and non-capitalist economy, the Future Polis is
very different from contemporary forms of social organisations. There are profound differences
between the Future Polis and the contemporary social, political and economic structures, and if the
283
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world is unlikely to move away from its current conditions then the Future Polis is at best an
unrealisable ideal, at worst idle academic musing. Hence, the fundamental nature of the objection
posed by the Problem of Anachronism..
The Problem of Anachronism has a complex genesis: Fukuyama's theory is born out of post-Cold
War triumphalism, geopolitical trends, a particular use of Hegel's concept of history, and
neo-conservative ideology. McCloskey's ideas belong within the libertarian corpus and rest upon a
revisionist approach to the historical rise of wealth, capitalism and industrialisation, which is
combined with the theory that seven ethical values are the cause of modern wealth.
However, despite this complexity, the argument behind the Problem of Anachronism is fairly
straightforward. This chapter will outline what the Problem can't say, after which the various parts
of the Problem will be fleshed out using both McCloskey and Fukuyama's thought. The remainder
of the chapter will show how McCloskey, Fukuyama and the Problem all rest upon unwarranted
assumptions about energy, land and the environment. The economic thought of Tainter and the
undeniable scientific consensus on major ecological problems such as climate change all point to a
far more likely future than an expansion of the broad status quo. In other words, this chapter will set
out a counter-argument that the world is set to change radically and it is Fukuyama and McCloskey
who are out of step. The contemporary economy is a dangerous anachronism for our future welfare:
capitalism and liberal democracies may not be making us richer but may be bringing about collapse
instead.
For an argument associated with change, the Problem of Anachronism argument cannot state that
future change is impossible. The Problem of Anachronism cannot say that a wholesale change of the
social and political context is a theoretical impossibility. It is entirely possible to theorise about a
Future Polis in a coherent, reasoned and philosophical manner. Furthermore, a sketch of some
future society based upon the principles of the Greek polis is not only possible but believable; i.e.
we can conceive of such a society.
Neither can the Problem of Anachronism say that a political and societal shift towards conditions
acceptable for Aristotelian ethics is impossible in practice. Even the most casual reading of history
has shown that massive political, societal, and economics shifts are possible, often occurring
suddenly. Would anyone in 1912 have guessed that by 1919 Europe's monarchies would lie buried
in the shell holes of Flanders? Did the Aztecs, in 1490, believe that in 1519 their entire world would
end? Thomas Aquinas would not have guessed at the fate of the Roman Catholic Church and the
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rise of industrialism.285 Before Solon's reforms, who would have granted the possibility of Pericles's
Athens? The Problem of Anachronism would have to argue that change on this scale is impossible
in practice—essentially, the Problem would have to prove a negative—which would be an
extremely difficult ask.
What the Problem of Anachronism does have is a claim that the change required in order for
conditions acceptable to Aristotelian politics to prevail is unlikely to happen. Essentially, the
problem is that the world has moved far away from these conditions and it is, for good or ill,
unlikely to move towards them again. The rise and dominance of the nation-state, the shift of
capitalism from classical liberalism to globalised finance capitalism, and the workings of
representative democracies are all fixed in the global scheme and it is hard to imagine how these
will change.
The Problem partly represents a faith in the power of the world's current systems to endure, just like
people once spoke of a Thousand-Year Reich or an Empire Upon Which The Sun Would Never Set.
This is a widespread belief: People all over the world make a very real bet in the current system's
future when they invest their wages in pension funds, which are bound tightly to the preservation of
the current economic system and its continual growth. People, corporations, and governments buy
government bonds, secure enough to do so in faith that the global system will not only endure but
continue to expand. Joel Magnuson states:
We believe in this [continued economic growth] because the endless accumulation of money
is a very alluring idea. People pour trillions into pension funds, hedge funds, mutual funds,
etc., because of the promise that these investments are going to continuously appreciate in
value and will provide for us in our retirement, or for our children's education... In our
culture, we say that money doesn't grow on trees; rather it grows in the bank toward an
infinite horizon of financial wealth.286
Furthermore, globally speaking, we are in a post-conflict situation when it comes to systematic
political change. The Cold War is over and communism lost. The only political system native to the
20th century, fascism, was defeated in an orgy of blood and human misery. Only capitalism is left
standing, with its stock markets growing at an average rate (and hence growing at an exponential
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rate) of seven percent per annum as they have done for the last two hundred years.287 The belief in
the current order is given, perhaps, its strongest articulation in Francis Fukuyama's 1988 article
“The End of History?”, where he states:
What we may be witnessing is not just the end of the Cold War, or the passing of a particular
period of postwar history, but the end of history as such: that is, the end point of mankind's
ideological evolution and the universalization of Western liberal democracy as the final form
of human government. This is not to say that there will no longer be events to fill the pages
of Foreign Affair's [sic] yearly summaries of international relations, for the victory of
liberalism has occurred primarily in the realm of ideas or consciousness and is as yet
incomplete in the real or material world. But there are powerful reasons for believing that it
is the ideal that will govern the material world in the long run.288
The Problem of Anachronism is relying on a statement about the world—that neither the
geopolitical trends nor the basic economic structure are likely to alter—from which it draws
conclusions. To cut the Problem down to its core, it has the following basic structure:
1) The global context is not conducive to Aristotelian ethics and politics.
2) To change this global context would require wholesale and utopian changes.
3) It is highly unlikely (nor even desirable) that these changes will occur in the foreseeable
future.
4) Therefore, Aristotelian ethics and politics are an irrelevant anachronism.
In the Introduction and Chapter Two, a particular conception of the link between Aristotle's ethics,
politics and economics was explained, and this philosophy of society (or philosophy of human
affairs) is antithetical to the contemporary world. Alasdair MacIntyre puts it best when he says that,
“...for modern politics itself expresses in its institutional forms a systematic rejection of that
tradition [Aristotelianism].”289
The first premise of the argument above is unlikely to be contested successfully under this thesis's
view of Aristotle's philosophy of society. The probabilities of success of contesting it are so low that
it is best to concede this premise, and likewise with the second premise. It would be hard to
conceive that a Future Polis (as outlined in the previous chapter) would not require systematic and
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radical changes to the current organisation of our societies.
An area of possible contention is with the third premise, which is that changes to the contemporary
world towards a Future Polis are neither likely nor desirable. It is worth elaborating on these two
claims about change. Francis Fukuyama's argument deals with the likelihood of moving away from
the political form of Western liberal democracy, and there is value in first defining what Fukuyama
means in terms of 'democracy' and 'liberalism'. Fukuyama uses the following definition of
democracy:
A country is democratic if it grants its people the right to choose their own government
through periodic, secret-ballot, multi-party elections, on the basis of universal and equal
adult suffrage.290
Fukuyama gives two complementary definitions of liberalism. The first deals with political
liberalism and the second with economic liberalism:
Political liberalism can be defined simply as a rule of law that recognizes certain individual
rights or freedoms from government control.
In its economic manifestation, liberalism is the recognition of the right of free economic
activity and economic exchange based on private property and markets. Since the term
“capitalism” has acquired so many pejorative connotations over the years, it has recently
become a fashion to speak of “free-market economics” instead; both are acceptable
alternative terms for economic liberalism.291
At its heart, Fukuyama's argument is simple. He looks at the current geopolitical situation and
notices that more and more countries are trending towards liberal democracies operating under
capitalism.292 On this point he is undoubtedly correct. On the surface, it is entirely reasonable to
suppose that this trend will continue, even the last great communist holdouts of China and Cuba are
adopting increasingly capitalist economic practices. Fukuyama points out, that liberal democratic
practices may not be far behind, citing Tienanmen Square protests as a sign of a broader movement
in China seeking to cast off the country's authoritarian political system.293 He reiterates this trend
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when he states:
Indeed, the growth of liberal democracy, together with its companion, economic liberalism,
has been the most remarkable macropolitical phenomenon of the last four hundred years.... It
is against this background that the remarkable worldwide character of the current liberal
revolution takes on special significance. For it constitutes further evidence that there is a
fundamental process at work that dictates a common evolutionary pattern for all human
societies—in short, something like a Universal History of mankind in the direction of liberal
democracy.294
It is no wonder then, if Fukuyama is correct, that Aristotelian philosophers like Martha Nussbuam
seek to concentrate on parts of Aristotle rather than his wider philosophy of human affairs.295 If the
world is likely or even destined to adopt Fukuyama's version of democracy and economic
liberalism, then large sections of the Nicomachean Ethics and The Politics are simply irrelevant and
the wise thing would be to focus on the parts of Aristotle that are relevant.
Deidre McCloskey adds another dimension to Fukuyama's argument. She argues that capitalism is
to be praised for the expanding average per capita income over the last four hundred years and that
it is a set of seven virtues—hope, faith, love, justice, courage, temperance and prudence—that drive
the best that capitalism has to offer.296 The use of virtues in economics seems to be the basis of her
claim to Aristotelianism.297 The structure of her argument for these virtues (in her book Bourgeois
Dignity) takes the form of looking at the different possible causes of the rise of the Industrial
Revolution and capitalism and attempting to disprove each one of them—causes such as trade, coal,
colonialism, slave trade, technology, and science—with the result that her seven virtues are left as
the best explanation. These virtues gave rise to dignity and liberty for the innovators of the United
Provinces and Great Britain in the 17th and 18th century, who then drove the capitalist revolution
and our current prosperity. She states:
But without the two necessary, and large-scale, conditions of dignity and liberty for the
innovating class, we would have no modern world. Both, I repeat, were necessary.... By
adopting the respect for deal-making and innovation and the liberty to carry out the deals
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that Amsterdam and London pioneered around 1700, the modern world was born.... Adopt
dignity and liberty for the bourgeoisie and prosper, to a surprisingly large degree. Resist
such vulgar ideas, and predictably stagnate.298
Despite McCloskey using about a thousand pages to make this argument (in her two books The
Bourgeois Virtues and Bourgeois Dignity), the core of her argument can be found in her fifty-three
page apology for capitalism at the beginning of The Bourgeois Virtues. The core of her argument
rests upon the undeniable fact that there is greater material wealth now than there was four hundred
years ago. From this fact, she concludes that this material wealth has allowed for our cultural and
scientific achievements, and that the cause of this wealth is capitalism. She then concludes from this
argument, as fitting for a self-identified economist from the Austrian school, that what we need to
do is forget about socialism, environmentalism, or wealth redistribution and adopt a libertarian form
of capitalism: free markets and minimal government interference. If we do this, we will all become
richer and, given a generation or two, those living in poverty today will be lifted out of their misery
through the rising tide of capitalist wealth creation. She states:
By contrast: during the twenty-first century, if we can draw back from the unfreedom of
anticapitalism and adopt instead the simple and obvious system of natural liberty, every
person on the planet, in Vietnam and Columbia, India and Kenya, can come to have,
complements of the bourgeois virtues, the scope of life afforded now to a suburban minority
in the West. It's the Bourgeois Deal: leave me alone to buy low and sell high, and in the long
run I'll make you rich.
If we will let people own things—their houses and businesses, for example; their labor
power—and if we let them try to make profit out of the ownership, and if we keep out of
people's lives the tentacles of a government acting as an executive committee of the country
club or worse, we will prosper materially and spiritually.299
In its 1st of June 2013 edition, The Economist provides a similar but shorter version of McCloskey's
argument. It points out that the number of people living in extreme poverty has fallen from 1.9
billion people in 1990 (defined as income under USD1 a day) to 1.2 billion people under USD1.25
a day in 2010. China alone has pulled 680 million people out of extreme poverty through rapid
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economic growth since 1980, thanks in part to Deng Xiaoping's economic liberalisation. Given the
right policies of liberalising markets within and between countries—free trade, globalisation, and
the breaking of monopolies—this number should be reduced by 2030 to 100 million people, most of
them, as The Economist puts it, in “intractable countries in Africa.” Where The Economist differs
from McCloskey is that it sees value in social welfare policies such as basic social safety nets and
cash-transfer schemes.300
In a very real sense, McCloskey and Fukuyama are updating an ideological argument started by
Friedrich Hayek in 1945 and then followed on by Milton Friedman in the 1960s and beyond. Hayek
and Friedman tie together notions of negative liberty and capitalism, and suggest that we should
seek rapid growth (to maximise surplus value where possible) as a part of freedom from tyranny. In
The Road to Serfdom, Hayek states:
Our hopes of avoiding the fate which threatens us [the rise of totalitarianism from the
redistribution of wealth] must indeed to a large extent rest on the prospect that we can
resume rapid economic progress which, however low we may have to start, will continue to
carry us upwards; and the main condition for such progress is that...we learn once more to
turn all our resources to wherever they contribute most to make us all richer.301
Milton Friedman states in his 1968 article, “The Role of Monetary Policy”, that “There is wide
agreement about the major goals of economic policy: high employment, stable prices, and rapid
growth.”302 In the last paragraph of the same article, he states that steady monetary growth leads to
effective economic growth:
...steady monetary growth would provide a monetary climate favorable to the effective
operation of those basic forces of enterprise, ingenuity, invention, hard work, and thrift that
are the true springs of economic growth.303
If there is one part of the contemporary economy which enjoys widespread agreement it is that
economic growth is a good: in other words, not only is it good to grow the economy but that it is
desirable to do so. Unions, business chambers, communist parties, and governments are unanimous
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that surplus value in the form of growth is an economic good. More surplus value benefits works as
increased economic activity is seen to create jobs while increased surplus value would mean greater
resources for the owners of the means of production. Growth increases the tax base enabling the
state to capture increased revenue for its survival, distribution, social services, military endeavours,
etc., and profits are the intended outcomes for economic organisations and their owners. An
imperative to grow is at the base of economic liberalism, and the way to gain surplus value (the
component of growth) is to run the equation presented in Chapter Four: Sv=X-(N+R). In other
words, growth is achieved by adding more and more energy and land together to create outputs
whilst keeping the costs of production as low as possible. Magnuson puts it as:
For the capitalist class to continue to accumulate monetary wealth at an exponential rate, the
production process from which the profits are generated must also grow exponentially—
increasing at an accelerating rate. The implications of this are profound, for it means that the
drive for the accumulation of ever-larger amounts of money for the investor class also drives
growth in production in goods and services. Without this growth, the capitalist system will
slide into a recessionary crisis or even a depression, which is widespread system failure. To
serve the interests of the investor class and a prevent a systematic crisis, it is imperative that
economic production experience continuous growth.304
Faced with the belief that the current world of representative democracy and capitalism is not here
to stay but is also desirable—the question must be asked, how can we test the viability of this
belief? We could look at the definition of poverty to start out with. For example, only defining
poverty in relation to a numerical value applied across all countries may miss the fundamental
aspects of poverty such as inability to participate in the indicative activities of a human being in a
particular society, falling below some societal specific standard of living, or general inability to
acquire medical care, food, shelter and other basic necessities of life itself in a society.305 Looking at
poverty in this light may expand the problem considerably and negate the idea that capitalism has
lifted the masses out of poverty.
Or, we could get into an argument about the statistics behind poverty, even if it is defined according
to some numerical standard. For example, a World Bank policy paper points out that 95% of the
developing world (roughly 80% of the global population) lives under USD10 a day, which may be a
more realistic and meaningful poverty line.306 The 2010 median wage in South Africa was R2800
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(USD280) a month, and half of the working population (not counting the unemployment rate of
between 25% to 36%) earns this or less.307 Using the very same data source that McCloskey uses,
ten dollars a day means that the vast majority of the world living today are underneath the average
GDP per capita that New Zealand reached in 1872/73 or the United Kingdom of Great Britain
reached in 1882.308 This, it could be argued, is not exactly a ringing endorsement of a 140 years of
economic liberalism. Nor, it might be added, are the high levels of inequality that the capitalist
system seems to breed a great call to arms for capital.
There are areas in McCloskey's arguments against particular events or processes being causes of the
Industrial Revolution and the rising prosperity of Dutch and British capitalism that are controversial
and could be argued against, seriously weakening her case. Her statements, in particular, on how
imperialism309 and the slave trade310 were not economical advantageous could spark great argument:
the works of Eric Williams, Eduardo Galeano, Karl Marx and Amiya Bagchi come to mind. In his
discussion of Bolivia's history, the forced labour system (mita) of native Indians and how Spanish
silver ended up in Dutch, German, Genoese and Flemish banks, Galeano provides an alternative
narrative to McCloskey: that it was the sheer scale of precious metals mined from forced labour in
Latin America that financed Europe's economic development.311
We could follow through on Scott Meikle's fundamental analysis of the underlying philosophical
basis of arguments like McCloskey and Fukuyama's: that they rely upon a crude form of
Benthamite utilitarianism, GDP per capita is a form of utility that is commensurable with individual
welfare (in other words, money can act as proxy for utility). In particular, McCloskey uses rising
per capita income to argue that the present is better than the past—we have more income today than
we had in the past, hence our utility is greater. Meikle states:
Economics now represents itself as a common-sense and mundane science, modest in its
claims and not given to extravagance. Protecting scientific credentials has required for a
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long time that any connection with Benthamite utilitarianism be denied. Yet plausible
deniability is not so easily achieved when it is the standard to teach that all things are
commensurable with one another, even those that are different in kind, that qualitative
differences are reducible to quantitative ones, that there exists a single end, utility, and that
all rational human behaviour is aimed at maximising it. These are the most extravagant
philosophical claims imaginable, which few philosophers today would take seriously if they
thought about them....312
Fukuyama's claim that the mankind's universal ascent is met in our liberal democracies could
likewise be contested. Not just on its Hegelian basis, but also on his contrast between liberalism and
totalitarianism. Eric Hobsbawm sees representative democracy as practiced as a method of control
and deflecting discontent:
At the end of our period [1848-1875] the only example of revolution in an advanced country,
an almost localised and short-lived insurrection in Paris, produced a greater bloodbath than
anything in 1848 and a flurry of nervous diplomatic exchanges. Yet by this time the rulers of
the advanced states of Europe, with more or less reluctance, were beginning to recognise not
that 'democracy', i.e. a parliamentary constitution based on wide suffrage, was inevitable, but
also that it would probably be a nuisance but politically harmless. This discovery had long
been made by the rulers of the United States.313
We could take the view that representative liberal democracy falls short of the promise of ideals of
democracy, and that Fukuyama is wrong about what the endpoint of History is. We could question if
Fukuyama has read the tea leafs of geopolitical trends correctly. We could even reach for a copy of
Candide and quote Voltaire, “'What is this optimism?' said Cacambo. 'Alas!' said Candide, 'it is the
mania of maintaining that everything is well when we are wretched.'”314
However, engaging in these kinds of statistical, historical, philosophical, economic and even
satirical arguments may miss the real power of Fukuyama and McCloskey's argument, which is the
belief that the contemporary world is a likely representation of the foreseeable future and that
widespread changes are not likely. So, for the sake of argument, let us assume that Fukuyama and
McCloskey are broadly correct about the processes to date, and on the basis of this rather large
assumption can we still hold to the belief that the future will mirror roughly the present?
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To answer this, we can return to Chapter Four's discussion of Tainter and his theory of collapse.
What McCloskey and Fukuyama are arguing for is that material prosperity will increase as
developing societies become more and more like the developed world. For a developing economy
to become like a developed economy it would have to become more complex and thus its
consumption of energy and land inputs must increase. Tainter states that:
To increase complexity on the basis of static or declining energy supplies would require
lowering the standard of living throughout the world. In the absence of a clear crisis very
few people would support this. To maintain political support for our current and future
investments in complexity thus requires an increase in the effective per capita supply of
energy...315
And that:
What set industrialism apart from all of the previous history of our species was its reliance
on abundant, concentrated, high-quality energy (Hall et al. 1992). With subsidies of
inexpensive fossil fuels, for a long time many consequences of industrialism effectively did
not matter. Industrial societies could afford them. When energy costs are met easily and
painlessly, benefit/cost ratio to social investments can be substantially ignored (as it has been
in contemporary industrial agriculture). Fossil fuels made industrialism, and all that flowed
from it (such as science, transportation, medicine, employment, consumerism,
high-technology war, and contemporary political organization), a system of problem solving
that was sustainable for several generations.316
Tainter has two key points here. The first is that in order to reduce poverty through industrialisation
there needs to be an increase in energy consumption. The dominant form of energy consumption has
been and continues to be fossil fuels due to their favourable ratio of low cost to produce in relation
to high energy return: coal, oil and natural gas are dense forms of energy. This is certainly what is
happening in India and China: these rapidly growing and industrialised countries are consuming
greater and greater amounts of oil, gas and coal. As societies industrialise, their energy consumption
climbs significantly. Instead of looking at GDP per capita, we can look at energy use per person
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over time to understand the economic course of nations.
Globally speaking, our energy use is 11,164.3 millions of tonnes oil equivalent (toe) for coal,
nuclear, oil, hydro-electricity, and natural gas. This excludes biomass, human labour, animal waste,
solar, wind, geothermal and other forms of energy generation: renewable energy from all wind,
solar and geothermal sources accounts for only 1.7% of total primary energy production. Oil
consumes 3882.1 million toe, natural gas 2653.1 million toe, coal 3278.3 million toe, nuclear 610.5
million toe, and hydro at 740.3 million toe. It is worth noting that these are 2009 figures, a year of a
major global recession where total primary energy declined by 1.1%. The general trend in energy
use is upwards with increasing amount of hydro-electric, coal, oil and natural gas (the first ever
decline in the history of natural gas production was in 2009), with nuclear in slight decline. We have
never in the history of humanity used as much energy as we do currently, as can be seen in the
following table.317
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Table: Energy vs. Population 1800-2009
Year
1800
Energy Use Exajoule (EJ)
20.00
Energy Use Million toe
469
World Population (billions)
1.0
EJ/Billion Population Ratio
20.00

1900
50.00
1,173
1.6
31.25

2009
475.84
11,164
6.8
69.98

Sources: www.prb.org/Publications/Datasheets/2009/2009wpds.aspx
BP Statistical Review 2010
http://www.eoearth.org/article/Energy_transitions

It is immediately obvious from these numbers that our entire society rests upon the massive use of
hydrocarbons for its energy input. This is the primary and unique difference from any other
previous epoch of human history in terms of the way we produce outputs (X). Put another way, our
current levels of complexity (and hence our current 'prosperity') rest almost entirely upon high
energy inputs from an ever increasing amount of hydrocarbons, even discounting for population
growth; i.e. we are using more per person on a global level than we ever used to. In order to achieve
the kind of economic growth that McCloskey and Fukuyama think is possible, those societies not
using large amounts of energy at the moment will have to do so. According to Tainter, it is not
possible to increase the complexity of any society without additional energy, and the lifestyles of
the suburban minority in the West are not possible without a corresponding energy use.
The situation of land inputs is similar to that of energy: We use more land resources than at any time
in human history, the rate of consumption of land resources is increasing to provide inputs for
economic growth to maintain our current standards of living. To make poverty history we will
require a massive expansion of our consumption of our mostly finite land resources.
The second point that Tainter makes is that in order to maintain societal complexity an
ever-increasing amount of energy is required or significant innovation. The reasons for this lie in the
Second Law of Thermodynamics—in order for a system to stay stable it will require continuous
energy inputs as entropy leaches energy out of the system—and the Law of Diminishing Returns,
which states that increasing production will require greater and greater inputs for the same unit of
output. In other words, for the contemporary world to remain at the current level of living standards,
we will need to A) provide a continuous input energy of energy into our economies (to replace that
which is lost according to the Second Law of Thermodynamics) and B) we will need, as societies,
to increase our energy inputs to solve our problems because of the Law of Diminishing Returns.
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These two laws force us on the pain of collapse to increase the total amount of energy our socities
use: this means that we will have to build more power stations, extract more oil, coal and gas, split
more atoms, etc.318
At this juncture, we can conclude that: economic liberalism requires not only for its maintenance
but also for its continued existence, continuous increases in its energy and land inputs.
If contemporary economies cannot increase their energy usage to meet the ever increasing costs of
complexity, they will collapse. The main problem is that the energy we use comes overwhelmingly
from fossil fuels (in 2012, 81.1% of all primary energy came from oil, natural gas and coal/peat)319,
which in turn are the primary source of greenhouse gas emissions. These greenhouse gases are
altering the Earth's energy balance, resulting in rapid warming of the planet.
At the beginning of this thesis, the latest IPCC report was discussed. This report is quite clear on the
consequences of not reducing global emissions (mitigation) in a drastic, extreme and urgent manner.
We are facing four degrees or more temperature rise this century alone without mitigation.320 This is
catastrophic, as a two degrees temperature rise is best described as the boundary between dangerous
and extremely dangerous climate change and it is quite probable that we will hit the two degrees
mark even with mitigation.321 James Hansen describes two degrees warming as a “disaster
scenario”.322 That bastion of anti-capitalism, The World Bank, tells us of the dangers of a four
degrees temperature rise this century [bold added for emphasis]:
With pressures increasing as warming progresses toward 4°C and combining with
nonclimate–related social, economic, and population stresses, the risk of crossing critical
social system thresholds will grow. At such thresholds existing institutions that would
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have supported adaptation actions would likely become much less effective or even
collapse. One example is a risk that sea-level rise in atoll countries exceeds the capabilities
of controlled, adaptive migration, resulting in the need for complete abandonment of an
island or region. Similarly, stresses on human health, such as heat waves, malnutrition, and
decreasing quality of drinking water due to seawater intrusion, have the potential to
overburden health-care systems to a point where adaptation is no longer possible, and
dislocation is forced.
Thus, given that uncertainty remains about the full nature and scale of impacts, there
is also no certainty that adaptation to a 4°C world is possible. A 4°C world is likely to
be one in which communities, cities and countries would experience severe disruptions,
damage, and dislocation, with many of these risks spread unequally. It is likely that the
poor will suffer most and the global community could become more fractured, and unequal
than today. The projected 4°C warming simply must not be allowed to occur—the heat must
be turned down. Only early, cooperative, international actions can make that happen.323
If we look back in the Earth's history, the scale of damage from global changes in temperature
becomes truly terrifying. Two hundred and fifty-one million years ago, at the end of the Permian
Age, the world convulsed from a massive and long series of volcanic eruptions in what is now
Siberia. These eruptions changed the chemical composition of the atmosphere, causing an increase
in global temperatures. The rising temperature warmed the oceans and caused a huge release of
methane from the oceans, leading to a six degrees Celsius warming. The result was that 95% of all
species went extinct. This mass extinction either surpassed in severity that of the extinction of the
dinosaurs, life itself nearly died.324
Even without a detailed reference to a host other global environmental problems—the ongoing mass
extinction event, resource depletion, deforestation, soil degradation, collapse of the oceans,
pollution, population increases—it is clear that climate change alone will likely force significant
structural changes to human societies, including economic and political systems, and it is unlikely
that these changes will be pleasant. Not only does Tainter believe that climatic changes are the type
of event to cause a contemporary collapse, he points out that such a collapse would be global in
nature due the interconnected nature of contemporary societies.325
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Moreover, the current bind of contemporary societies is greater than illustrated above. Global
warming and other environmental disasters will cause problems for each and every society on the
planet. This means, using Tainter, that we will require greater levels of complexity in our societies
(i.e. attempting to deal with climate change comes at cost, represented in terms of increased
complexity), which in turn will require additional energy inputs. Under our current economic model
of fossil-fuel powered industrialisation, this means greater consumption of fossil-fuels. Increased
consumption of fossil-fuels has two immediate impacts: the first is that we will emit even more
greenhouse gases, and the second is that we will consume a greater share of the pool of finite
energy resources, hence quickening the depletion of coal, oil and natural gas reserves. Put bluntly,
our costs are going to rise due to climate change, our solution will be to finance these costs with the
very cause of climate change, and this in turn will decrease the available reserves of energy
resources. The same logic applies to land resources. If we deplete our finite energy reserves and
land resources, we will not be able to maintain our complexity and, thus, will collapse. As Tainter
states “...for no society can maintain complexity when its resource base is depleted beyond a certain
point.”326
The situation is serious enough that Fukuyama belatedly and partially recognises the possibility of
alternative scenarios that will, to paraphrase him, consume the process to the end of History. He
states:
If some of more dire predictions about global warming are correct, it may already be too late
to make the sorts of adjustments in hydrocarbon use that will prevent massive climate
change, or else the adjustment process itself be so disruptive that it will kill the economic
goose that is laying our technological eggs.327
Embedded in this quote are two important concepts: The first is the failure of political and
economic liberalism to address the problem. In an earlier chapter of The End of History and the
Last Man, Fukuyama makes the claim that democracies are better than totalitarian states in dealing
with environmental problems, and, in fact, he mentions that Chernobyl-style environmental damage
is a result of a lack of feedback from citizens.328 In terms global warming, political and economic
liberalism have failed completely to deal with the problem despite a tremendous amount of
feedback from scientists, international finance institutions, the United Nations, and the general
326
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public for decades. Furthermore, it is telling that some of the paragons of economic and political
liberalism—Canada, New Zealand and Japan—have decided to withdraw from the only
international climate change agreement to date (the inadequate Kyoto Protocol). America never
signed the Protocol. In the case of Canada, the reason was that it could not meet its weak climate
mitigation commitments and mine tar sands at the same time. It choose to produce growth through
developing unconventional oil resources (and hence greenhouse gas emissions) instead of
mitigating its emissions. In doing so, Canada was working in accordance with the imperative to
grow its economy—as illustrated by Hayek, Friedman, Fukuyama and McCloskey—rather than the
long-term human welfare of all of the living and those yet to be born. Not to mention all the other
species that are being and will be exterminated due to climate change.
Ecological decay is a product of the contemporary economy and political arrangements, it can be
nothing but. In the Introduction of this thesis, it was pointed out that we need to change our politics
and economics or have them changed for us. The discussion in this chapter indicating the
consequences of climate change and our inaction, and the failure of both political and economic
liberalism to deal with climate change and ecological decay in general.
Stephen Gardiner makes a similar point in A Perfect Moral Storm. He posits that climate change is a
test of not only the world's political and social systems but also of the political philosophy that
underlies those systems. Basically, as climate change is a clear and present threat to our welfare and
civilisation, and as the current political and moral systems have failed to address this system, we
have a fundamental failing of political and moral philosophy, namely that it is inadequate to deal
with problems like climate change.329
The second concept embedded in Fukuyama's statement above is the notion that capitalism might
be able to innovate its way out of ecological decay and climate change in particular. While
Fukuyama seems to understand that the costs of adapting to climate change would be so great as to
be the end of economic and political liberalism330, McCloskey thinks that capitalism innovating
itself out of these problems is not only possible but is the desirable solution:
...the natural resources on which environmentalists obsess are unimportant constraints in the
modern world. The “ultimate resource,” as Julian Simon put it, is brain power. If we are
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smart enough we can make cheap food, and can fix and store atmospheric carbon. And
therefore when the world has become educated and free, and when the populist hostility to
bourgeois innovation has faded, then success will breed more success.
...But observe: without the dual ideas of the dignity and liberty for ordinary life and
extraordinary innovation, no innovation is going to occur, no one is going to get properly
educated, and we are back in the world of lives poor, nasty, brutish, and short.331
Behind her statements above is a belief in principle of infinite substitutability, which if that one
resource becomes scarce (say wood) we can replace it with another resource (plastic). One problem
with this belief is that there are things that cannot be substituted, such as socio-political complexity,
a climate conducive for humanity, or biodiversity. There are also resources for which substitution is
incredibly difficult, oil for example.332 Another problem is that innovation requires energy and
finance, and suffers from its own diminishing returns. To provide innovation on the scale necessary
to offset resource constraints (if this is possible, see below) would require a massive redirection of
GDP towards research and development. This would cause a drop in living standards, and would
only provide a respite as such investments themselves would suffer from diminishing returns, which
then requires greater energy, finance and land inputs.333 Sooner or later, the costs of solving the
problem will be higher than the costs of reducing complexity, and, hence, collapse.334
Not surprisingly, the IPCC has considered the geoengineering (to “fix and store atmospheric
carbon” and to reflect sunlight back into space) that McCloskey suggests will solve the problem. It
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states:
Methods that aim to deliberately alter the climate system to counter climate change, termed
geoengineering, have been proposed. Limited evidence precludes a comprehensive
quantitative assessment of both Solar Radiation Management (SRM) and Carbon Dioxide
Removal (CDR) and their impact on the climate system. CDR methods have biogeochemical
and technological limitations to their potential on a global scale. There is insufficient
knowledge to quantify how much CO2 emissions could be partially offset by CDR on a
century timescale. Modelling indicates that SRM methods, if realizable, have the potential to
substantially offset a global temperature rise, but they would also modify the global water
cycle, and would not reduce ocean acidification. If SRM were terminated for any reason,
there is high confidence that global surface temperatures would rise very rapidly to values
consistent with the greenhouse gas forcing. CDR and SRM methods carry side effects and
long-term consequences on a global scale.335
So, leaving the scientifically doubtful to one side, what about using innovation to mitigate our
current system away from dangerous climate change? A variety of plans exist to mitigate our
emissions in accordance with the IPCC minimum emissions pathway (to have a reasonable chance
to stay below a two degrees temperature rise). A major focus of these plans is a rapid transition to a
low-carbon energy system, and it is worth taking a look at what two of them would entail. Basically,
the plans consist of shutting down existing coal, gas and oil power stations over the next three
decades and building new low-carbon power stations to replace those plants and meet new capacity
requirements.336 Both of the plans below don't require new magical technologies, but require the
implementation of existing technologies, albeit at a vast scale.
The first plan comes from Mark Jacobson and Mark Delucchi: this plan calls for 100% renewable
electricity generation (solar, wind, hydro and geothermal) by 2030. This plan calls for 11.5 TW337 of
energy, and for the sake of illustration the table below keeps to the generation mix but extends the
deadline to 2043, giving 30 years to complete this energy transition:
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Table: Jacobson and Delucchi 100% Renewable Energy Plan by 2043338
Primary Energy

Number of Plants

Source
Water (1.1 TW)

Capacity per

Time

Unit
490,000 Tidal

1 MW

1 plant to be built every 32 minutes

100 MW

1 plant to be built every 2 days

1300 MW

1 plant to be built every 40 days

5 MW

1 wind turbine to be built every 4 minutes

0.75 MW

1 plant to be built every 22 minutes

0.003 MW

1 system to be built every half a second

300 MW

1 plant to be built every 321 minutes

300 MW

1 plant to be built every 394 minutes

Plants
5,350 Geothermal
Plants (+/- 100
already existing)
900 Hydro Plants
(+/-630 already in
place)
Wind (5.8 TW)

3.8 million wind
turbines
720,000 wave
converters

Solar (4.6 TW)

1.7 billion rooftop
PV
(photo-voltaic)
systems
49,000 solar
thermal plants
40,000 PV power
plants

The second plan, from Saul Griffith, proposes a slightly different mix for the same total of 11.5 TW;
2 TW solar PV, 2 TW solar thermal, 2 TW wind, 3 TW nuclear, 2 TW geothermal, and 0.5 TW other
(biofuels, wave, tidal).339 This would require:
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•

100m2 of solar cells every second for 25 years

•

50m2 of mirrors every second for 25 years

•

One 3 MW wind turbine every 5 minutes for 25 years

•

One 3 GW nuclear plant every week for 25 years

Mark Jacobson and Mark Delucchi, “A Path to Sustainable Energy by 2030”, Scientific American (November
2009), pg. 59-65
Saul Griffith, The Game Plan (March 2008), http://assets.en.oreilly.com/1/event/8/Energy%20Literacy
%20Presentation.pdf (accessed February 2012)
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•

One 100 MW geothermal plant every 8 hours for the next 25 years

•

All the land required for this would, if put all together, constitute the 7th largest country in
the world

Either way, the scale of the industrial build required is quite staggering. For example, to build a
single modern nuclear plant, such as the 1.6 GW European Pressurised Reactor, takes about a
decade at the moment. The common thread between all such plans are that the plans are technically
possible (General Motors can build a car every 5 minutes) but would require an effort similar to
World War II's war economies. Every industrialised country would have to build this new energy
infrastructure as fast as possible and with all the resources of those economies dedicated to the task.
The strain on resources, materials and people would be immense: any resistance to the plan would
have to be crushed as ruthlessly as resistance to wartime production was, some sort of green
totalitarianism might be necessary. The question is, then, how likely are these technically possible
scenarios?
The unfortunate answer is not very. If we look around us, do we see anything like this kind of
energy transformation taking place? No, and not one country is gearing up for such a build. Last
year, the World Resources Institute conducted a survey of new coal-fired power stations being
planned: the key findings were that 1199 new coal-fired power plants are being proposed (1.4 TW
of new installed capacity), the global coal trade rose in 2010 by 13.4%, and multilateral
development banks and export credit agencies alone have provided USD37 billion in financing for
coal-fired power plants since 1994.340
So, even if we grant McCloskey's idea that we can innovate, the problem still remains: we have
have the ability to innovate and we even have the technologies available, but our economic and
political systems remain unable to cope with the impending crisis. Climate change and other
meta-level ecological problems represent a failure in our current order, and a sign that political
philosophy needs to have a rethink of the current order.
We can conclude that global greenhouse gas emissions are likely set to rise substantially and this
will cause climatic effects that will serious impacts on our societies. A significant chance exists that
our emissions will cause over four degrees temperature rise this century alone, and institutions like
The World Bank consider the consequences almost too terrible to mention.
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In fact, even if we grant that both Fukuyama and McCloskey's arguments are valid to the present, if
we supposed that the general trend has been towards Western liberal democracies and that certain
values drove the Industrial Revolution and material welfare to date, that does not mean that we can
be at all certain about the future on the basis of those arguments. The science is telling us that
changes to civilisation itself are a distinct possibility within the next 87 years. When climate change
and resource depletion are added to Tainter's theory of collapse, a future wherein a collapse in
societal complexity becomes plausible enough to be a valid concern for political philosophy.
What McCloskey and Fukuyama have missed is the interplay between energy, land and economics.
Back in 1990, Herman Daly and John Cobb pointed out that this was a common mistake:
Economics is often criticized for being materialistic. It is in fact materialistic in the sense
that it sees human beings as intent on possession and consumption of goods, and it supports
the satisfaction of these wants. But in a deeper, philosophical sense, it is much more allied to
idealism. It neglects the land, and that means in general the physical basis of human
existence.341
And, it is this interplay between land, energy and economics (as described in Chapter Four's model)
that tells some very inconvenient truths about the present and the future, and which provides a
counterargument to the Problem of Anachronism. This counterargument refutes the belief in the
endurance of economic and political liberalism into the foreseeable future. To summarise, the
argument is:
A) The global context consists of a severe ecological crisis, according to current scientific
wisdom.
B) This ecological crisis will have a significant and large-scale impact on human societies
that will raise the costs of complexity and reduce available energy and land inputs. Societies
will run the real risk of collapse.
C) Not only is it highly likely that environmental decay will cause widespread changes to
social structures, but it is also highly likely that social structures and the economy in
particular will have to change in order to deal with this ecological crisis, either in a proactive
or reactive manner. Additionally, climate change represents a failure of political philosophy:
our political philosophy is inadequate to deal with the issue.
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D) The nature of these changes to political and social systems is uncertain and difficult to
predict.
E) Therefore, examining social, political and economic systems that are predicated on
widespread and significant change is not only valid but highly relevant.
This counterargument does not say that an Aristotelian philosophy of society is likely or will
somehow magically appear out of this change. That would be naïve utopianism at its best and
neither would that be an Aristotelian position. Both the historical development of the Athenian polis
and Aristotle's philosophy make it quite clear that human agency is required to achieve this.342 What
the argument does provide is that the contextual situation is changing and changing significantly. It
is this change that provides an opportunity—an opportunity in the midst of disaster—for humans to
attempt to create something different and better.
There is, however, one possible response to this counterargument: While the argument against the
Problem of Anachronism does point out the likelihood of change, it does not point towards the kind
of utopian changes that some kind of future polis would require. It appears to deal with the core of
the Problem of Anachronism but is actually side-stepping the charge of utopianism.
This objection misses the point. Climate change and other ecological problems will change our
social systems, whether we will it or not. What this change will be is simply too hard to predict. Do
we return to a largely pre-industrial existence after a great die off? Or do we somehow power
through and create a world of mega-cities basking in acid rain and sentient artificial life? No one
can say for sure, although increased economic localisation does seem to be a distinct possibility—a
world blighted by over four degrees of atmospheric warming combined with resource depletion is
highly unlikely to be a world operating under globalisation, and thus a Future Polis is highly
unlikely to be under threat of entrepreneurs jumping juristication and locating economic activities in
low-cost centres on the other side of the world—and this has obvious benefit in making a case for
an Aristotelian economy.343
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The possibilities for change widen as we enter into the coming period of ecological decay. It could
be reasonable to suspect that all sort of different political and social change will take place: it will
be a sandbox of political experimentation. That it may be possible to attempt some kind of polis
somewhere in the world in the coming centuries is not as far-fetched as it sounds since city-states
such as Singapore, Monaco and the Vatican City already exist. The possibility to attempt a Future
Polis is enough to defeat the belief—embedded in the Problem of Anachronism—that the future
will resemble our political and economic present.
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Chapter Eight: Conclusion
In looking at Aristotle's philosophy of human affairs, we started and ended with the environmental
crisis, as starkly represented by climate change. Ecological decay is our context and, in Chapter
Seven, our context represents failure in our global systems and the underlying political and moral
philosophy: in particular, economic and political liberalism. The free markets and representative
democracy of our globalised world are failing us, selling out our children, and condemning future
generations: they are already committing xenocide344: they are unlikely to survive the kind of
temperature rises that the World Bank and the IPCC warn us of.
Our context is such that investigating alternative political, ethical and economic philosophies is
required: it would be remiss of us not to do so. Looking at Aristotle's philosophy of human affairs is
a product of this requirement to look beyond liberalism and communism, and what have we
learned?
Chapter Two showed that it is reasonable to view Aristotle's moral, political and economic
philosophy as a unified whole, as represented in the notion that eudaimonia is a life of virtue in a
properly constituted polis: serious implications flow from this view of Aristotle's philosophy of
society. The first implication is that Aristotle's ethics, politics or economics cannot be viewed in
isolation from each other, they cannot be treated as silos of knowledge, and they require study in an
interdisciplinary manner. There are many impressive things about Aristotle, and one of them is his
sheer breadth of intellectual investigations. For example, as Scott Meikle pointed out, in the middle
of the Nicomachaen Ethics is a complicated and difficult discussion on use and exchange value, a
topic in economic theory that both Karl Marx and Adam Smith struggled over. In The Politics,
Aristotle delves into town planning. What Aristotle demands of a critical reader is that she must
meet him on his interdisciplinary terrain, and not in contemporary academic silos.
The second implication is that we must take Aristotle's view that we, as human beings, reach our
full potential in a well-ordered polis seriously. Not only do we reach our potential as human beings
in a polis, the sovereign end of eudaimonia demands that we do so. In contemporary discussions,
Aristotle's view is often written off—as Bertrand Russell does—as being hopelessly antiquated and
some kind of failing on Aristotle's part to prevision some other form of social organisations, such as
the state. However, to write off Aristotle's view that we should live in a polis is to ignore Aristotle's
own history, other voices in Ancient Greece such as Isocrates's view of pan-Hellenic unity, and the
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simple fact that Aristotle had, at the time of writing The Politics, enough knowledge of other kinds
of societies to advocate for them but consciously decided upon the polis. On purpose. With rational,
considered intent. He could have chosen the empire but didn't. Why?
Chapter Three answers that question as one of its three key claims: For Aristotle, citizens of a
well-constituted polis have to be citizens of a participatory democracy. The end of eudaimonia
demands and justifies a participatory democracy as the form of social organisation, as it is being
ruled and ruling that is the central component of the political life. On this point, we can see Aristotle
as the radical democrat, not the aristocrat of western philosophy.
The second key claim of Chapter Three is related to the requirement for participatory democracy.
The highest, greatest good of eudaimonia gives us a particular kind of freedom—positive liberty—
that gives us justification to become more than we are, to become a good person. The freedom to, as
opposed to the freedom from (negative liberty), can lead to the terrible revolutionary logic of the
French Revolution and communism. This is Isaiah Berlin's stark warning. Yet, Aristotle's political
life and the resulting participatory democracy provide a process on how to avoid the descent into
often repeated revolution that eats its children. The procedures of participatory democracy provide
the bulwarks against the totalitarianism that positive liberty can devolve to. We are hardly about to
send ourselves to the gulag.
The third key claim of Chapter Three is that eudaimonia requires social infrastructure: health,
wealth, autarky, economic justice, etc. Societies have to ensure that this social infrastructure is met,
and this is an economic question.
And, it is in economic thought that Aristotle's largest failing becomes apparent. While Aristotle did
think that participatory democracy was for all citizens, he didn't think that all human beings were fit
for citizenship. Aristotle cast out of the citizen body most of humanity: women, the poor, barbarians
and slaves were all ineligible for citizenship and thus eudaimonia. Aristotle describes those who
don't live in a polis, who have no friends or family, as being sub-human.
Chapter Five looked at Aristotle's economics to understand why he felt that much of humanity was
to be excluded from participatory democracy and found that Aristotle had no humane solution to the
economic requirements of eudaimonia. In order to provide the wealth and leisure necessary for the
political life, Aristotle employed three primary economic strategies. The first was that he accepted
an underclass of slaves, women and non-Greeks to do all of the dirty work so that the citizens of his
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ideal polis can sit in the agora and examine trade policy. The second (and related strategy) was that
he restricted the membership of the citizenry. He excluded many from qualifying as citizens, and
this, as we saw in Chapters Four and Five, redistributes surplus value to the few. Once again, it is
easier to have wealth if you don't have to share with others. The third main strategy was to decrease
the amount of wealth a person should gain—a person has no claim to more than just enough to
engage in the political and contemplative lives—and thus increasing the amount of surplus wealth
available for others.
The approach to economic systems in Chapter Four helped us to understand the depth of Aristotle's
economic problem: in a world where energy can only come from animal and human labour and
where technological innovation is static, the options for extracting surplus value are limited and
brutal. The Athenians chose all of Aristotle's options (to one degree or another) in a restricted form
of socialism, and to which they added an empire for profit. And, in an empire for profit, they sealed
their own doom. The ancient world, in general, ran its economy on the vast and continual policies of
cruel exploitation, conquest, tribute and unsustainable extraction of land resources.
Aristotle's ancient prejudice, poor logic and inadequate biology provided convenient cover stories
for his economic exclusions, but, at the heart of the matter, he went for ruthless economics to enable
the radical democracy of his citizens and meet the sovereign, all-encompassing end of eudaimonia.
For Aristotle, it was eudaimonia and slavery or no slavery and no eudaimonia. A callous choice, to
answer T.A. Sinclair's query:
His [Aristotle's] attitude to slavery...seems strange to one who must have read Euripides; and
we do not know whether to ascribe it to callousness or to obtuseness.345
It is easy to look back on the ancients and Aristotle and condemn, far too easy for in the act of
condemning we can miss the most important lesson of all. We are not that much different from the
ancients, and M. I. Finley's words should haunt us:
The Athenians found no perfect solution; as I said earlier, to expect that of them is to
measure them by a standard no other society has attained, an unhelpful procedure, to put it
mildly. Nor, may I say once more, is it helpful to seek direct answers to our problems in a
small, face-to-face community, a community resting on a large, unprivileged base of
non-citizens and slaves. On the other hand, in a broad sense, the Athenian problem remains
345
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our problem.346
We should not look back at Aristotle's politics and see only the exclusions and exploitation, for we
miss the liberation that he can offer us from our own exploitative, exclusionary, unjust and
unsustainable economic practices. What we have to do is solve some of the very same economic
problems that Aristotle faced. How do we have a society without an underclass? How can we use
our resources sustainability and without destroying our environment? How do we make economic
transactions just? How can we redesign work so that the political life is possible? How to we gain
and use energy to maintain societal complexity?
Chapter Four's alternative method of examining an economy is critical to answering these
questions. When we look at an economy through the lenses of energy and land, we move away from
the traditional approaches of capital and labour and attempt something new and original. Chapter
Six uses the economic model in Chapter Four to reload Aristotle for the 22nd century. The Future
Polis—with it five ethical values for a new type of economy, its unorthodox system of allocation
and a different approach to technology—is an original combination of Aristotle's ancient concept of
eudaimonia with future demands of an ecologically collapsed world. To look back into antiquity to
deal with a very 22nd century problem (widespread ecological decay) is an original use of Aristotle.
Finally and in parting, there are many areas that this thesis did not discuss and, given the limitations
a 80,000 word thesis, and it is worth listing some of them. Aristotle's moral virtues and certain parts
of the social infrastructure were taken either for granted or only partly explored: for example,
courage, moral justice and good temper were all ignored. The processes and procedures of a
participatory democracy were under-explored and far more work is required to see how such a
system could work and with as many citizens as possible. There are questions concerning
production process—for example, agriculture, medicine, electronics—that would require detailed
investigation and experimentation.
The largest area left open is, perhaps, how does Aristotle's philosophy of society help us to avoid
the worst effects of climate change? How can it mitigate climate change and minimise other
environmental impacts? How can it be a solution rather than a method of adaptation? These
questions have been excluded from this thesis. There may be answers to these questions, hopefully
there are. Discovering those answers is, however, a conversation for another day.
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